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Agenda Item 1.2

Minute of Meeting of the North East Scotland Transport Partnership Board
Aberdeen, Wednesday, 14 April 2021
Present:

Councillor Sandra Macdonald (Chairperson); Councillor Peter Argyle
and Dr Margaret Bochel (Vice Chairs); Councillor David Aitchison,
Councillor Philip Bell, Councillor George Carr, Councillor Michael
Hutchison and Councillor Avril MacKenzie; and Colin Allanach and
Gerry Donald.

In Attendance:

Professor David Gray (RGU); Rab Dickson, Paul Finch, Jenny
Anderson, Jon Barron, Kirsty Chalmers, Kelly Wiltshire and Tricia
Howden (Nestrans); Councillor Ian Mollison, Alan Wood, Ewan
Wallace and Chris Smith (Aberdeenshire Council); and Councillor
David Cameron, Gale Beattie, Joanna Murray, Robert Templeton,
Karen Allan and Mark Masson (Aberdeen City Council).

Please note that if any changes are made to this minute at the point of approval,
these will be outlined in the subsequent minute and this document will not be
retrospectively altered.
DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
1.

There were no declarations of interest intimated.

MINUTE OF BOARD MEETING, 10 FEBRUARY 2021
2.
The Board had before it the minute of its previous meeting of 9 December 2020, for
approval.
The Board resolved:to approve the minute as a correct record, subject to amending article 11, resolution (ii) to
read:- “that in relation to the Strategic Transport Projects Review 2, to note that a draft
response would be prepared and circulated to the Chair and Vice Chairs for approval prior
to submission to the Scottish Government.”

PRESENTATIONS: PROFESSOR DAVID GRAY, ROBERT GORDON UNIVERSITY
3.
The Board received a presentation from David Gray, Professor of Transport Policy,
Robert Gordon University who provided his opinion on the recently published Nestrans
Regional Transport Strategy. (available at www.nestrans2040.org.uk.)
During the presentation, David Gray (a) outlined the parts of the strategy which he particularly
liked including the sustainable transport hierarchy, Aberdeen Rapid Transit, improving the
bus network, the growth of demand responsive transport and the target of 50-50 Modal Split;
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(b) highlighted the challenges and opportunities for delivering the strategy, specifically
relating to pedestrianisation, equity, locking in the benefits of the Aberdeen Western
Peripheral Route, the 50-50 Modal Split and demand management; and (c) made reference
to “The Docherty Gap” (Prof Ian Docherty), which provided details and examples on the gap
between rhetoric and action and also strategy and delivery relating to the Scottish Executive’s
Traffic Stabilisation Target 2002, Scotland’s National Transport Strategy 2006 and the
Aberdeen Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan.
Professor Gray responded to questions from members of the Board.
The Board resolved:to thank Professor Gray for his presentation.

2020/21 BUDGET MATTERS
4.
The Board had before it a report which provided an update on the Partnership’s
2020/21 monitoring and forecast outturn position and sought consideration of any budget or
monitoring issues that may arise.
The report recommended:that the Board –
(a)
note the monitoring position and forecast presented in Appendix 1;
(b)
approve the virements set out in Appendix 2;
(c)
approve the revisions to the continuation of funding to 2021/22 to complete the
approved projects presented in Appendix 3;
(d)
note the updates on projects for which Nestrans is receiving external funding; and
(e)
note the Strategic Transport Fund position.
The Board heard Chris Smith provide an overview of the report.
The Board resolved:to approve the recommendations.

TREASURY MANAGEMENT STRATEGY STATEMENT
5.
The Board had before it a report which sought agreement to the proposed
Treasury Management Strategy Statement for 2021/22.
The report recommended:that the Board approve the revised Treasury Management Strategy set out in appendices
A and B of the report.
The Board heard Chris Smith provide an overview of the report.
The Board resolved:to approve the recommendation.
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PROCUREMENT – SCOTLAND EXCEL FRAMEWORK
6.
The Board had before it a report which sought approval to continue to utilise the
Scotland Excel Framework for the supply of Engineering and Technical Consultancy
Services, following a recent re-tendering exercise.
The report recommended:that the Board:(a)
approve the use of the new Scotland Excel Framework for Engineering and
Technical Consulting Services; and
(b)
approve multiple call-offs from the from the Framework of up to £1 million per
financial year, provided that this expenditure is otherwise incurred and approved
in accordance with the adopted Financial Regulations.
Paul Finch provided an overview of the report and responded to questions from
members.
The Board resolved:to approve the recommendations, subject to the amount at (b) above being lowered to
£250k and that this be reviewed at a future meeting of the Board.
DIRECTOR'S REPORT
7.
The Board had before it a report which provided an update on liaison with other RTPs,
the Scottish Government and other organisations and also sought authorisation for a letter
in support of the North East of Scotland Bus Alliance bid for Bus Partnership Funding.
The report recommended:that the Board –
(a)
note progress on liaison arrangements with other RTPs, the Scottish Government and
others and arrangements for future meetings; and
(b)
approve the draft letter of support for the bid to the Bus Partnership Fund.
The Director highlighted the key points from the report, including recent developments, the
future programme of meetings and the Bus Partnership Fund submission.
As an amendment to the report, it was noted that due to a Full Council meeting clash,
Councillor Macdonald was unable to attend the meeting of the RTP Chairs on 3 March 2021.
The Board resolved:(i)
to approve the recommendations; and
(ii)
to request that the Health and Transport Action Plan document be circulated to members.
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REGIONAL TRANSPORT STRATEGY
8.
With reference to article 8 of the minute of the previous meeting of 10 February 2021,
the Board had before it a report which provided an update on the Regional Transport Strategy
2040 (RTS).
The report recommended:that the Board note that the RTS has now been submitted to the Cabinet Secretary for
approval.
Kirsty Chalmers provided an overview of the report (a) explaining that the Nestrans 2040
website had been updated with the new branding and the full suite of documents, including
the final strategy itself, which was available to view and download at
www.nestrans2040.org.uk; and (b) advising that all consultation responders would receive
details of the approved RTS, including notification through the usual social media channels.
The Board resolved:to approve the recommendation.

STPR2 UPDATE AND PHASE 1 RECOMMENDATIONS
9.
The Board had before it a report which provided details of the response submitted
to Transport Scotland to the publication of the Strategic Transport Projects Review 2
(STPR2) Update and Phase 1 Recommendations report published in February 2021.
The report recommended:that the Board –
(a)
note the publication of STPR2 Update and Phase 1 Recommendations report;
(b)
endorse the officers’ response issued to Transport Scotland attached as an
Appendix to this report; and
(c)
consider whether the Board wish to make any further representations to Transport
Scotland at this stage.
Paul Finch provided an overview of the report.
The Board resolved:to approve recommendations (a) and (b).
COVID-19: INTERIM ASSESSMENT OF CHANGING TRAVEL PATTERNS AND
ATTITUDES
10.
The Board had before it a report which presented the key outcomes from the
series of ten market research surveys undertaken to capture changing travel behaviour
and attitudes in the north east of Scotland, between July 2020 and February 2021.
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The report recommended:that the Board note the information and key findings contained in the report.
Paul Finch outlined the key findings from the report and the next steps, advising that an
Executive Summary was presented as an Appendix to the report.
The Board resolved:(i)
to approve the recommendation; and
(ii)
that officers would reconsider the frequency of similar surveys to be undertaken
during the next financial year in conjunction with next year’s revenue budget.
NESTRANS RISK REGISTER
11.
The Board had before it a report which sought consideration on the recent review
of the Nestrans Risk Register to ensure significant risks were identified, evaluated and
controlled.
The report recommended:that the Board consider the Risk Register and approve its implementation.
Jenny Anderson provided an overview of the report and the Nestrans Risk Register.
The Board resolved:(i)
to approve the Risk Register, subject to the addition that the Nestrans Chair is a
member of the National Transport Strategy 2 Delivery Board; and
(ii)
that the Nestrans Risk Register be reviewed by the Board on an annual basis.
EQUALITIES: OUTCOMES AND MAINSTREAMING REPORTS
12.
The Board had before it a report which provided an update on the responsibilities
being placed on Nestrans as a public body in respect of their duties in relation to the
Equality Act 2010 (Specific Duties) (Scotland) Regulations 2012.
The report recommended:that the Board –
(a)
note the report and the requirement for Nestrans to report on its activities and
policies in respect of Equality Act 2010 (Specific Duties) (Scotland) Regulations
2012;
(b)
approve the Equalities Outcomes 2021 indicated within the report; and
(c)
note the Equalities Outcomes Report 2021 and the Mainstreaming Equalities 2021
Report in Appendix1 to the report.
Kelly Wiltshire highlighted the key information from the report, making reference to two
Equality Outcomes identified which will assist Nestrans to eliminate discrimination,
advance equality of opportunity and foster good relations for relevant protected
characteristic groups.
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The Board resolved:(i)
to approve the recommendations;
(ii)
that Lone Working and Digital Inequality be considered by officers for inclusion.
OUTCOMES FROM MOVING TOWARDS NET ZERO EVENT
13.
The Board had before it a report which provided details of an online webinar
organised recently by Nestrans.
It was noted that the aim of the event was to help provide a platform to showcase the
ongoing efforts of staff, across the partner organisations, to deliver on a range of projects
that centre around how we travel around the area and how those journeys could impact
more positively on the health and wellbeing of our citizens and visitors and cause less
harm to both people and the environment.
The report recommended:that the Board note the information, outcomes and proposed next steps contained in the
report.
Jon Barron highlighted the main points from the report advising that invitations were sent
to around 250 people from a wide variety of local and national organisations, including
all elected members of both councils, with approximately 140 attending virtually.
The Board resolved:to approve the recommendation.
RAIL MATTERS REPORT
14.
The Board had before it a report which provided an update on a number of regional
rail matters.
The report recommended:that the Board –
(a)
note the update on the derailment at Carmont;
(b)
note the progress on the Insch Accessibility Study and Executive Summary in
Appendix 1;
(c)
note the progress on the multi-modal study considering the Aberdeen to
Laurencekirk corridor; and
(d)
note the update on the ScotRail franchise.
Paul Finch outlined the main points from the report.
The Board resolved:to approve the recommendations.
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PROGRESS REPORT
15.
The Board had before it a progress report which outlined the status of various
activities in support of the Regional Transport Strategy.
The Board resolved:to note the content of the progress report.

PUBLICATIONS AND CONSULTATIONS
16.
The Board had before it a report which provided information on recent publications
and consultation papers of interest and to agree a response where appropriate.
The report recommended:that the Board –
(a)
note the contents and recommendations arising from the A New Future for
Scotland’s Towns Centres Report; and
(b)
note the interim findings from the Union Connectivity Review.
Kelly Wiltshire and Paul Finch provided a summary of the report and responded to questions
from members.

The Board resolved:to approve the recommendations.
INFORMATION BULLETIN
17.
The Board had before it a report which provided information and updates on a number
of matters not requiring decisions.
The report recommended:that the Board note the contents of this report.
The Board heard Jon Barron provide details in relation to the e-Cargo Bike Project and Cycle
Counters data collection.
The Board resolved:to approve the recommendation.

CONFERENCES AND PRESENTATIONS
18.
The Board had before it a list of recent and forthcoming conferences, training and
presentations of interest to Nestrans.
The Board resolved:to note the information provided and the content of the list.
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PENDING BUSINESS AND REPORTS FOR FUTURE MEETINGS
19.
The Board had before it a report which (1) provided information on the progress on
pending business and major reports scheduled for forthcoming Board meetings; and (2)
provided the opportunity for the Board to add to or amend the scheduling.
The report recommended:that the Board note the report on pending business and agree the provisional scheduling of
major reports to future Board meetings.
The Chair made reference to the previous Regional Transport Strategy and sought the views
of the Board on whether it would be useful to prepare a graphic mapped base visualisation
on what had been achieved over the past 15 years.
The Board resolved:(i)
to approve the recommendation; and
(ii)
to note that the Director would consider the suggestion above and submit a report to
a future meeting of the Board.
COUNCILLOR SANDRA MACDONALD, Chairperson
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NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 9 June 2021

3.1 2020/21 Annual Audit Plan



Purpose of Report
To inform the Board of the 2020/21 Annual Audit Plan provided by Audit Scotland which sets out
the audit work to be undertaken to provide an opinion on the Partnership’s financial statements.



Background
Local Authorities and similar bodies are required to ensure that they demonstrate proper
stewardship of their financial affairs. Auditors are normally appointed for a five-year period and
the current appointment commenced in 2016/17, making this year 5 of the appointment. All audit
appointments however have been extended in this instance to a six-year term as a result of
Covid. The auditor for the Partnership is Audit Scotland and the engagement lead is Anne
MacDonald.



2020/21 Annual Audit Plan
An annual audit plan has been submitted which has been prepared in accordance with Audit
Scotland’s Code of Audit Practice. As well as responsibilities relating to the audit of the financial
statements, the plan sets out the wider scope requirements in respect of public sector audit. With
regard to the Partnership’s wider scope, the auditor will focus on financial sustainability and
governance and transparency arrangements. A copy of this plan which has been reviewed by
finance officers is shown in Appendix 1 and provides an overview of the planned scope and
timing of the audit.



Recommendations
It is recommended that the Board:
1. Note the audit plan provided by Audit Scotland

Mary Beattie
Treasurer
1 June 2021
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APPENDIX 1

North East of
Scotland
Transport
Partnership
Annual Audit Plan 2020/21

Prepared for North East of Scotland Transport Partnership
March 2021
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Who we are
The Auditor General, the Accounts Commission and Audit Scotland work together
to deliver public audit in Scotland:
• The Auditor General is an independent crown appointment, made on the
recommendation of the Scottish Parliament, to audit the Scottish
Government, NHS and other bodies and report to Parliament on their
financial health and performance.
• The Accounts Commission is an independent public body appointed by
Scottish Ministers to hold local government to account. The Controller of
Audit is an independent post established by statute, with powers to report
directly to the Commission on the audit of local government.
• Audit Scotland is governed by a board, consisting of the Auditor General, the
chair of the Accounts Commission, a non-executive board chair, and two
non-executive members appointed by the Scottish Commission for Public
Audit, a commission of the Scottish Parliament.

About us
Our vision is to be a world-class audit organisation that improves the use of public
money.
Through our work for the Auditor General and the Accounts Commission, we
provide independent assurance to the people of Scotland that public money is
spent properly and provides value. We aim to achieve this by:
• carrying out relevant and timely audits of the way the public sector manages
and spends money
• reporting our findings and conclusions in public
• identifying risks, making clear and relevant recommendations.
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Risks and planned work
1. This annual audit plan contains an overview of the planned scope and timing of
our audit which is carried out in accordance with International Standards on Auditing
(ISAs), the Code of Audit Practice, and guidance on planning the audit.
2. Planned audit work should be risk based and proportionate to the nature and size
of an audited body. Where the application of the full wider scope audit is judged not
to be appropriate, Supplementary Guidance for appointed auditors offers a small
body clause which allows narrower scope work to be carried out. Having considered
the size and functions of the North East of Scotland Transport Partnership
(Nestrans), in our judgement the small body clause applies.
3. This plan sets out the work necessary to allow us to provide an independent
auditor’s report on the annual accounts and the wider scope requirements of public
sector audit. As a small body, wider scope requirements are restricted to
conclusions on financial sustainability, and governance and transparency.
4. The public health crisis caused by the coronavirus (Covid-19) pandemic has had a
significant and profound effect on every aspect of Scottish society. Public services
have been drastically affected and the impact on public finances has been
unprecedented. Public audit however, has an important contribution to the recovery
and renewal of public services.

Adding value
5. We aim to add value to Nestrans through our external audit work by being
constructive and forward looking, by identifying areas for improvement and by
recommending and encouraging good practice. In so doing, we intend to help
Nestrans promote improved standards of governance, better management and
decision making and more effective use of resources.

Audit risks
6. Based on our discussions with staff and a review of supporting information,
Exhibit 1 sets out the significant risks we have identified for Nestrans which will
require specific audit testing. Findings from our planned audit work will assist us in
reaching conclusions on these risk areas.

Exhibit 1
2020/21 Significant audit risks
Audit Risk

Source of assurance

Planned audit work

Financial statements risks
1

Risk of material misstatement
due to fraud caused by the
management override of
controls
International Auditing Standards
require that audits are planned to
consider the risk of material
misstatement in the financial
statements caused by fraud, which

• Owing to the nature of
this risk, assurances from
management are not
applicable in this
instance.
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• Detailed testing of journal
entries
• Focused testing of accruals
and prepayments
• Evaluation of significant
transactions that are
outside the normal course
of business.
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Audit Risk

Source of assurance

Planned audit work

is presumed to be a significant risk
in any audit. This includes the risk
of fraud due to the management
override of controls.
2

Risk of incomplete expenditure
and income.
Nestrans’ transactions are
processed through a separate cost
centre within Aberdeenshire
Council's ledger and therefore
there is a risk that transactions
may be miscoded and Nestrans’
accounts are misstated.

• Budgetary control
arrangements in place
with monitoring by
management and the
board
• Annual Assurance
Statement provided by
internal audit.

• Evaluate external auditor
assurances from the
auditor of Aberdeenshire
Council with regard to
expenditure incurred and
income received, coding
structures and
completeness and
accuracy of data
• Verify partner contributions
and a sample of grant
income with supporting
evidence and confirm
ledger postings.

Source: Audit Scotland

7. As set out in ISA (UK) 240, there is a presumed risk of fraud in revenue
recognition. There is a risk that income may be misstated resulting in a material
misstatement in the financial statements. We have rebutted this presumed risk in
2020/21 because the main income streams are funding requisitions from partner
councils and Scottish Government grants. These are agreed in advance of the
financial year and do not involve estimates or judgements when recognising the
income streams.
8. Nestrans also receives significant income by way of budget allocations from
partner councils with which it works collaboratively to agree project priorities for the
year ahead. While funded by Nestrans, partner councils lead on these agreed
projects and are responsible for commissioning services as appropriate. This limits
the opportunity for manipulation.
9. In line with Practise Note 10, as most public-sector bodies are net expenditure
bodies, the risk of fraud is more likely to occur in expenditure. We have rebutted the
risk of material misstatement caused by fraud in expenditure because of the
separation of responsibilities between the councils which commission external
services and Nestrans which approves the associated expenditure to be charged
against its budgets. In addition, Nestrans’ expenditure is processed through the
financial systems of Aberdeenshire Council i.e. a partner body. Any manipulation is
therefore deemed as a risk of the partner body rather than Nestrans. As part of the
audit, we obtain assurances from the external auditor of the partner body over the
accuracy and completeness of transactions posted to Nestrans’ account codes.

Reporting arrangements
10. Audit reporting is the visible output for the annual audit. All annual audit plans
and the outputs as detailed in Exhibit 2, and any other outputs on matters of public
interest will be published on our website: www.audit-scotland.gov.uk.
11. Matters arising from our audit will be reported on a timely basis and will include
agreed action plans. Draft management reports will be issued to the relevant
officer(s) to confirm factual accuracy.
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12. We will provide an independent auditor’s report to Nestrans and the Accounts
Commission setting out our opinions on the annual accounts. We will provide the Director,
Treasurer and Accounts Commission with an annual report containing observations and
recommendations on significant matters which have arisen during the audit.

Exhibit 2
2020/21 Audit outputs
Audit Output

Target date for board consideration

Independent Auditor's Report (IAR)

Audited Accounts are scheduled to be
approved by the Board on 15 September
2021

Annual Audit Report

15 September 2021

The impact of lockdown restrictions on the capacity of the audit team will be kept under review. As a result, target dates may be
subject to change and if so, the Board will be kept informed.
Source: Audit Scotland

Audit fee
13. The agreed audit fee for the 2020/21 audit of Nestrans is £10,450 (2019/20 £10,450). In
determining the audit fee, we have taken account of the risk exposure of the partnership and
the planned management assurances in place. Our audit approach assumes timely receipt
of the unaudited annual accounts with a complete working papers package.

Responsibilities
The Board and Treasurer
14. Audited bodies have the primary responsibility for ensuring the proper financial
stewardship of public funds, compliance with relevant legislation and establishing effective
arrangements for governance, propriety and regularity that enable them to successfully
deliver their objectives.
15. The audit of the annual accounts does not relieve management or the Board, as those
charged with governance, of their responsibilities.
16. The Local Authority Accounts (Scotland) Regulations 2014 require the Board to
scrutinise and approve the accounts in a two stage process:
• by 31 August, the Board should consider the unaudited accounts
• no later than 30 September*, the Board should aim to consider the audited accounts and
approve them for signature. Regulations require signature by the chair, director and
treasurer.
(*Coronavirus regulations permit an extended deadline of 30 November)

Appointed auditor
17. Our responsibilities as independent auditors are established by the Local Government
(Scotland) Act 1973 and the Code of Audit Practice (including supplementary guidance) and
guided by the Financial Reporting Council’s Ethical Standard.
18. Auditors in the public sector give an independent opinion on the financial statements and
other information within the annual accounts. In line with Supplementary Guidance for
appointed auditors, we also review and report on the governance arrangements within the
audited body and the transparency of financial and performance reporting including the
body’s financial sustainability in the longer term. In doing this, we aim to support
improvement and accountability.
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Audit scope and timing
Financial Statements
19. The statutory financial statements will be the foundation and source for most of
the audit work necessary to support our judgements and conclusions. We also
consider the wider environment and challenges facing the public sector. Our audit
approach includes:
• understanding the business of Nestrans and the associated risks which could
impact on the financial statements
• assessing the key systems of internal control, and establishing how weaknesses
in these systems could impact on the financial statements
• identifying major transaction streams, balances and areas of estimation and
understanding how the partnership will include these in the financial statements
• assessing the risks of material misstatement in the financial statements
• determining the nature, timing and extent of audit procedures necessary to
provide us with sufficient audit evidence as to whether the financial statements
are free of material misstatement.
20. We will give an opinion on whether the financial statements:
• give a true and fair view in accordance with applicable law and the Code of
Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom (the 2020/21
accounting code) of the state of affairs of Nestrans as at 31 March 2021 and of its
income and expenditure for the year then ended
• have been properly prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards as interpreted and adapted by the 2020/21 accounting code
• have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Local
Government (Scotland) Act 1973, the Local Authority Accounts (Scotland)
Regulations 2014, and the Local Government in Scotland Act 2003.

Statutory other information in the annual accounts
21. We also review and report on statutory other information published within the
annual accounts including the management commentary, annual governance
statement and the remuneration report. In our independent auditor’s report, we give
an opinion on whether these have been compiled in accordance with the appropriate
regulations and frameworks.
22. We also review the content of the annual report for consistency with the financial
statements and with our knowledge. We report any uncorrected material
misstatements in statutory other information.

Materiality
23. We apply the concept of materiality in planning and performing the audit. It is
used in evaluating the effect of identified misstatements on the audit approach, and
in considering the level of uncorrected error which might be permitted in the financial
statements without an adverse impact on our opinions in the independent auditor's
report.
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24. We calculate materiality at different levels as set out in Exhibit 3.

Exhibit 3
Materiality values
Materiality

Amount

Planning materiality – This is the figure we calculate to assess the overall impact of
audit adjustments on the financial statements. It has been set at 2% of gross
expenditure for the year ended 31 March 2021 based on the latest audited accounts.

£67,000

Performance materiality – This acts as a trigger point. If the aggregate of errors
identified during the financial statements audit exceeds performance materiality, this
would indicate that further audit procedures should be considered. Using our
professional judgement, we have calculated performance materiality at 75% of planning
materiality.

£50,000

Reporting threshold (i.e. clearly trivial) – We are required to report to those charged
with governance on all unadjusted misstatements more than the ‘reporting threshold'
amount. This has been calculated at 5% of planning materiality.

£3,000

Source: Audit Scotland

Timetable
25. To support the efficient use of resources, it is critical that the annual accounts
timetable is agreed with us. Based on current discussions with the Treasurer,
Exhibit 4 sets out the proposed timetable for preparation and audit of Nestrans’
2020/21 annual accounts.

Exhibit 4
Annual accounts timetable
Key stage

Date

Consideration of unaudited annual report and accounts by those charged with
governance

9 June 2021

Latest date for final clearance meeting with Treasurer

25 August 2021

Agreement of audited unsigned annual report and accounts

1 September 2021

Issue of Annual Audit Report to those charged with governance

1 September 2021

Independent auditor’s report signed

By 15 September
2021

The impact of lockdown restrictions on the capacity of the audit team will be kept under review. As a result, target dates may be
subject to change and if so, the Board will be kept informed.
Source: Audit Scotland
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Internal audit
26. Auditing standards require internal and external auditors to work closely together
to make best use of available audit resources. We seek to use the work of internal
audit wherever possible and, as part of our planning process, we carry out an
assessment of the internal audit function. Internal audit is provided by the Interim
Chief Internal Auditor at Aberdeenshire Council.
27. We are also the auditors for Aberdeenshire Council and consequently, we draw
assurance from our review of internal audit carried out in connection with our audit of
the council.
28. Based on his evaluation of the council’s control environment, internal audit
provides an annual assurance statement to Nestrans covering its use of council
systems. This statement is intended to provide reasonable assurance on the
adequacy and effectiveness of the internal control system and to assist the
partnership in preparing its Annual Governance Statement. We review internal
audit’s assurance statement as part of our planned audit work on the Annual
Governance Statement.

Audit dimensions
29. Our audit is based on four audit dimensions that frame the wider scope of public
sector audit requirements as shown in Exhibit 5.

Exhibit 5
Audit dimensions

Source: Code of Audit Practice

30. In our opinion, the full application of the wider scope is not appropriate for
Nestrans. The partnership’s annual spend tends to be around £3m and is split
between core costs of managing a small team and delivering the Regional Transport
Strategy (£1m) and delivering a mix of larger projects through its Strategic
Investment Programme (SIP) (£2m). SIP projects can span several financial years
and while they are commissioned and monitored by the board, they are delivered by
Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Councils.
31. The transactions in Nestrans’ accounts are routine but year end balances have
historically been more complex. Since 2019/20 however, transport partnerships have
been permitted to hold a general fund and this should eventually streamline year end
processes. Overall, we concluded that the nature and scale of the body’s activities
are such that the small body clause is appropriate.
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32. In accordance with minimum requirements permitted by the Code, wider
dimension work will be restricted to considering the partnership’s financial
sustainability and its governance and transparency arrangements, as described
further in paragraphs 33 and 34.

Financial sustainability
33. As auditors, we consider the appropriateness of the use of the going concern
basis of accounting as part of the annual audit. We will also comment on financial
sustainability in the longer term. We define this as medium term (two to five years)
and longer term (longer than five years) sustainability. We will carry out work and
conclude on the:
• effectiveness of financial planning in identifying and addressing risks to financial
sustainability in the short, medium and long term
• appropriateness and effectiveness of arrangements in place to address any
identified funding gaps.

Governance and transparency
34. Governance and transparency is concerned with the effectiveness of scrutiny
and governance arrangements, leadership and decision-making and transparent
reporting of financial and performance information. We will review, conclude and
report on whether:
• Nestrans can demonstrate that the governance arrangements in place are
appropriate and operating
• there is effective scrutiny, challenge and transparency on decision-making and
finance and performance reports
• there is quality and timely financial and performance reporting
• there are robust arrangements in place to support the annual governance
statement.

Independence and objectivity
35. Auditors appointed by the Accounts Commission must comply with the Code of
Audit Practice and relevant supporting guidance. When auditing the financial
statements, auditors must also comply with professional standards issued by the
Financial Reporting Council and those of the professional accountancy bodies.
These standards impose stringent rules to ensure the independence and objectivity
of auditors. Audit Scotland has robust arrangements in place to ensure compliance
with these standards including an annual ‘fit and proper’ declaration for all members
of staff. The arrangements are overseen by the Director of Audit Services who
serves as Audit Scotland’s Ethics Partner.
36. The engagement lead (i.e. appointed auditor) for Nestrans is Anne MacDonald,
Senior Audit Manager. Auditing and ethical standards require the appointed auditor
to communicate any relationships that may affect the independence and objectivity
of audit staff. We are not aware of any such relationships pertaining to the audit of
Nestrans.

Quality control
37. International Standard on Quality Control 1 (ISQC1) requires that a system of
quality control is established, as part of financial audit procedures, to provide
reasonable assurance that professional standards and regulatory and legal
requirements are being complied with and that the independent auditor’s report or
opinion is appropriate in the circumstances.
38. The foundation of our quality framework is our Audit Guide, which incorporates
the application of professional auditing, quality and ethical standards and the Code
of Audit Practice (and supporting guidance) issued by Audit Scotland and approved
by the Accounts Commission. To ensure that we achieve the required quality
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standards, Audit Scotland conducts peer reviews and internal quality reviews.
Additionally, the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland (ICAS) have been
commissioned to carry out external quality reviews.
39. Each year, Audit Scotland publishes an Audit Quality report which summarises
the results of the quality activity carried out on audit work delivered by Audit Scotland
and the appointed firms.
40. As part of our commitment to quality and continuous improvement, Audit
Scotland will periodically seek your views on the quality of our service provision. We
welcome feedback at any time and this may be directed to the engagement lead.
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Agenda Item 3.2
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 9 JUNE 2021

3.2 Unaudited Annual Accounts for 2020/21



Purpose of Report

The Board is required to consider the unaudited annual accounts for 2020/21 and approve the
final delay in drawdown.


Background

The Partnership prepares annual accounts to demonstrate the proper stewardship of its
activities and management of its financial affairs.


Annual Accounts 2020//21

The unaudited annual accounts for 2020/21 are attached as Appendix 1 to this report. The
Board will note the accounts are prepared in accordance with the Code of Practice for Local
Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom 2020/21 (the Code) and presented in a format
that follows International Financial Reporting Standards. The accounts are a complex
document and Appendix 2 provides the standard budget monitoring statement for the year to
31 March 2021 to allow the Board to better relate the Partnership’s budget performance to the
changes made in preparing the presentation of the accounts.
Appendix 2 shows a deficit of £20,000. This is because under accounting principles,
adjustments have to be made for the pension fund. The amount of superannuation that
Nestrans have put into the fund is stripped out and replaced with the current service cost as
valued by the actuaries of the pension fund.
The unaudited annual accounts comprise a number of statements and the attention of the
Board is drawn to the following areas in particular:
Page

2-9

Management Commentary

Page

10 – 11 Governance Statement

Page

17 – 18 Movements in Reserves Statement

Page

19

Comprehensive Income & Expenditure Statement

Page

20

Balance Sheet showing the unaudited financial position
as at 31st March 2021

Other prescribed financial statements are included as required along with notes to support the
core accounts where these are considered appropriate.
The Governance Statement, pages 10 and 11, of the unaudited accounts, provides
reasonable assurance that the general management structure, framework of financial
regulation and internal control, level and quality of financial management information and level
and method of accountability are adequate and effective.
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The value of contributions remaining under the Strategic Transport Fund, plus interest
accrued, at 31 March 2021 is £483,681.47. This sum is included in the Balance Sheet on page
20 and included in Note 12 on page 31 of the accounts.
The Board are asked to consider the Management Commentary and Governance Statement
sections of the draft accounts which includes a short description of the financial performance
of the Partnership over the period. This is supported in more detail by the Budget Monitoring
Statement attached as Appendix 2 and Note 15 on pages 36 and 37 of the draft accounts
provides more detail on the performance of the Partnership.


Delay in Drawdown 2020/21

Requests for final delay in drawdown for 2020/21 to be carried forward into 2021/22 are set
out in Appendix 3. An amount of £5,625,919 has already been previously approved by the
Board. The final adjustments requested to these figures are required for those projects whose
expenditure at year end differed to the original amounts approved as delay in drawdown, either
due to progress being slightly better or slower than expected.


Recommendations

It is recommended that the Board:

a) Considers the Unaudited Annual Accounts for 2020/21 and approves their issue to
the external Auditor and the Controller of Audit as per Appendix 1

b) Approves the final delay in drawdown for 2020/21 as per Appendix 3.

Mary Beattie
Treasurer
1 June 2021
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ANNUAL ACCOUNTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 MARCH 2021
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ANNUAL ACCOUNTS 2020/21
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MANAGEMENT COMMENTARY
Introduction
Nestrans is one of seven statutory Regional Transport Partnerships in Scotland and covers the City of
Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire.
Nestrans started life as a voluntary partnership in 2002 which was replaced by the
statutory partnership as established by the Transport (Scotland) Act 2005 and the Regional Transport
Partnership (Establishment, Constitution and Membership) (Scotland) Order 2005. Nestrans began
work as a Statutory Partnership on 1 April 2006.
The Nestrans Board is its main decision-making body and consists of four Councillors from Aberdeen
City Council and four from Aberdeenshire Council. In addition, Nestrans is entitled to have up to four
non-councillor members.
The Board is responsible for providing leadership, setting the strategic direction, priorities and policies
of the Partnership, scrutinising performance and promoting effective partnerships with those interested
in transportation matters generally. These responsibilities are fulfilled through the decision-making
processes of the Board which provides opportunity for the consideration of proposals, debate and
decision making.
Each year, the Director prepares a plan that supports the delivery of the strategic priorities of the
Partnership and which identifies key projects and actions to deliver the Regional Transport Strategy (RTS).
Progress against these measures is discussed in the next section of this report.
In 2012, the Nestrans Board agreed to carry out a review of the RTS to 2021 to take account of a number
changes in policy and to better align it to the Structure Plan and emerging Strategic Development Plan
(SDP) for the North East. The refreshed Regional Transport Strategy was approved by the Minister for
Transport and Veterans in January 2014. It includes a comprehensive appraisal of the problems and
affecting transport in the North East and sets clear objectives for improving transport in the region to 2035.
Nestrans Board Members agreed in autumn 2018 to review the strategy and that the development
of an RTS to 2040 be linked to other strategy documents, such as the National Transport Strategy and the
Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan. The National Transport Strategy (NTS2) was
published in February 2020 and the Strategic Development Plan was approved by the Scottish Ministers in
August 2020. Work on preparing a new draft RTS has progressed throughout the year, with updates
reported to the Board for discussion and decision and posted on the dedicated website,
nestrans|2040, created in May 2019 to enable publication of all information relating to the development of
new Strategy. A draft Strategy and supporting documents (including the Strategic Transport Appraisal,
Equalities and Health Impact Assessments, Fairer Scotland Duty Assessment and Strategic
Assessment) were approved by the Board in summer 2020 for consultation purposes.
A virtual consultation was undertaken and widely publicised over a ten-week period from 5 August 2020
via the dedicated website and targeted virtual presentations and discussion forums held with key partners,
members of the North East Transport Consultative Forum, elected representatives and key stakeholders.
A summary of the consultation responses was reported to the Nestrans Board in November with any
amendments to the Strategy then prepared. The final strategy, with a focus on interventions to deliver
against the four key pillars of equality, climate, prosperity and well-being, was presented to and approved
by the Nestrans Board on 10 February 2021. It was then submitted to the Cabinet Secretary on the 24
March 2021 for his consideration.

2
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MANAGEMENT COMMENTARY (continued)
Progress against Key Performance Indicators
A monitoring report is produced each year which considers progress towards achievement of the
measures agreed by the Board and Scottish Government as providing a baseline. Full details of these
indicators and progress towards them are available on the Nestrans website www.nestrans.org
.uk. It is noted that it may take many years for the strategy to decisively influence most indicators, but it
is Nestrans’ intention to maintain regular monitoring of its targets and indicators.
The key indicators contain SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time-Bound)
targets to be refined as part of the Delivery Plan. Targets, where possible, relate back to the
strategy’s identified objectives and the indicators relate to objectives and the strategy’s 21 strands.
In the most recent monitoring report dated June 2020, of the 57 indicators for which indicative targets
have been identified, after including indicators for pedestrian numbers in Aberdeen City and
and Aberdeenshire using the most up-to-date data available, the following results could be summarised:

Indicators on target

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021 *

21

21

19

19

18

-

14

15

15

16

-

8

11

11

13

-

11

10

10

10

-

Indicators with some
14
success
Indicators moving in the
6
wrong direction
Indicators with no data
12
available
* Data for 2021 currently unavailable

It should be noted that although this report is published on an annual basis, the most recent data
available from a variety of different sources is used to compile this report, of which the two key
publications are the ‘Scottish Transport Statistics’ (published annually) and the ‘Scottish Household
Survey’ (published bi-annually). As these publications are produced at different times, the most recent
annual results for all indicators do not always show the same year. Caution should therefore be taken
when comparing different indicators with each other as sources and years may vary.
This report provides data regarding measurable indicators under each of the current strategy’s four
strategic objectives (which are: to exploit the local competitive wider economic advantages; enhance
transport accessibility, safety and social inclusion; conserve the environment; support transport
and twelve operational objectives. It also reflects the Government's purpose and outcomes and correlates
to the local authority and Community Planning Partnerships' Single Outcome Agreements. The report also
identifies where there are gaps in the information available and considers where there may be a need to
ensure that measurements are undertaken to inform transport operators and authorities of the success
of interventions in the system.
There are a number of indicators for which it is not appropriate to establish targets, but these indicators
are monitored to provide an understanding of the changing nature of transport in the area.
Nestrans will work closely with local authorities in seeking to ensure that the indicators, targets and
monitoring regimes to support Local Transport Strategies are consistent with the RTS and that there is
no duplication of effort in producing data. A new monitoring and evaluation framework is being developed
to support the RTS2040 by the end of 2021.
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MANAGEMENT COMMENTARY (continued)
Progress against Key Performance Indicators (continued)
No performance indicators have been specifically identified to measure financial performance.
However, the Board agrees a budget in advance of each year and considers a detailed budget
monitoring report, with a forecast for the year of income and expenditure, at each meeting. This allows
regular and close scrutiny of activities against specific financial targets to take place and is considered
adequate for this organisation.
Actual Performance in the Year & Plans for the Future
The 2019/20 Annual Report & Business Plan for 2020/21 was approved by the Board in December 2020
and will be published on the Nestrans website. A 2020/21 Annual Report and Business Plan for 2021/22
will be prepared and reported for consideration, by the Board, before the end of 2021.
In 2020/21 the Covid-19 lockdown restrictions meant that all Nestrans staff worked from home with only
occassional essential visits to the office being undertaken and all meetings taking place virtually.
Nestrans, however, continued to work towards delivering the actions within the Health and Transport, Bus,
Freight, Rail and Active Travel Action Plans and various other Strategies that have been developed to help
achieve the aims of the Regional Transport Strategy (RTS) and this work will be progressed into the future.
Short to medium term travel planning guidance was developed in response to the pandemic and Nestrans
and Getabout websites and social media were used to publish transport related government guidance
during the various lockdown transition phases. Nestrans has also continued to represent North East
seek improvements to air, maritime and rail connections from the area to the rest of Scotland, the UK
and beyond.
The National Transport Strategy (NTS2) was published in February 2020 and has been reflected in the
development of the RTS to 2040. Nestrans has continued to be involved in the Transport Working Group
for the Aberdeen City Region Deal and commissioned the Strategic Transport Appraisal STAG Part 1
which was completed in December 2020 and also provides the key evidence base for the development of
the RTS2040. Nestrans continued to be part of the client team for the external transport links to the
Aberdeen South Harbour STAG Part 2 study and a preferred option was agreed by Aberdeen City Council
in February 2021. The update to the strategic Aberdeen Sub Area Model (ASAM19), to reflect the impact
the opening of the AWPR on travel patterns and latest planning data that was commissioned by Nestrans
in 2019 in partnership with Transport Scotland and both local authorities and is being funded by the
Aberdeen City Region Deal is being progressed. The audit of the ASAM19 model development is
also ongoing.
Nestrans is part of the Aberdeen to Central Belt rail journey time improvement Reference Group
and the Laurencekirk junction improvement Partnership Group, both of which are being
funded through additional funding from the Scottish Government in conjunction with the Aberdeen City
Region Deal.
Nestrans is also a key stakeholder in the Aberdeen to Inverness rail improvement and A96
dualling study. A preferred option for the dualling between east of Huntly and Aberdeen was identified by
Transport Scotland in December 2020 and an eight week online consultation took place. Nestrans is also a
member of the Aberdeen Low Emission Zone Delivery Group and continued to be involved in the
European Civitas Portis project and to lead on a number of work packages. Civitas (Cities, Vitality and
Sustainability) Portis was a four year project that was due to be complete by September 2020 to test
innovative and sustainable solutions in five European port cities. As a result of Covid, the final conference
that was due to take place in Aberdeen was held virtually and the timescale for the project was extended
to November 2020.
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MANAGEMENT COMMENTARY (continued)
Actual Performance in the Year & Plans for the Future (continued)
Nestrans again funded additional staff levels in 2020 through Civitas Portis and progressed work under the
travel planning, collective travel, demand management and freight work packages. Nestrans has
continued to employ an embedded Sustrans Cycle Development Officer which attracts grant funding
from Sustrans for active travel related measures and a further grant was awarded by Sustrans in 2020/21
for upgrades of the Deeside Way section of the National Cycle Network. A Regional Transport Active
grant was again awarded and has been used to continue the study to investigate options for the A944
Kingswells to Westhill cycle route and resurfacing on and path improvements adjacent to the Formartine &
Buchan Way. The Insch Station Accessibility Study using a previously awarded Local Rail Development
Fund grant from Transport Scotland was completed in March 2021 and the Laurencekirk to Aberdeen multimodal corridor study that is being funded via a further LRDF grant has been progressed. The Smarter
Choices, Smarter Places Open Fund, Paths for All grant to undertake a comprehensive travel study was
instead agreed for usage to undertake a series of travel behaviour and attitude surveys to monitor the
changing impact to tavel during the Covid-19 pandemic and this information was shared with partners and
is published on the Nestrans website.
The Nestrans Board oversaw the delivery of projects that amounted to around £2.3 million
as a result of funding provided by Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Councils and the
Scottish Government. This has been used to further develop and deliver projects to achieve
the aims and objectives within the RTS. This has included the opening of Kintore Railway
Station, access road and car park on 15 October 2020, progressing various strategic road capacity,
safety and maintenance schemes, bus and cycling and walking improvements, support towards projects to
reduce carbon, improve air quality and to promote sustainable travel. A number of studies have been
funded including the Insch Station Accessability study, the A98 Banff Bridge active travel feasibility study,
multi-modal corridor studies on the Wellington Road, A944/A9119, Ellon to Garthdee and A96 corridors
consultancy support to prepare a bid to the Bus Partnership Fund and develop proposals for Aberdeen
Rapid Transit. Although no requests were received in 2020/21, Nestrans will continue to refund Strategic
Transport Fund (STF) payments, as requested and verified following the quashing of the STF
Supplementary Guidance produced by the Strategic Development Planning Authority.
In the year ahead, Nestrans plans to publish the Regional Transport Strategy to 2040 upon receiving
ministerial approval for the new strategy. A monitoring framework and Delivery Plan for the strategy will be
developed. Nestrans also intends to develop a draft Strategic Investment Programme for a period
of 3-5 years to give a level of certainty to the constituent authorities in capital budget planning following
the ability for Regional Transport Partnerships to now hold a general fund as a result of the
Commencement Order for Section 12 of the Transport (Scotland) Act 2019. Nestrans will continue
to be involved in the development of the national Strategic Transport Projects Review2
for the north east. Funding secured through a further Local Rail Development Fund
Grant will be used to progress the multi-modal corridor study between Laurencekirk and Aberdeen.
The update of the Aberdeen Sub Area Model (ASAM19) will be completed and a range of future year
scenarios developed. Nestrans will continue to be involved with the other City Region Deal transport
and as a stakeholder for the Aberdeen to Inverness rail improvements and the A96 dualling. Work will
also continue on the development of the Aberdeen Low Emission Zone.
The Nestrans Board has approved budgets for 2021/22 to implement further rail,
road safety and capacity, strategic maintenance, bus, carbon reduction and cycling and
walking projects throughout the north east. Funding is also in place to continue to progress
the various action plans that support the Regional Transport Strategy, to undertake
project feasibility studies and promote active and sustainable travel.
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MANAGEMENT COMMENTARY (continued)
Actual Performance in the Year & Plans for the Future (continued)
A number of projects within the 2020/21 budget that were impacted by the Covid lockdown will also be
completed. The approved budget may continue to be subject to risk in the year ahead due to the potential
ongoing uncertainties over construction and working practices as a result of the coronavirus impact, but
reporting will take place, to the Board, to ensure the budget remains agile and best placed to deal with
transport needs. Partnership working with Sustrans will continue and Nestrans will endeavour to seek
and maximise any other relevant potential grant funding opportunities.
Financial Performance Review
The Partnership core funding and the support for its strategic programmes from partner Councils and
the Scottish Government reflects their continued support. The budget provision for Coordination and
Project Development was £876,792 (£935,134 2019/20) and the budget for Strategic Investment
Programme was £2,024,521 (£2,302,649 2019/20).
Nestrans has invested over £2 million in the past year on various rails, roads, bus, cycling, walking
and carbon reduction initiatives. In addition, £279,704 has been spent in support of actions within our
Health & Transport, Rail, Freight, Bus and Active Travel Action Plans, travel planning and active travel
promotion via the Getabout brand and on project feasibility studies.
Nestrans has also been boosted by the award of European grant funding under the Civitas Portis project.
This grant was awarded to a partnership of port cities in September 2016 for the period to
September 2020, with Nestrans being a member of the Aberdeen partnership grouping. The grant was
used to examine transport solutions with a connection to port operations and supporting urban
mobility through changes in travel behaviour. The period of the project was extended to November 2020
due to Covid and the total value of the grant claimed by Nestrans was €354,312. Grants have also been
awarded to Nestrans from Transport Scotland in the form of RTP Active Travel and Local Rail
Fund grants and from Sustrans in the form of the Cycle Development Officer and NCN Deeside Way grants.
Review of Out-turn against Budget for 2020/21
In terms of the Coordination and Project Development budget, the Partnership had forecast throughout
the year that this funding would be spent reasonably close to budget and the expenditure
occurred very much in line with forecast following a number of virements. The Partnership Office costs
were however reduced as a result of staff working from home and no travel, stationery or conference costs
being incurred.
Continuation of funding of £241,814 has been approved to 2021/22 for several projects that were
impacted by Covid, such as through events not being able to take place, normal promotion and
surveys for public transport not being appropriate, lockdown affecting delivery and staff resources being
utilised elsewhere in response to the pandemic.

On the Strategic Investment Programme the Partnership relies heavily on partner Councils to manage
and deliver projects. Work programmes were delayed in a number of areas with the Councils requesting
£5,121,214 to be carried forward to 2021/22 although the bulk of this is associated with Kintore Railway
Station because funding has been allocated in advance of the need to better profile the contributions,
and Nestrans' share of the cost has yet to be invoiced.
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MANAGEMENT COMMENTARY (continued)
Review of Out-turn against Budget for 2020/21 (continued)
The other projects that are continuing to 2021/22 are mainly due to Covid impacts, where lockdown
have affected construction and with Council staff resources being prioritised to respond to the pandemic,
as through the design and delivery of Spaces for People measures.
Projects also benefitted from additional grant funding from the Scottish Government and Sustrans but, as
this funding can continue to beclaimed until June 2021, a further £504,705 of grant funding has been
requested for carry forward to 2021/22. There has been an underspend of £6,000, when compared to
budget, however this will be increased by any additional delay in draw down approved at the June Board.

2019/20
Actual
£000

2020/21
Budget
£000

2020/21
Actual
£000

%
Actual
v Budget

Grants & Requisitions
Other Income
Interest
Total Income

3,686
11
8
3,706

2,901
0
0
2,901

3,132
0
4
3,136

108%
108%

Coordination & Project Development
- Core Costs
- Regional Transport Strategy
Strategic Investment Programme
City Region Deal
Civitas/Portis
Total Operating Expenses

547
311
1,993
397
99
3,347

592
284
2,025
0
0
2,901

560
280
2,013
188
115
3,156

95%
99%
99%
109%

358

0

(20)

Net Surplus/(Deficit)

The net surplus/(deficit) identified above is as a result of adjustments to the accounts for movements
within the short term Accumulating Absences Account and the Pensions Reserve which is reflected
in the Balance Sheet.
Principal Risks and Uncertainties
The principal risks facing the Partnership, as with many such bodies, is the reliance on third party
funding to support its annual programme and reliance on third parties to deliver its programme.
Without these certainties, the opportunity to consider the development of any truly strategic concept
is more limited.
The relationships with partners are very close and each local authority partner has identified
indicative budgets for the Nestrans contributions for the next 5 years and appointed senior members of
their staff to act as professional advisors to the Board to ensure the engagement is maintained
between parties at a corporate level.
We are confident that all material risks facing the Partnership are known and that appropriate
measures are in place to overcome or at least mitigate the impact that these may have on the
continued operation of the Partnership.
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MANAGEMENT COMMENTARY (continued)
Main Trends and Factors Likely to Affect the Future Development, Performance and Position
of the Partnership's Business
The Regional Transport Strategy which has been submitted for approval by Scottish Government Ministers
outlines the key issues that the Partnership will contribute towards and this will influence the relationships
and direction of travel that the Partnership may follow. This is a developing area and the Partnership has
created a structure that allows an agile approach towards positioning itself to accommodate any
significant changes affecting this sector, in particular those that have been identified in the wider
development plans for the region.
Annual Accounts
The Partnership is required to prepare Annual Accounts by the Local Authority Accounts (Scotland)
Regulations 2014, which section 12 of the Local Government in Scotland Act 2003 requires to be
prepared in accordance with proper accounting practices. These practices primarily comprise the
Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom 2020/21 (the Code)
supported by International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and statutory guidance
issued under section 12 of the 2003 Act.
Going Concern
The Balance Sheet shows that the Partnership has an excess of liabilities over assets of £162,000
at 31 March 2021 due to the accrual of pension liabilities and accumulated absences.
Future actuarial valuations of the pension scheme will consider the appropriate employer's
rate to meet the commitments of the scheme and accumulated absences will be funded by
the 2021/22 requisitions from constituent authorities. The budget for 2020/21 with funding levels in
line with 2019/20 and the indicative budgets for 2021/22 confirm that sufficient funding is available
beyond September 2022 and so the Board has a reasonable expectation that the Partnership
will continue in operational existence for the foreseeable future. It is therefore considered appropriate
to adopt a going concern basis for the preparation of these financial statements.
Audit Information
The Board and Director at the date of this report confirms that:
• So far as they are aware, there is no relevant audit information of which the Partnership’s auditor
is unaware; and
• They have taken all the steps that they ought to have taken as a Board member or officer in order
to make themselves aware of any relevant audit information and to ensure that the
Partnership’s auditor is aware of that.
Remuneration Paid to the Auditor for Non-Audit Work
No remuneration was paid to the Partnership’s external auditor for non-audit work during 2020/21.
Retirement Benefits
International Accounting Standard (IAS) 19 has been fully adopted in preparing the accounts of the
Partnership. The standard prescribes how employing organisations are to account for pension benefits
earned by employees in the year and the associated pension assets and liabilities.
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MANAGEMENT COMMENTARY (continued)
Retirement Benefits (continued)
Employees are eligible to join the Local Government Pension Scheme (LGPS), administered by
Aberdeen City Council. Note 14 to the Core Statements details the income and expenditure charged
to the comprehensive income and expenditure statement under IAS 19 in respect of the Local
Government Scheme, based upon assessments provided by the Actuary of the Scheme.
The Balance Sheet on page 20 shows that the Board has a net pension liability of £750,000
as at the 31 March 2021 (£630,000 31 March 2020) due to the accrual of pension liabilities
in accordance with IAS19. The movement of £120,000 in the net liability position is
mainly due to changes in actuarial assumptions.
The pension liability represents the best estimate of the current value of pension benefits that will have
to be funded by the Partnership. The liability relates to benefits earned by existing or previous employees
up to the 31 March .
These benefits are expressed in current value terms rather than the cash amount that will actually
be paid out. This is to allow for the 'time value of money', whereby the value of cash received now is
regarded as higher than cash received in the future. In order to adjust the pension liability cash flows
for the time value of money a discount factor based on corporate bond rates is used.
Events since the End of the Financial Year
We are not aware of any adjusting event that would have impacted on the reliability of the information
presented in this report or financial statements.
Future Developments
Future developments will generally be identified from changes in Government or local authority policy,
changes in the development plan and/or wider economic changes in the region. Close links are
maintained with appropriate government departments and the Structure Plan and Regional Transport
Strategy are regularly refreshed which will ensure that arising issues are identified early enough to
allow any appropriate action to be taken to re-position the Partnership and its activities.

Councillor Sandra Macdonald
Chair

Rab Dickson
Director

Mary Beattie
Treasurer

09 June 2021
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ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENT
Nestrans has a responsibility for ensuring that its business is conducted in accordance with the law
and proper standards, and that public money is safeguarded, properly accounted for, and used
In discharging this responsibility, the Director and Treasurer have put in place proper arrangements for
the governance of resources, approved by the Board. The North East of Scotland Transport Partnership
has adopted a Code of Corporate Governance which ensures the accountability and probity of officers.
Following a review, the Nestrans Board approved a revised Code of Corporate Governance in December
2020. The financial management arrangements conform with the governance requirements of the CIPFA
Statement on the Roles of the Chief Financial Officer in Local Government (2016) as set out in
Delivering Good Governance in Local Government: Framework (CIPFA/ SOLACE).
The Partnership’s Code of Corporate Governance and the related systems of internal financial control
provide reasonable assurance that objectives will be met. The North East of Scotland Transport
Partnership adheres to the principles of openness, integrity and accountability and takes all
reasonable steps to ensure assets are safeguarded, transactions are authorised and properly
recorded, procedures are practical and adhered to and that material errors are either prevented or
detected within a timely period, and corrective action taken.
The system of corporate governance and internal financial control is based on a framework of financial
regulations, management information and appropriate delegation with accountability. In particular, the
system includes:•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Performance management;
Comprehensive financial management systems;
Periodic and annual financial reports;
Targets set for financial and other performance;
Clearly defined expenditure guidelines;
Formal project management disciplines;
Communication of financial information to the Director and Board; and
Periodic review of all financial procedures.

The corporate governance and internal control procedures are informed by:•
•
•
•

Feedback from the Board in carrying out its scrutiny role;
The work of the managers within the Partnership;
Internal Audit and External Audit; and
Partner and stakeholder feedback.

The governance framework has been in place at Nestrans for the year ended 31 March 2021 and up to
the date of approval of the annual accounts.
Risk Management is viewed as essential in the context of financial governance. An increase
in the awareness and consequences of risk have become more prevalent within the
Partnership. The consideration of risk has been recognised in the budget setting report to the
Board and will be considered in all financial governance procedures.
As part of the update to the Code of Corporate Governance that was agreed in December 2020,
the Nestrans Risk Register was instructed to be reviewed and reported back to the Board by April 2021.
The revised risk register was approved by the Board on 14 April 2021 and sets out 14 key risks including
impact of changes in government policy, interruption and recovery from a major event and the likelihood
of reduced funding on the role and remit of the Board. Risks have been assigned to the Director and will
kept under review on an annual basis.
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ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENT (continued)
Review of adequacy and effectiveness
The Partnership relies on the financial systems of Aberdeenshire Council. The Council's
Chief Internal Auditor has responsibility for independently reviewing the adequacy and effectiveness
of the Council’s internal control environment. The Chief Internal Auditor has reported that, in his
opinion, based on his evaluation of the Council's control environment, reasonable assurance can
be placed upon the adequacy and effectiveness of the internal control system in the year to
31 March 2021.
On the basis of his review and opinion, we are satisfied that
the arrangements in place provide assurance, are adequate and are operating effectively.
Action Plan
While the review of effectiveness provides reasonable assurance, the Partnership is addressing
the following matters:
• Review of the Code of Corporate Governance during 2021/22
• Implementing recommendations from audit and inspection processes
Conclusion
Our Annual Governance Statement summarises the partnership’s governance arrangements and
affirms our commitment that they are subject to review and remain appropriate for the activities
and delivery of services. Subject to the implementation of the action plan and on the basis of the
evidence contained in this statement, we are satisfied that the arrangements are adequate and are
operating effectively.
Signed:

Councillor Sandra Macdonald
Chair

Rab Dickson
Director

Mary Beattie
Treasurer

09 June 2021
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STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE ANNUAL ACCOUNTS
The Partnership’s Responsibilities
The Partnership is required to: • make arrangements for the proper administration of its financial affairs and to secure that one of its
officers has the responsibility for the administration of those affairs. In this case, that officer is the
Treasurer to the Partnership.
• manage its affairs to secure economic, efficient and effective use of resources and safeguard its
assets.
• ensure the Annual Accounts are prepared in accordance with legislation (The Local Authority Accounts
(Scotland) Regulations 2014), and so far as is compatible with that legislation, in accordance with
proper accounting practices (Section 12 of the Local Government in Scotland Act 2003); and
• approve the Annual Accounts for signature.
I confirm that these Annual Accounts were approved for signature by the Board at its meeting
on 09 June 2021.
Signed on behalf of the Partnership

Councillor Sandra Macdonald, Chair
09 June 2021
The Treasurer’s Responsibilities
The Treasurer is responsible for the preparation of the Partnership’s Annual Accounts in
accordance with proper practices as set out in the CIPFA/LASAAC Code of Practice on Local Authority
Accounting in the United Kingdom (the Code).
In preparing the Annual Accounts, the Treasurer has: •
•
•
•

selected suitable accounting policies and then applied them consistently;
made judgements and estimates that were reasonable and prudent;
complied with legislation; and
complied with the local authority Code.

The Treasurer has also :• kept proper accounting records which were up to date; and
• taken reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities.
I certify that the Annual Accounts give a true and fair view of the financial position of the
Partnership at the reporting date and the transactions of the Partnership for the year ended 31 March
2021.

Mary Beattie
Treasurer
09 June 2021
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Independent auditor’s report to the members of North East of Scotland Transport Partnership
(Nestrans) and the Accounts Commission
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Independent auditor’s report to the members of North East of Scotland Transport Partnership
(Nestrans) and the Accounts Commission for Scotland (continued)
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Independent auditor’s report to the members of North East of Scotland Transport Partnership
(Nestrans) and the Accounts Commission for Scotland (continued)
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EXPENDITURE AND FUNDING ANALYSIS
This statement shows how annual expenditure is used and funded from resources by the organisation
in comparison with those resources consumed or earned by partnerships in accordance with
generally accepted accounting practices. It also shows how this expenditure is allocated for decision
making purposes. Income and expenditure accounted for under generally accepted accounting practices
is presented more fully in the CIES.

Net
Expenditure
Chargeable
to the
General Fund
2019/20
£000

Net
Net

Expenditure
Chargeable
to the
General Fund
2020/21
£000

Expenditure
Adjust
in the
-ments*
CIES
2019/20
£000

2019/20
£000

(392)

67

(325)

0
0
(25)

0
0
0

0
0
(25)

0

10

10

(417)

77

Coordination & Project
Development
Strategic Investment
Programme
City Region Deal
Civitas/Portis
Financing and
Net Interest

(340) (Surplus) / Deficit

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

11

11

6

29

35

(417)

6

(417)

General Fund Balance
at 31 March
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2020/21
£000
24

(Plus)/Less (Surplus) or
Deficit on the General
Fund

16

2020/21
£000
18

0

*Adjustments - Adjustments between the funding and accounting basis

Adjust Expenditure
-ments* in the CIES

6

General Fund Balance
at 1 April

0

Net

MOVEMENT IN RESERVES STATEMENT FOR YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2021
This Statement shows the movement in the year on the different reserves held by the organisation,
analysed into 'usable reserves' and ‘unusable reserves’. Usable reserves are those that can be applied
to fund expenditure subject to the need to maintain a prudent level of reserves and any statutory
limitations on their use. Nestrans, as a result of the legislation it was created under, is not permitted to
maintain a General Fund Balance. Unusable reserves include reserves that hold timing differences shown
in the line “Adjustments between accounting basis and funding basis under regulations".
The Deficit on the provision of services line shows the true economic cost of providing the
Partnership’s services, more details of which are shown in the Comprehensive Income and
Expenditure Statement.

General
Fund

Balance at 01 April 2019

Total
Usable
Reserves
£000
0

£000
0

Accumulated
Compensated
Absences
Adjustment
Account
£000
11

Pension
Reserve
£000
774

Total
Unusable
Reserves
£000
785

(340)

(340)

0

0

0

0

0

0

(223)

(223)

(340)

(340)

0

(223)

(223)

(76)

(76)

(3)

79

76

(416)

(416)

(3)

(144)

(147)

0

0

0

0

0

Increase in Year

(416)

(416)

(3)

(144)

(147)

Balance at 31 March 2020

(416)

(416)

8

630

638

Surplus on provision of services
Other Comprehensive income and
expenditure
Total Comprehensive
Expenditure and Income
Adjustments between accounting basis
& funding basis under regulations
Decrease/(Increase) before
Transfers to Statutory Reserves
Transfers to/(from) Statutory Reserves
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MOVEMENT IN RESERVES STATEMENT FOR YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2021 (continued)

(416)

(416)

8

630

638

35

35

0

0

0

0

0

0

89

89

35

35

0

89

89

(36)

(36)

4

31

35

(1)

(1)

4

120

124

Transfers to/(from) Statutory Reserves

(183)

(183)

0

0

0

Decrease/(Increase) in Year

(184)

(184)

4

120

124

Balance at 31 March 2021

(600)

(600)

12

750

762

Balance at 01 April 2020
Deficit on provision of services
Other Comprehensive income and
expenditure
Total Comprehensive
Expenditure and Income
Adjustments between accounting basis
& funding basis under regulations
Decrease/(Increase) before
Transfers to Statutory Reserves
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COMPREHENSIVE INCOME & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2021

This Statement shows the accounting cost in the year of providing services in accordance with
generally accepted accounting practices, rather than the amount to be funded from grants or
requisitions. Nestrans receives contributions to cover expenditure in accordance with agreements.
This may be different from the accounting cost and the effect on the General Fund is shown in the
Movement in Reserves Statement.

£000
Expenditure

£000
Income

2019/20
£000
Net

£000
Expenditure

£000
Income

2020/21
£000
Net

Note
859

(1,184)

1,993

(1,993)

397

(397)

99

(124)

3,348

(3,698)

Coordination & Project
(325) Development
15
Strategic Investment
0 Programme

15

0 City Region Deal
(25) Civitas/Portis

(350) Cost of Services
Financing and Investment
10 Income
8

840

(816)

24

2,013

(2,013)

0

188

(188)

0

115

(115)

0

3,156

(3,132)

24

11

(Surplus) / Deficit on
(340) Provision of Services

35

Actuarial (gains)/losses
(223) on pension assets/liabilities

89

Total Comprehensive
(563) Income & Expenditure
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124

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 MARCH 2021

The Balance Sheet shows the value as at the Balance Sheet date of assets and liabilities recognised
by the Partnership. The net liability of Nestrans (assets less liabilities) is matched by the reserves held
by the Partnership.
Reserves are reported in two categories. The first category of reserves is usable reserves, i.e. those
reserves that Nestrans may use to provide services. The second category of reserves is unusable
reserves, i.e. those that are not able to be used to provide services.

31 March
2020
£000

1,639

Note

31 March
2021
£000

Short Term Debtors
Cash and Cash
Equivalents
Current Assets

10

1,799

11

952
2,751

(2,257)
(2,257)

Short Term Creditors
Current Liabilities

12

(1,680)
(1,680)

(483)
(630)
(1,113)

Long Term Creditors
Pension Liability
Long Term Liabilities

12
14

(484)
(750)
(1,234)

1,509
3,148

(222)

Net Liability

(416)
638

Usable Reserve
Unusable Reserves

222

(162)

Total Reserves

7

(600)
762
162

The unaudited annual accounts were authorised for issue on 20 June 2018 and the audited annual
accounts were authorised for issue on 09 June 2021.

Mary Beattie
Treasurer
09 June 2021
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT

The Cash Flow Statement shows the changes in cash and cash equivalents of the Partnership during
the reporting period. The statement shows how the Partnership generates and uses cash and cash
equivalents by classifying cash flows as operating, investing and financing activities. The amount of
net cash flows arising from operating activities is a key indicator of the extent to which the operations
of the Partnership are funded by way of taxation and grant income or from the recipients of services
provided by the Partnership. Investing activities represent the extent to which cash outflows have
been made for resources which are intended to contribute to the Partnership’s future service delivery.
Cash flows arising from financing activities are useful in predicting claims on future cash flows by
providers of capital (i.e. borrowing) to the Partnership.

31 March 2020
£000
340
(826)
563
79
0

31 March 2021
£000
Net (deficit) / surplus on the provision of services

(35)

(Increase)/Decrease in Debtors
Increase/(Decrease) in Creditors
Pension Liability
Transfers (to)/from Statutory Reserves

(160)
(576)
31
183

156

Net cash flows from Operating Activities

(557)

156

Net (decrease) / increase in cash and cash
equivalents

(557)

1,353

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of
the reporting period

1,509

1,509

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the
reporting period
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952

Note
6

NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS
NOTE 1 Accounting Policies
General Principles
The Annual Accounts summarises the Partnership’s transactions for the 2020/21 financial year
and its position at the year-end, 31 March 2021. The Partnership is required to prepare Annual
Accounts by the Local Authority Accounts (Scotland) Regulations 2014, which section 12
of the Local Government in Scotland Act 2003 requires to be prepared in accordance with proper
accounting practices. These practices primarily comprise of the Code of Practice on Local Authority
Accounting in the United Kingdom and the Service Reporting Code of Practice (SeRCOP), supported
by International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and statutory guidance issued under section
12 of the 2003 Act.
The accounting convention adopted in the Annual Accounts is historical cost.
The accounting policies have been applied consistently in the current and prior years.
Accruals and Income and Expenditure
Income and Expenditure activities are accounted for in the year in which they take place, not simply
when cash payments are made or received.
Where income or expenditure has been recognised but cash has not been received or paid, a debtor or
creditor for the relevant amount is recorded in the balance sheet. Where the debts have not been
settled, the balance of debtors is written down and a charge made to revenue for the income that might
not be collectable.
Requisitions and Contributions
Requisitions and contributions relating to Capital and Revenue expenditure are accounted for on an
accruals basis and recognised immediately in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement
as income, except to the extent that the grant or contribution has a condition(s), as opposed to
restrictions that Nestrans has not satisfied, in which case a creditor is recognised.
Financial Instruments
A financial instrument is any contract that gives rise to a financial asset at one entity and a financial
liability or equity instrument at another entity.
Nestrans Financial Assets are Receivables which have fixed or determinable payments but are not
quoted in an active market, as well as cash and cash equivalents.
The Partnership’s receivables are for periods of less than 12 months or are charged at a market rate
of interest and so are initially measured at fair value and are carried at amortised cost, which
equates to the actual carrying value at 31 March 2021.
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS (continued)
Note 1 Accounting Policies (continued)
Financial Instruments (continued)
Nestrans Current Liabilities are shown as Creditors in the Balance Sheet and are for periods of less
than 12 months and so are initially measured at fair value and are carried at amortised cost, which
equates to the actual carrying value at 31 March 2021.
Nestrans Long Term Liabilities are shown as Long Term Creditors in the Balance Sheet which
represent the Strategic Transport Fund monies held in anticipation of projects of sufficient strategic
importance being progressed. However, this has not been possible due to the developer's legal
challenge which was upheld by the Supreme Court on 25 October 2017. Developers now have the
right to request their contributions be returned.
Cash and Cash Equivalents
In addition to its own bank accounts Nestrans makes use of Aberdeenshire Council’s bank account for
financial transactions and the balance is invested through the Council’s Treasury Management
facilities. The balance is repayable on demand and therefore treated as a cash equivalent and is
included in the Balance Sheet at amortised cost, which equates to the actual cash value at 31 March
2021.
Employee Benefits
a) Benefits Payable During Employment
Short-term benefits due to employees are those that are to be settled within twelve months of the year
end. For Nestrans this will include benefits such as salaries, paid annual leave and paid sick leave
for current employees. Costs are recognised as an expense in the year in which employees provide the
service to the employer. The leave year is based on a calendar year and an accrual is therefore made
for the value of leave entitlements due to employees but not taken before the year-end. The accrual
is calculated at the salary rates applicable in the following accounting year. The accrual is charged to the
Surplus or Deficit on the Provision of Services, but then reversed out through the MIRS so that holiday
benefits are charged to revenue in the financial year in which the holiday absence occurs.
b) Termination Benefits
Termination benefits are amounts payable as a result of a decision by the Partnership to terminate an
officer's employment before the normal retirement date or an officer's decision to accept voluntary
redundancy and are charged on an accruals basis in the CIES when the Partnership is demonstrably
committed to either terminating the employment of an officer or group of officers making an offer
to encourage voluntary redundancy.
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS (continued)
Note 1 Accounting Policies (continued)
Employee Benefits (continued)
Where termination benefits involve the enhancement of pensions, statutory provisions require the General
Fund Balance to be charged with the amount payable by the Partnership to the pension fund or pensioner
in the year, not the amount calculated according to the relevant accounting standards. In the MIRS,
appropriations are required to and from the Pensions Reserve to remove the notional debits and
credits for pension enhancement termination benefits and replace them with debits for the cash paid to
the pension fund and pensioners and any such amounts payable but unpaid at the year end.
c) Post Employment Benefits
Employees of the Partnership are members of the Local Government Pension Scheme, North East
Scotland Pension Fund (NESPF) administered by Aberdeen City Council.
d) The Local Government Pension Scheme
The Local Government Scheme is accounted for as a defined benefit scheme:
•

the liabilities of the NESPF attributable to the Partnership are included in the Balance Sheet on an
actuarial basis using projected unit credit method i.e. an assessment of the future payments that will
be made in relation to retirement benefits earned to date by employees, based on assumptions about
mortality rates, employee turnover rates, etc., and modelling of projected earnings for current
employees;
• liabilities are discounted to their value at current prices, using a discount rate of 2.1% (based on a
weighted average of "spot yields" on AA rated corporate bonds);
• the assets of the NESPF attributable to the Partnership are included in the Balance Sheet at their
fair value:
- quoted securities - current bid price;
- unquoted securities - professional estimate;
- unitised securities - current bid price; and
- property - market value.
The change in the net pensions liability is analysed into the following components:
• service cost comprising:
- current service cost - the increase in liabilities as a result of years of service earned this year allocated in the CIES to the services for which the employees worked;
- past service cost - the increase in liabilities as a result of a scheme amendment or curtailment
whose effect relates to years of service earned in earlier years - debited to the Surplus/Deficit in the
CIES;
- net interest on the net defined benefit liability, i.e. net interest expense for the Partnership - the
change during the period in the net defined benefit liability that arises from the passage of time
charged to the CIES - this is calculated by applying the discounts rate used to measure the defined
obligation at the beginning of the period to the net defined benefit liability at the beginning of the
period - taking into account any changes in the net defined benefit liability during the period as a
result of contribution and benefit payments;
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS (continued)
Note 1 Accounting Policies (continued)
Employee Benefits (continued)
• remeasurements comprising:
- the return on plan assets - excluding amounts included in net interest on the net defined benefit
liability - charged to the Pensions Reserve as Other Comprehensive Income and Expenditure;
- actuarial gains and losses - changes in the net pensions liability that arise because events have not
coincided with assumptions made at the last actuarial valuation or because the actuaries have
updated assumptions - debited or credited to the Pensions Reserve as Other Comprehensive
Income and Expenditure; and
• contributions paid to the NESPF - cash paid as employer's contributions to the pension fund in
settlement of liabilities; not accounted for as an expense.
In relation to retirement benefits, statutory provision requires the General Fund Balance to be charged with
the amount payable by the Partnership to the Pension Fund or directly to pensions in the year, not the
amount calculated according to the relevant accounting standards. In the MIRS, this means that there
are appropriations to and from the Pensions Reserve to remove the notional debits and credits for
retirement benefits and replace them with debits for the cash paid to the pension fund and pensions
and any such amounts payable but unpaid at year end.
The negative balance that arises on the Pensions Reserve thereby measures the beneficial impact
to the General Fund of being required to account for retirement benefits on the basis of cash flows rather
than as benefits are earned by employees.
e) Discretionary Benefits
The Partnership also has restricted powers to make discretionary awards of retirement benefits in the
event of early retirements. Any liabilities estimated to arise as a result of an award to any member of
staff are accrued in the year of the decision to make the award and accounted for using the same
policies as are applied to the Local Government Pension Scheme.
Value Added Tax
VAT is included in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement only to the extent that it is
irrecoverable.
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS (continued)
Events after the Balance Sheet Date
Events after the Balance Sheet date are those events, both favourable and unfavourable that occur
between the end of the reporting period (the balance sheet date) and the date when the financial
statements are authorised for issue.
There are two types of events:
a) those that provide evidence of conditions that existed at the balance sheet date (adjusting
events after the reporting period) and
b) those that provide evidence of conditions that arose after the balance sheet date
(non-adjusting events after the reporting period)
The accounts are adjusted to reflect adjusting events after the reporting period and are not adjusted to
reflect non-adjusting events after the reporting period. Where a non-adjusting event would have a
material effect, disclosure is made in the notes of the nature of the events and their estimated financial
effect. Events taking place after the date of authorisation for issue are not reflected in the Statement of
Accounts.
Reserves
Nestrans does not have any usable reserves as it is not permitted to hold a General Fund balance.
Any surplus may be returned to constituent authorities and any deficit funded by additional requisitions.
The unusable reserve that Nestrans holds is an Accumulated Compensated Absences Adjustment
Account. Nestrans staff are entitled to annual leave from January to December, and this reserve
represents the proportion of these holidays that staff were entitled to but remained unused at 31
March 2021. There is also a pension reserve which is explained on page 29.
Note 2 Critical Judgements in Applying Accounting Policies
In applying the accounting policies set out in Note 1, the Treasurer has had to make certain judgements
about complex transactions or those involving uncertainty about future events.
The critical judgement made in the Annual Accounts is:
• There is a degree of uncertainty about future levels of funding for local government and hence to
funding for Nestrans. However, the Treasurer has determined that the level of uncertainty is not yet
sufficient to provide an indication that the activities of the Partnership might be affected by the need
to reduce levels of service provision. On this basis the Annual Accounts continue to be
prepared on a going concern basis.
Note 3 Assumptions Made About The Future and Other Major Sources of Estimation
Uncertainty
Pension Liability - The estimation of the defined benefit obligations is sensitive to various actuarial
assumptions relating to the discount rate used, the rate at which salaries are projected to increase,
mortality rates and expected returns on pension fund assets. A firm of consulting actuaries is engaged
to provide expert advice about the assumptions to be applied. More details on this can be found in
Note 14.
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS (continued)
Note 4 Events After The Balance Sheet Date
The unaudited Annual Accounts were authorised for issue by the Treasurer to the Partnership on 9 June
2021. Where events taking place before this date provided information about conditions existing
at 31 March 2021, the figures in the financial statements and notes have been adjusted
in all material respects to reflect the impact of this information.
There have been no material events since the date of the Balance Sheet which necessitate
the revision of the figures in the financial statements or notes thereto including contingent
assets and liabilities.
Note 5 Movement in Reserves Statement - adjustments between accounting basis and funding
basis under regulations
This note details the adjustments that are made to the total Comprehensive Income &
Expenditure recognised by the Partnership in the year. This is in accordance with proper accounting
practice to the resources that are specified by statutory provisions as being available to the
Partnership to meet future capital and revenue expenditure.

Adjustments involving the Pensions Reserve
Reversal of items relating to post-employment benefits debited
or credited to the Surplus or Deficit on the Provision of Services
in the Comprehensive Income & Expenditure Statement
Employers' pension contributions and direct payments to
pensioners payable in the year

General
Fund
£000

Unusable
Reserves
£000

Total
2019/20
£000

(149)

149

0

70

(70)

0

3

(3)

0

(76)

76

0

Adjustments involving the Accumulating Compensated
Absences Adjustment Account
Amount by which officer remuneration charged to the
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement on an
accruals basis is different from remuneration chargeable in the
year in accordance with statutory requirements
Total Adjustments
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS (continued)
Note 5 Movement in Reserves Statement - adjustments between accounting basis and funding
basis under regulations (continued)
General
Unusable
Total
Fund
Reserves
2020/21
£000
£000
£000
Adjustments involving the Pensions Reserve
Reversal of items relating to post-employment benefits debited
or credited to the Surplus or Deficit on the Provision of Services
in the Comprehensive Income & Expenditure Statement
(112)
112
0
Employers' pension contributions and direct payments to
pensioners payable in the year

80

(80)

0

(4)

4

0

(36)

36

0

Adjustments involving the Accumulating Compensated
Absences Adjustment Account
Amount by which officer remuneration charged to the
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement on an
accruals basis is different from remuneration chargeable in the
year in accordance with statutory requirements
Total Adjustments
Note 6 Note to the Expenditure and Funding Analysis
This note provides a reconciliation of the main adjustments to Net Expenditure Chargeable to the General
Fund to arrive at the amounts in the Comprehensive Income & Expenditure Statement. The relevant
transfers between reserves are explained in the Movement in Reserves Statement.
Adjustments between Funding and Accounting Basis

Net Change
for the
Pensions
£000

2019/20
Employee
Annual
Leave
Accrued
£000

61
61

(3)
(3)

18
79

0
(3)

Total
Adjustments
£000

Net Change
for the
Pensions
£000

58 Staff Costs
58 Net Cost of Services
Other Income &
18 Expenditure
76 Total Adjustments
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2020/21
Employee
Annual
Leave
Total
Accrued Adjustments
£000
£000

17
17

4
4

21
21

15
32

0
4

15
36

NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS (continued)
Note 7 Balance Sheet - Unusable Reserves
31/03/2020
£000
(630) Pensions reserves (a)
(8) Accumulated Compensated Absences Adjustment Account (b)
(638) Total Unusable Reserves

31/03/2021
£000
(750)
(12)
(762)

(a) Pensions Reserve
The Pensions Reserve absorbs the timing differences arising from the different arrangements for
accounting for post employment benefits and for funding benefits in accordance with statutory provisions.
The Partnership accounts for post employment benefits in the Comprehensive Income & Expenditure
Statement as the benefits are earned by employees accruing years of service, updating the liabilities
recognised to reflect inflation, changing assumptions and investment returns on any resources set aside
to meet costs. However, statutory arrangements require benefits earned to be financed as the
Partnership makes employer's contributions to pensions funds or eventually pays any pensions for which
it is directly responsible. The debit balance on the Pensions Reserve therefore shows a substantial
shortfall in the benefits earned by past and current employees and the resources the Partnership has
set aside to meet them. The statutory arrangements will ensure that funding will have been set aside
by the time the benefits come to be paid.
2019/20
£000

2020/21
£000

774 Balance at 1 April

630

Remeasurement of the net defined liability comprising: Actuarial
(223) gains and losses arising on changes in financial assumptions
551

89
719

Reversal of items relating to retirement benefits debited or
credited to the Surplus or Deficit on the provision of services
149 in the Comprehensive Income & Expenditure Statement

112

Employer's pension contributions and direct payments to
(70) pensioners payable in the year

(81)

630 Balance at 31 March

750

b) Accumulating Compensated Absences Adjustment Account
The Accumulating Compensated Absences Adjustment Account absorbs the differences that would
otherwise arise on the general fund balance from accruing for compensated absences earned but not
taken in the year. Statutory arrangements require that the impact on the general fund balance is
neutralised by transfers to or from the account.
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS (continued)
Note 7 Balance Sheet - Unusable Reserves (continued)
2019/20
£000

2020/21
£000
11 Balance at 1 April

8

Settlement or cancellation of accrual made at the end
(11) of the preceding year

(8)

8 Amounts accrued at the end of the current year

12

8 Balance at 31 March

12

Note 8 Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure

Net Interest on net defined benefit pension liability
Interest receivable and similar income

2019/20
£000

2020/21
£000

18
(8)
10

15
(4)
11

2019/20
£000

2020/21
£000

195
195

8
8

758
670
782
462
82
0
21
397
124
3,686

944
720
782
144
161
18
44
188
115
3,132

2019/20
£000

2020/21
£000

170
1,386
83
1,639

160
1,362
277
1,799

Note 9 Requisitions and Non-Specific Grant Income

Core Funding Requisitions
Aberdeen City Requisition
Aberdeenshire Requisition
Other Grants or Requisitions
Aberdeen City
Aberdeenshire Council
Scottish Government - Regional Transport Strategy
Transport Scotland
Sustrans
Paths for All (Smarter Choices Smarter Places)
Local Rail Development Fund
City Region Deal
Civitas/Portis

Note 10 Short Term Debtors

Government Bodies
Other Local Authorities
Other Entities and Individuals
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS (continued)
Note 11 Cash and Cash Equivalents

The balance of Cash and Cash Equivalents comprises:
Bank or Cash balances held

2019/20
£000

2020/21
£000

1,509
1,509

952
952

2019/20
£000

2020/21
£000

1,973
7
276
2,257

1,577
6
97
1,680

2019/20
£000

2020/21
£000

483
483

484
484

Note 12 Creditors
Short Term Creditors

Other Local Authorities
Public Corporations & Trading Funds
Other Entities and Individuals

Long Term Creditors

Receipts in Advance (Strategic Transport Fund Balances)
Total
Note 13 External Audit Costs

The Board has incurred the following costs in relation to the audit of the Annual Accounts.
2019/20
£000
10
10

Fees payable in respect of external audit services:
Total

2020/21
£000
10
10

Note 14 Defined Benefit Pension Schemes
Participation in pension schemes
As part of the terms and conditions of employment of its officers, the Partnership makes contributions
towards the cost of post employment benefits. Although these benefits will not actually be payable until
employees retire, the Partnership has a commitment to make the payments and this needs to be disclosed
at the time that employees earn their future entitlement.
The authority participates in one post employment scheme:
• The Local Government Pension Scheme, administered locally by the North East Scotland Pension Fund
- this is a funded defined benefit final salary scheme, meaning that the Partnership and employees pay
contributions into a fund, calculated at a level intended to balance the pensions liabilities with investment
assets.
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS (continued)
Note 14 Defined Benefit Pension Schemes (continued)
Participation in pension schemes (continued)
For 2020/21, the Partnership paid £79,563 (2019/20 £70,216) to the Fund in respect of retirement
benefits representing 22.8% (2019/20 22.8%) of pensionable pay.
Transactions relating to post employment benefits
The Partnership recognises the cost of retirement benefits in the reported cost of services when they are
earned by employees, rather than when the benefits are eventually paid as pensions. However, the
charge that is required to be made against requisitions is based on the cash payable in the year, so the
real cost of post employment/retirement benefits is reversed out of the General Fund via the Movement
in Reserves Statement. The following transactions have been made in the Comprehensive Income
& Expenditure Statement and the General Fund Balance via the Movement in Reserves Statement
during the year.
2019/20
£000

2020/21
£000
Comprehensive Income & Expenditure Statement (CIES)

117
14
0
17
1
149

Cost of Services
Current service cost
Past Service cost
Loss from Settlements
Financing and Investment Income & Expenditure
Net Interest Expense
Administration Expenses
Total post employment benefits charged to the surplus or
deficit on the provision of services

Other post employment benefits charged to the CIES
Remeasurement of the net defined liability comprising: Actuarial
(223) gains and losses arising on changes in financial assumptions
(74) Total post employment benefit charged to the CIES

97
0
0
14
1
112

89
201

Movement in Reserves Statement
Reversal of net charges made to the surplus or deficit on the
provision of services for post employment benefits in
(149) accordance with the code

(112)

Actual amount charged against the General Fund balance
for pensions in the year
70 Employers contributions payable to the scheme
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS (continued)
Note 14 Defined Benefit Pension Schemes (continued)
Pension assets and liabilities recognised in the Balance Sheet

Present value of the defined benefit obligation
Fair value of pension fund assets
Net liability arising from defined benefit obligation

31/03/2020
£000
3,508
(2,878)
630

31/03/2021
£000
4,800
(4,050)
750

Assets and liabilities in relation to post employment benefits
Reconciliation of present value of scheme liabilities (defined benefit obligation)
31/03/2020
£000
3,874
117
90
21
(361)
(247)
14
0
3,508

31/03/2021
£000
Opening value
Current service cost
Interest cost
Contributions by scheme participants
Actuarial (gains)/losses arising from changes in
financial assumptions
Benefits paid
Past service cost
Loss on Curtailments
Closing value

3,508
97
84
25
1,117
(31)
0
0
4,800

Reconciliation of fair value of scheme assets
31/03/2020
£000
3,100
73
(138)
(1)
70
21
(247)
2,878

31/03/2021
£000
Opening value
Interest income
Remeasurement gains/(losses)
Administration expenses
Contributions from employer
Contributions from employee
Benefits paid
Closing Value

2,878
70
1,028
(1)
81
25
(31)
4,050
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS (continued)
Note 14 Defined Benefit Pension Schemes (continued)
Analysis of Pension Fund's Assets
The Local Government Pension Scheme's assets consist of the following categories, by proportion of the
total assets held:
Quoted
(Y/N)
Y
Y
Y
Y

31/03/2020
£'000
453
453
350
336

31/03/2021
£'000
660
950
371
416

Equities:

UK quoted
Global quoted
Pooled UK
Pooled Global

Bonds:

UK Government fixed
UK Government indexed
Overseas Government fixed
UK Other
Overseas other
UK Corporate
Overseas Corporate

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

3
121
64
2
31
1
22

2
160
41
1
21
1
15

Property:

UK Direct
Property Funds - UK

N
N

210
0

230
0

Alternatives: Private Equity
Private Debt
Private Equity Infrastructure
Infrastructure Pooled Fund
Private Equity Real Estate
Multi Asset Credit
Diversified Growth Funds

N
N
N
N
N
N
Y

150
41
52
62
35
242
193

215
98
79
75
51
306
239

Cash:

N

57
2,878

119
4,050

Cash instruments
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS (continued)
Note 14 Defined Benefit Pension Schemes (continued)
Basis for estimating assets and liabilities
Liabilities have been assessed on an actuarial basis using the projected unit credit method, an estimate of
the pensions that will be payable in future years dependent on assumptions about mortality rates, salary
levels, etc. The Local Government Pension Scheme has been assessed by Mercer Limited, an
independent firm of actuaries, estimates for the Fund being based on the last full valuation of the scheme
as at 31 March 2020.
The significant assumptions used by the actuary have been:
2019/20

2020/21

Mortality Assumptions:
Longevity at age 65 for current pensioners (years)
21.5 - Men
24.2 - Women

21.5
24.2

Longevity at age 65 for future pensioners (years)
23.1 - Men
26.3 - Women

23.1
26.3

2.1%
3.6%
2.2%
2.4%

Rate of inflation
Rate of increase in salaries
Rate of increase in pensions
Rate of discounting fund liabilities

2.7%
4.2%
2.8%
2.1%

Take up of option to convert annual pension into
50% retirement lump sum

50%

The estimation of the defined benefit obligation is sensitive to the actuarial assumptions set out in the table
above. The sensitivity analysis below have been determined based on reasonably possible changes of
assumptions occurring at the end of the reporting period and assumes for each change that the
assumption used in preparing the sensitivity analysis below did not change from those used in the
previous period.
Increase in Decrease in
Assumption Assumption
Impact on the Defined Benefit Obligation in the Fund
£'000
£'000
Longevity (increase or decrease in 1 year)
Rate of inflation (increase or decrease by 0.1%)
Rate of increase in salaries (increase or decrease by 0.1%)
Rate for discounting scheme liabilities (increase or decrease
by 0.1%)
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144
89
17

(144)
(89)
(17)

(88)

88

NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS (continued)
Note 14 Defined Benefit Pension Schemes (continued)
Impacts on the Partnership's Cash Flow
The aims of the fund are to:
• Ensure that sufficient resources are available to meet all liabilities as they fall due
• Enable employer contributions to be kept as nearly constant as possible and at reasonable cost to the
taxpayers and employers
• Manage employer's liability effectively
• Maximise the returns from investments within reasonable risk parameters
The employer's contributions are set by the Fund actuary at each triennial actuarial valuation (the most
recent being as at 31 March 2020), or at any time as instructed to do so by the Council. The actuaries
have estimated that contibutions for the year to 31 March 2022 will be approximately £88,000.
Note 15 Detailed Performance Figures
The tables below identify the budget for each area of the Nestrans programme of works and shows a
comparison between the agreed budgeted costs and the costs of similar programmes from the
previous year.
Coordination & Project Development
Actual (£)
2019/20
435,404
75,650
0
36,248
547,302

Partnership Office
Partner Support Costs
Board Member expenses
Other Associated Costs
Core Costs Total

Budget (£)
2020/21
466,260
79,650
1,000
45,365
592,275

Actual (£)
2020/21
441,140
75,477
0
43,046
559,663

45,178
66,744
3,000
7,422
44,256
0
114,145
0
30,740
311,485

Health & Transport
Bus
Rail
General
Project Feasibility & Monitoring
Contingency
Travel Planning
Paths for All
Rechargeable Costs
Regional Transport Strategy Total

33,000
89,145
3,000
17,700
5,497
5,000
106,175
0
25,000
284,517

35,523
89,145
3,000
17,700
6,737
3,053
106,646
0
17,900
279,704

858,787

Expenditure Total

876,792

839,367

(69,792)
(782,000)
(25,000)
0
(876,792)

(15,646)
(782,000)
(17,700)
(350)
(815,696)

0

23,671

(390,774)
(782,000)
0
(11,146)
(1,183,920)
(325,134)

Council Partners
Scottish Government
Paths for All
Other Income
Income Total
Net Total
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS (continued)
Note 15 Detailed Performance Figures (continued)
Strategic Investment Programme
Actual (£)
2019/20
68,345
601,791
269,369
441,463
33,881
94,807
462,464
20,779
0
0
1,992,898
(1,427,563)
(462,464)
(20,779)
(82,092)
(1,992,898)
0

Rail
Strategic Roads
Quality Bus Corridors
Cycle Routes
Carbon Reduction & Air Quality
Various
Active Travel
Insch Station
NCN Deeside Way
L'kirk to Aberdeen Mulit-modal Study
Expenditure Total
Council Partners
Transport Scotland
Local Rail Development Fund
Sustrans
Income Total
Net Total

Budget (£)
2020/21

Actual (£)
2020/21

25,748
741,780
279,336
215,698
86,832
326,461
143,844
13,465
160,687
30,670
2,024,521

25,725
741,779
279,336
215,698
77,477
324,874
143,845
13,465
160,687
30,670
2,013,556

(1,675,855)
(143,844)
(44,135)
(160,687)
(2,024,521)

(1,664,891)
(143,845)
(44,135)
(160,686)
(2,013,556)

0

0

The table above details the budget and expenditure of the requisitions for general projects advanced by
the partner Councils. The partner authorities, on behalf of the Partnership, managed various projects
and these have been split by theme. Nestrans has not created assets of its own and both the funding
and spend have been interpreted as additional revenue activity in these Statements.
The Partnership has a full complement of staff and this was a significant factor that contributed to the
capability of the organisation to manage and deliver the planned work programmes.
Note 16 Related Parties
The Partnership is required to disclose material transactions with related parties - bodies or individuals
that have the potential to control or influence the Partnership or to be controlled or influenced by
Nestrans. Disclosure of these transactions allows readers to assess the extent to which the
Partnership might have been constrained in its ability to operate independently or might have secured
the ability to limit another party's ability to contract freely with the Partnership.
Scottish Government
The Scottish Government is responsible for providing the statutory framework within which the
Partnership operates and provides a significant element of its funding by grant of £782,000,
(2019/20 £782,000). Grants received from the Scottish Government are set out in the subjective
analysis in Note 15 on reporting for resource allocation decisions. There were no grant receipts
outstanding at 31 March 2021.
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS (continued)
Note 16 Related Parties (continued)
Board Members
Members have direct control over the Partnership's financial and operational policies and
decision making. No allowances or fees have been paid to Members in 2020/21 and there was no
contract awarded in which a Board Member had declared an interest.
Aberdeen City Council & Aberdeenshire Council
Aberdeen City Council & Aberdeenshire Council have a significant element of control over the general
operations of the Partnership. They provide a significant element of funding through two specific
grants and the elected Members that they appoint to the managing Board of the Partnership can
exert significant influence on its operations and decision making processes. The amounts relating to
each Council are detailed below.

Aberdeen City Council
Aberdeenshire Council

Aberdeen City Council
Aberdeenshire Council

Amounts paid to
Amounts received from
2019/20
2020/21
2019/20
2020/21
£000
£000
£000
£000
953
952
1,468
1,314
865
728
525
915
Amounts due from at
Amounts due to at
31 March 31 March 31 March
31 March
2020
2021
2020
2021
£000
£000
£000
£000
653
1,015
413
510
733
347
1,562
1,030

Officers
The management of the Partnership is disclosed in the remuneration report on pages 42 to 45 of this
document. The Director has the responsibility for planning, directing or otherwise controlling the
activities of the Partnership. The scope of control is determined by reference to the Scheme of
Delegation and Financial Regulations adopted by the Board. The Board is satisfied that appropriate
controls are in place to manage and monitor the activities of the key management personnel.
North East Scotland Pension Fund.
Staff employed by the Partnership are entitled to be members of the Superannuation Scheme which is
administered by Aberdeen City Council. This provides staff with defined benefits upon their retirement,
and the Partnership contributes towards the costs by making contributions based on a percentage of
members' pensionable salaries.
Note 17 Financial Instruments
Financial Instruments Balances
The Partnership is funded by income from the Scottish Government and Partner Councils and
therefore is not subject to significant liquidity or credit risk exposure. The Partnership’s financial
instruments comprise cash and cash equivalents, debtors and creditors.
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS (continued)
Note 17 Financial Instruments (continued)
Cash and cash equivalents, debtors and creditors shown in the balance sheet are initially measured at
fair value and carried at amortised cost, which equates to the actual cash value at 31 March 2021.
Financial instruments disclosed in the Balance Sheet are made up as follows.
Long-Term
2019/20
2020/21
£000
£000
Financial Liabilities at
Amortised Cost
Total Creditors
Loans and Receivables
Cash & Cash Equivalents
Total Debtors

Current
2019/20
2020/21
£000
£000

483
483

484
484

2,257
2,257

1,680
1,680

0
0
0

0
0
0

1,639
1,509
3,148

1,799
952
2,751

Financial Instruments Gains/Losses
The gains and losses recognised in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement in relation
to financial instruments are made up as follows:Financial Assets Loans and Receivables
Interest Income

£

4,000

The Partnership’s activities expose it to a variety of financial risks
• Credit risk - the possibility that other parties might fail to pay amounts due to the Partnership
• Liquidity risk - the possibility that the Partnership might not have funds available to meet its
commitments to make payments
• Market risk - the possibility that financial loss might arise for the Partnership as a result of changes
in such measures as interest rates and stock market movements.
Credit Risk
Credit risk arises from deposits with banks and financial institutions, as well as credit exposures to the
constituent authorities. Surplus funds are placed on deposit with the Partnership’s bankers the
Clydesdale Bank plc. The Partnership does not expect any losses from non performance by any of its
counterparties in relation to these deposits.
Liquidity Risk
The Scottish Government and the constituent authorities make provision for the Transport
Partnership's use of resources in its budget for each financial year. Resources can only be used for
the purposes specified in the budget. The Partnership is therefore not exposed to significant liquidity
risks.
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS (continued)
Note 17 Financial Instruments (continued)
Market Risk
Interest Rate Risk
The Partnership is exposed to interest movements on its deposits. For instance a rise in interest rates
would increase the interest income credited to the Comprehensive Income & Expenditure Statement.
As an illustration, an increase/(decrease) of 1% in the interest rate would increase/(decrease) the
amount of interest earned by £9,520 (2019/20 £15,094). (based on cash and cash equivalents above).
Foreign Exchange Risk
The Partnership has no financial assets or liabilities denominated in foreign currencies and thus has no
exposure to losses arising from movements in exchange rates.
Note 18 Accounting Standards that have been Issued but have not yet been Adopted
The adoption of the following accounting standards by the Code in 2020/21 will result in changes in
accounting policy:
- Definition of a Business: Amendments to IFRS 3 Business Combinations
- Interest Rate Benchmark Reform: Amendments to IFRS 9, IAS 39 and IFRS 7
- Interest Rate Benchmark Reform - Phase 2: Amendments to IFRS 9, IAS 39, IFRS 7, IFRS 4 and IFRS 16
The Code requires implementation from 1 April 2021 and there is, therefore, no impact on the 2020/21
annual accounts.
New or amended standards within the 2020/21 Code relate to:
• Amendments to IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements and IAS 8: Accounting Policies, Changes in
Accountancy Estimates and Errors: Definition of Material
• Amendments to IAS 28 Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures: Long-term Interests in Associates
and Joint Ventures
• Annual Improvements to IFRS Standards 2015 - 2017 Cycle. The amendments affect:
- IFRS 3 Business Combinations and IFRS 11 Joint Arrangements - Previously Held Interest
in a Joint Operation
- IAS 12 Income Taxes - Income Tax Consequences of Payments on Financial Instruments
Classified as Equity
- IAS 23 Borrowing Costs - Borrowing Costs Eligible for Capitalisation
• Amendments to IAS 19 Employee Benefits: Plan Amendment, Curtailment or Settlement
• Amendments to References to the Conceptual Framework in IFRS Standards
There is no material impact on the financial statements as a result of the above.
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS (continued)
Note 19 Operating Leases
The Partnership leases one office premise.
Partnership as Lessee
The future minimum lease payments due under non-cancellable leases in future years are:
31/03/2020
£000

31/03/2021
£000

22 Not later than one year
22

22
22

The expenditure charges to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement during the year
in relation to these leases was:
31/03/2020
£000

31/03/2021
£000

22 Minimum lease payments
22

22
22
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REMUNERATION REPORT
Introduction
The Remuneration Report has been prepared in accordance with the Local Authority Accounts
(Scotland) Regulations 2014. These Regulations require various disclosures about the remuneration
and pension benefits of senior Councillors and senior employees in respect of earnings etc paid by
Nestrans. The Partnership does not make payment to any member of the Board, whether elected
Member or otherwise appointed, by way of salary, enhanced pension benefits or reimbursement of
expenses.
The Treasurer and Clerk to the Authority do not receive remuneration from the Partnership either. The
duties of the posts are covered by the postholders’ substantive posts in their respective Councils.
The information disclosed in the tables below is subject to external audit.

Arrangements for Remuneration
The remuneration of all employees of the Partnership is set with reference to national arrangements
agreed by the Scottish Joint Negotiating Committee (SJNC) for Local Authority Services.
The Nestrans Board agreed to appoint a permanent Director with a salary range of £70,000 to £75,000
at the committee meeting held on 20 December 2006. With reference to this the post of Director was
placed at SJNC point 30.
Nestrans does not pay bonuses or performance related pay. Officers receive business mileage and
subsistence allowances in accordance with amounts either agreed nationally by SJNC or as approved
locally by Aberdeenshire Council and adopted by Nestrans. Officers are eligible to join the Local
Government Pension Scheme (LGPS).

Remuneration
The term remuneration means gross salary, fees and bonuses, allowances and expenses, and
compensation for loss of employment. It excludes pension contributions paid by the Employer.
Pension contributions made to a person’s pension are disclosed as part of the pension benefits
disclosure below.
Remuneration of Senior Employees

Total Remuneration for Year

Robert
Dickson
Roderick
Murray
Totals

Gross
salary,
fees &
allowances Bonuses
In-year pension
contributions
81,266
0

Non-cash
expenses
&
Compensation
for loss of
benefitsTotal
Total
Taxable
office
2020/21
2019/20
Expenses in-kind
Accrued annual
Accrued pension
pension benefits
lump sum
0
0
0
81,266
81,266

0

0

0

0

0

0

32,985

81,266

0

0

0

0

81,266

114,251
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REMUNERATION REPORT (continued)
Notes
The term senior employee means:
1. Any employee who has responsibility for the management of the Partnership to the extent that
the person has the power to direct or control the major activities of the organisation (including
activities involving the expenditure of money), during the year to which the Report relates,
whether solely or collectively with other persons;
2. Who holds a post that is politically restricted by reason of section 2(1) (a), (b) or (c) of Local
Government and Housing Act 1989 (4); or
3. Whose annual remuneration, including any remuneration from a local authority subsidiary body,
is £150,000 or more.

Remuneration of Employees receiving more than £50,000
Those Partnership employees receiving more than £50,000 remuneration for the year were paid the
following amounts. In accordance with the disclosure requirement of the Regulations, the information in
the table shows the number of employees in bands of £5,000. This information includes the senior
employee who is subject to the fuller disclosure requirements in the tables above.

Remuneration Bands

Number of Employees
2020/21
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
2

£50,000 - £54,999 *
£55,000 - £59,999
£60,000 - £64,999
£65,000 - £69,999
£70,000 - £74,999
£75,000 - £79,999
£80,000 - £84,999
Totals

2019/20
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1

* Paul Finch joined Nestrans on 01 May 2020.

Exit Packages
There is a requirement to disclose details of all staff Exit Packages agreed in the year. An Exit
Package is the value of all termination benefits which include redundancy costs, pension contributions
in respect of added years and any ex gratia and other departure costs. Nestrans have not agreed any
Exit Package in 2020/21 (2019/20 - Nil).

Pension Benefits
The term pension benefits covers in-year pension contributions for the employee by the employer and
the named person’s accrued pension benefits at the reporting date.
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REMUNERATION REPORT (continued)
Pension Benefits of Senior Employees

In-year pension
contributions

Accrued annual
pension benefits

Accrued pension
lump sum

For year to
31 March
2021

For year to
31 March
2020

As at 31
March
2021

Difference
from
March
2020

As at 31
March
2021

Difference
from
March
2020

Robert
Dickson

18,591

18,112

42,205

2,700

78,555

2,288

Totals

18,591

18,112

42,205

2,700

78,555

2,288

Notes:
All employees of Nestrans are eligible to become members of the Local Government Pension Scheme
(LGPS).
The LGPS provides defined benefits on retirement. The pension is based on the member’s
pensionable service (how long he or she has been a member of the LGPS) and his or her pay. For
elected members, pay is based on a “career average” – the aggregate of each year’s pay (adjusted for
inflation) is divided by the total number of years and part years they have been a member of the LGPS.
For officers, pay is based on their final year’s salary. For most people, for service up to 31 March
2009, the annual pension is calculated by dividing their pay by 80 (60 for service after 31 March 2009)
and multiplying this by their total membership. Pensions payable are increased annually in line with
changes in The Pensions (Increase) Act 1971 and Section 59 of the Social Security Pension Act 1975.
The lump sum, which is automatically paid when the person retires for service up to 31 March 2009, is
normally three times his or her annual pension and is tax-free. There is no automatic lump sum for
service after 31 March 2009. Members may opt to give up (commute) pension for lump sum up to the
limit set by the Finance Act 2004.
For service after the 31 March 2015, the annual pension is calculated by dividing the pensionable
pay by 49 and then adding this to his or her cumulative pension account, which will subsequently be
adjusted in line with the cost of living. The rates for 2020/21 were 19.3% (2019/20 19.3%).
A Scheme member’s contribution depends on his or her full-time equivalent pay. From 1 April 2009, a
five tier contribution system was introduced with contribution from members being based on how much
pay falls into each tier. The tiers have increased slightly.
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REMUNERATION REPORT (continued)
Pension Benefits of Senior Employees (continued)
The tiers and rates are as follows:

Rate

2020/21

2019/20

5.50%
7.25%
8.50%
9.50%
12.00%

up to £22,200
£22,201 - £27,100
£27,101 - £37,200
£37,201 - £49,600
over £49,601

up to £21,800
£21,801 - £26,700
£26,701 - £36,600
£36,601 - £48,800
over £48,801

The value of the accrued benefits in the above tables has been calculated on the basis of the age at
which the person will first become entitled to receive a full pension on retirement without reduction on
account of its payment at that age; without exercising any option to commute pension entitlement into a
lump sum; and without any adjustment for the effects of future inflation. The normal retirement age for
members of the LGPS is 65.
The pension figures shown relate to the benefits that the person has accrued as consequence of their
total local government service, and not just their current appointment.
The above explanatory notes provide general information on the Local Government Pension Scheme
and do not override the provisions of the Scheme.

Councillor Sandra Macdonald
Chair

Rab Dickson
Director

09 June 2021
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Requisitions:
Funding received from the constituent authorities.
OTHER
SeRCOP
Service Reporting Code of Practice
CIPFA
The Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy
LASAAC
Local Authority (Scotland) Accounts Advisory Committee
IFRS
International Financial Reporting Standard
STF
Strategic Transport Fund
SJNC
Scottish Joint Negotiating Committee
The Code
The Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom
FAIR VALUE
Fair Value is the amount for which an asset could be exchanged, or a liability settled, between
knowledgeable, willing parties in an arm’s length transaction for land and buildings, fair value is the
amount that would be paid for the asset in its existing use.
ECONOMIC COST
The total cost of performing an activity or following a decision or course of action.
ACAA
Accumulated Compensated Absences Adjustment
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Appendix 2

SUMMARY OF INCOME & EXPENDITURE

Description

Revised

Actual to

2020/21

Actual v

Budget

Mar-21

Forecast

Budget %

Expenditure
Core Costs
Partnership Office

466,260

441,140

447,982

95%

79,650

75,477

79,650

95%

1,000

-

-

0%

45,365

43,046

47,652

95%

-

-

-

592,275

559,664

575,284

94%

Health & Transport Action Plan

33,000

35,523

35,960

108%

Bus Action Plan

89,145

89,145

89,145

100%

Rail Action Plan

3,000

3,000

3,000

100%

Partner Support costs
Board Members Expenses
Other Associated Costs
Rechargeable Costs

*

Regional Transport Strategy

Freight Action Plan
General
Project Feasibility & Monitoring
Contingency
Travel Planning
Rechargeable Costs

Coordination & Project Development
Rail

-

-

-

17,700

17,700

17,700

100%

*

5,497

6,737

6,737

123%

5,000

3,053

5,000

61%

106,175

106,646

106,175

100%

25,000

17,900

25,000

72%

284,517

279,704

288,717

98%

876,792

839,367

864,001

96%

25,748

25,725

25,722

100%

Strategic Roads
Capacity

47,079

47,078

47,079

100%

Safety

243,701

243,701

243,701

100%

Maintenance

451,000

451,000

451,000

100%

Energetica Corridor

-

-

-

General Corridors

279,336

279,336

279,336

-

-

-

215,698

215,699

215,698

100%

86,832

77,477

77,478

89%

326,461

324,874

324,875

100%

Bus Improvements
*
100%

Walking and Cycling
Energetica Corridor
Strategic Corridors
Carbon Reduction & Air Quality
Various
Inverurie Interchange
Cycling Development Officer Grant
Insch Station
Laurencekirk to Aberdeen Mulit-modal Study
Active Travel
Strategic Investment Programme

*

-

-

-

160,687

160,686

160,687

100%

*

13,465

13,465

13,465

100%

30,670

30,670

30,670

100%

143,844

143,845

143,844

100%

2,024,521 2,013,556 2,013,555

99%
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Description

Revised

Actual to

2020/21

Actual v

Budget

Mar-21

Forecast

Budget %

City Region Deal

-

187,901

187,901

*

Civitas/Portis

-

115,369

115,369

*

Total Expenditure

2,901,313 3,156,194 3,180,826

109%

Income
Partner Contributions
Aberdeen City Council

34,895

7,823

34,895

22%

Aberdeenshire Council

34,897

7,823

34,897

22%

782,000

782,000

782,000

100%

Local Rail Development Fund

44,135

44,135

44,135

100%

Paths for All

25,000

17,700

17,700

71%

Scottish Government - Core costs

Integrated Transport Fund

-

-

-

Transport Scotland

143,844

143,845

143,844

100%

Sustrans

160,687

160,686

160,687

100%

1,675,855 1,664,891 1,664,889

99%

Capital Grant & Use of Balances

*

Investment Interest

-

3,689

4,800

*

Other Income

-

350

350

*

City Region Deal

-

187,901

187,901

*

Civitas/Portis

-

115,369

115,369

*

Total Income
Operating (Surplus)/Deficit

2,901,313 3,136,212 3,191,467
-
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19,982

(10,641)

108%

Appendix 3
Coordination & Project Development
Delay in
Drawdown
Approved
20/21

Budget Head
Other Associated Costs
Presentation Material
Health & Transport Action Plan
H&T actions
Bus Action Plan
BAP actions
A96 E-paper bus stop displays contribution
General
Zebra Crossing Retrofits in Aberdeenshire
Bespoke road safety education in towns with high incidences
Behavioural and attitude surveys to support RTS2040
Project Feasibility and monitoring
Bridge of Dee Stag post AWPR review
South College St/ Q Eliz rbt Ph2 review
Cross City Connections Study - Review of Outcomes
Travel Planning
Sustainable travel grant scheme & cycle parking grant
Travel Planning

Total Delay
In
Drawdown
from 20/21

1,535

1,535

4,000

4,000

36,000
14,456

855

36,000
15,311

35,000
40,000
7,300

35,000
40,000
7,300

9,509
9,980
33,789

9,509
9,980
33,789

33,795
16,450

33,795
16,450

241,814
Strategic Investment Programme
Rail
Kintore Railway Station and car park
Insch
Stonehaven wayfinding signs
Strategic Roads - Capacity
Strategic Network Monitoring Ph4 - Queens Rd corridor
Osprey Upgrade
Strategic Roads - Safety
A947 Road Safety Improvements
Bend Mitigation/Skid Resistance Improvements
Renewal of reflective road studs
Vehicle restraining system repairs and improvements (crash barriers)
VMS signs at schools
Bus Improvements - Energetica Corridors
Ellon Park & Ride
Bus Improvements - Strategic Corridors
Oldmeldrum Interchange Hub
A93 Crathes mini-hub
Aberdeen City and Shire Joint Bus Stop Information Initiatives
B9000 footpath and bus stop infrastructure
A90/A92 Blackdog - Access to Bus Services
Bus journey time improvements through junction control review
Walking & Cycling - Strategic Corridors
Maconochie Road, Fraserburgh
Corsemanhill Dr, Inverurie
B9002 Kennethmont footway
Sauchen/Cluny footpath
North/South Link to Inverurie Academy
A92 Balmedie to Blackdog shared use path
Junction alterations LIB detailed design A90/Langstracht
Craigshaw Drive cycle route design and construction
Cycle maintenance stands installation
Carbon Reduction and Air Quality
Two electric minibuses for Fraserburgh area
LEZ development
Various
Aberdeen Rapid Transit and Bus Priority Fund consultancy support
Wellington Road multi-modal corridor study
Ellon - Garthdee multi-modal corridor study
A96 multi-modal corridor study
Roadside weather station network
ANPR Monitoring Sites
External Funding Grants
RTP Active Travel Grant
Sustrans Cycling Development Officer Grant
Sustrans Deeside Way NCN Grant
LRDF Laurencekirk-Aberdeen multi modal study

Request for
final Delay in
Drawdown

855

242,669

3,208,808
8,545
5,000

3,208,808
8,545
5,000

35,121
37,800

35,121
37,800

131,032
85,530
42,980
100,000
68,312

20,785

151,817
85,530
42,980
100,000
68,312

88,079

1,024

89,103

47000
0
0
90,000
48,500
30,000

1,382
1,029
457

48,382
1,029
457
90,000
48,687
30,000

39,746
40,000
77,515
0
200,000
20,000
16,141
50,000
13,599

187

15,000
44,704
-3,580

39,746
55,000
77,515
44,704
196,420
20,000
16,141
50,000
13,599

248,000
12,497

248,000
12,497

19,000
37,868
52,734
68,221
86,000
113,186

19,000
37,868
52,734
68,221
86,000
113,186

180,375
100,000
175,000
49,330

-85,687
0

180,375
100,000
89,313
49,330

5,625,919

(4,699)

5,621,220
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Agenda Item 3.3
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 9 June 2021

3.3 2021/22 Budget Matters


Purpose of Report
To note the funding allocations to Nestrans and provide an update on the Partnership’s
2021/22 monitoring and forecast outturn position and to consider any budget or monitoring
issues that may arise.



Background
The Board approved a 2021/22 budget when they met in February, subject to anticipated
funding levels being provided. The offer of grant from the Scottish Government has now
been received and maintains funding at the previous year’s levels. Aberdeen City Council
and Aberdeenshire Council have also now advised the amounts contained within their
budget setting process as grants to Nestrans for 2021/22 and the amounts are as
requested.
A grant offer for 2021/22 from the Scottish Government’s RTP Active Travel Grant Fund
has recently been accepted and is discussed below along with a request to approve a
contract extension for further Covid-19 travel behaviour attitude surveys.



Current Revenue & Capital Budget
Appendix 1 to this report sets out a summary budget monitoring statement of expenditure
to 30 April 2021. This shows expenditure of £58,495.
It is early in the financial year and whilst little by way of expenditure has taken place, work
programmes are progressing and the forecast for the year remains at the budgeted level.
There is however a potential continuing risk to the delivery of projects as a result of Covid19, but the situation will be monitored, and future reports will set out any amendments for
consideration as necessary.
2021/22 Coordination and Project Development Budget
The anticipated budget reported to the Board in February of £1,026,350 based on a
continuation of contribution levels from Council partners and the Scottish Government at
the previous year’s levels has been confirmed. A sum of £241,814 has previously been
approved by the Board for continuation of funding from 2020/21 and should the minor
revision to this amount within the earlier 2020/21 Unaudited Annual Accounts report on
this agenda be approved, it would bring the sum available in 2021/22 to £1,269,019.
The proposed revised budget is shown in Appendix 2.

2021/22 Strategic Investment Programme
The funding for 2021/22 confirmed by Council partners totals £2,467,000, which comprises
of an allocation from Aberdeen City Council of £1,295,000 and Aberdeenshire Council of
£1,172,000.
A number of projects that were contained within the budget for 2020/21 that are incomplete
are proposed to continue into 2020/21 and a delay in drawdown from 2020/21 totalling
£5,625,919 was previously agreed by the Board in February and April. A further request
for revision to the delay in drawdown from 2020/21 of -£4,699 is proposed in a separate
3.3 2021-22 Budget Matters
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earlier report in this agenda, which if approved would bring the 2020/21 funding to be spent
in 2021/22 to a total of £5,621,220.
The requirement for building up a substantial amount of delay in drawdown from previous
years is heavily influenced by the Kintore Railway Station project funding. It also reflects
the impact to construction due to the lockdown measures associated with Covid-19 and
the reallocation of Council staff resources last year to respond to the pandemic, such as
the development and delivery of Spaces for People measures. Included in the delay in
draw down figure are remaining amounts from the Cycle Development Officer Grant and
RTP Active Travel Grants for 2020/21 that are both available to be claimed until June 2021
and the Local Rail Development Fund Grant for the Laurencekirk to Aberdeen multi-modal
corridor study that was awarded in 2019 and can continue to be claimed until 31 March
2022. The delay in draw down amounts bring the available budget in 2021/22 to
£8,188,220.
Along with the previously indicated Cycle Development Officer Grant of £100,000 in
2021/22 from Sustrans, a further £274,000 has been offered through a Transport Scotland
Regional Transport Partnership Active Travel Grant to complete the resurfacing and path
improvement works on Ellon viaduct and surrounding connections, to continue the bridge
repair/replacement works on the Formartine and Buchan Way and to commence a review
of the Core Path networks. The RTP Active Travel Grant funding brings the total sum
available in 2021/22 to £8,462,220. The offer of grant however is conditional on £100,000
match funding for the infrastructure elements being provided and a virement is proposed
below to help achieve this along with an allocation of £50,000 being made by
Aberdeenshire Council.
The proposed revised budget is shown in Appendix 3.



Procurement
There is an approved budget line for the undertaking of further market research surveys
in 2021/22 to capture changing travel behaviour and attitude in the north east of Scotland
during Covid recovery. Ten such surveys were undertaken in 2019/20 and reported to the
Board, published on the Nestrans website and shared with partners. It was proposed to
undertake similar surveys at a reduced quarterly frequency in the year ahead. The Board
however requested in April that a greater frequency be considered, and a quote has been
obtained to undertake six surveys from the consultants appointed for the original
commission following a competitive tender process using the Scotland Excel framework.
The cost of the ten surveys and reporting in 2019/20 was £35,500 and the quote for a
further six surveys and reporting in 2021/22 is £19,280. Should this be awarded it would
bring the overall total to £54,780, which is in excess of the £50,000 threshold for a contract
value extension that can be approved by the Director and would require authority from the
Board to be in accordance with Nestrans’ financial regulations. As the original contract
was awarded on the basis of a competitive tender and the proposed unit cost per additional
survey has been reduced by almost 10%, it is considered that best value is still being
achieved. Accordingly, the Board is requested to authorise the extension to the existing
contract, which also enables a continuation of the previous methodology and approach.
An additional fee and programme extension request have been submitted for the upgrade
of the Aberdeen Sub Area Model (ASAM19) that Nestrans commissioned using a NEC
time-based contract. The additional cost is £59,500 and relates to updates to improve
representation of PM peak period travel movements with the base year modelling and
during forecasting, linkage with the Latis national trip end model and to also enable future
scenarios to test the impact of home working, demonstration testing to enable intuitive
performance to be investigated and provide confidence in the model output and general
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increases in cost as a result of staffing changes, salary band updates and extension to
programme.
Although the ASAM19 work is being funded via the City Region Deal and their approval is
being sought for this additional cost, meaning that it would result in no net cost to Nestrans,
as the contract management is undertaken by Nestrans an increase in value of this amount
requires approval of the Board in accordance with the financial regulations.



Virements
As a result of some project specific variances that have been identified, a small number of
virements are proposed for consideration in Appendix 4. The proposed virement from the
Coordination and Project Development Budget for the hydrogen bus support that is no
longer being progressed to a contribution towards the Formartine & Buchan Way bridges
to meet the conditions of the RTP Active Travel grant, if approved, would revise the
Coordination and Project Development Budget available in 2021/22 to £1,219,019 and the
Strategic Investment Programme Budget available in 2021/22 to £8,512,220.



Strategic Transport Fund
The legal challenge successfully quashed The Strategic Transport Fund (STF). The
current balance at the start of 2021/22 is £483,681.47. There are 16 developments
remaining to be claimed.



Recommendation
It is recommended that the Board:
1. Note the funding awards to Nestrans that have been confirmed for 2021/22;
2. Note the monitoring position and forecast presented in Appendix 1;
3. Note the additional grant funding awarded in 2021/22 through the RTP Active Travel
grant;
4. Approve the extension to the contract for further travel behaviour and attitude surveys;
5. Approve the additional fee requested for ASAM19, should this cost be agreed for
recharge to City Region Deal; and
6. Approve the requested virements.

Mary Beattie
Treasurer
1 June 2021
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Appendix 1

SUMMARY OF INCOME & EXPENDITURE
Description

Revised

Actual to

2021/22

Actual v

Budget

Apr-21

Forecast

Budget %

Expenditure
Core Costs
Partnership Office
Partner Support costs
Board Members Expenses
Other Associated Costs

464,515

38,710

464,515

8%

80,800

6,733

80,800

8%

1,000

-

1,000

0%

40,935

3,411

40,935

8%

-

-

-

587,250

48,854

587,250

8%

Rechargeable Costs

*

Regional Transport Strategy
Health & Transport Action Plan

44,500

-

44,500

0%

Bus Action Plan

172,615

-

172,615

0%

Rail Action Plan

3,000

-

3,000

0%

Freight Action Plan

-

-

-

General

122,300

-

122,300

0%

Project Feasibility & Monitoring

152,278

-

152,278

0%

5,000

-

5,000

0%

182,076

9,641

182,076

5%

Contingency
Travel Planning
Rechargeable Costs

*

-

-

-

681,769

9,641

681,769

1%

*

Coordination & Project Development

1,269,019

58,495 1,269,019

5%

Rail

3,222,353

- 3,222,353

0%

Strategic Roads
Capacity

72,921

-

72,921

0%

Safety

732,732

-

732,732

0%

Maintenance

104,000

-

104,000

0%

Energetica Corridor

402,790

-

402,790

0%

General Corridors

392,300

-

392,300

0%

-

-

-

Bus Improvements

Walking and Cycling
Energetica Corridor
Strategic Corridors
Carbon Reduction & Air Quality
Various

1,320,600
260,497
1,161,009

Inverurie Interchange
Cycling Development Officer Grant
Laurencekirk to Aberdeen Mulit-modal Study
Active Travel
Strategic Investment Programme

- 1,320,600

0%

-

260,497

0%

- 1,161,009

0%

-

-

-

289,313

-

289,313

Insch Station

*

*
0%

-

-

-

49,330

-

49,330

0%

454,375

-

454,375

0%

- 8,462,220

0%

8,462,220
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*

City Region Deal

-

-

-

*

Civitas/Portis

-

-

-

*

Total Expenditure

9,731,239

58,495 9,731,239

1%

Income
Partner Contributions
Aberdeen City Council

122,175

10,181

122,175

8%

Aberdeenshire Council

122,175

10,181

122,175

8%

Delay in Drawdown from 2020/21

242,669

Scottish Government - Core costs

782,000

65,167

782,000

8%

49,330

4,111

49,330

8%

-

-

-

Local Rail Development Fund
Paths for All
Integrated Transport Fund

*

-

-

-

Transport Scotland

454,375

-

454,375

0%

Sustrans

289,313

-

289,313

0%

- 7,669,202

0%

Capital Grant & Use of Balances

7,669,202

*

Investment Interest

-

-

4,800

*

Other Income

-

-

-

*

City Region Deal

-

-

-

*

Civitas/Portis

-

-

-

*

Total Income

9,731,239

Operating (Surplus)/Deficit

-
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89,640 9,493,370
(31,145)

237,869

1%

North East Scotland Transport Partnership

Appendix 2

Co-ordination & Project Development Budget for 2021/2022
Detailed Expenditure - Indicative Proposals
2021/22
Budget

Adjusted
continued
from 20/21

Revised
2021/22
Budget

CORE COSTS
Partnership Office
Salaries
Accommodation at King Street (incl. rent, rates, water and insurance)
Travel
Training
Conferences
Telephone
Computers
Stationery
Photocopying
Subscriptions and Memberships
Miscellaneous (incl. catering and postage)

402,815
45,500
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,500
1,500
500
2,500
1,200

464,515
402,815
45,500
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,500
1,500
500
2,500
1,200

5,300
20,000
21,100
15,900
7,350
11,150

80,800
5,300
20,000
21,100
15,900
7,350
11,150

Board Members' Expenses (Non- Councillors only)

1,000

1,000

Other Associated Costs
PR/PA support (Aberdeenshire)
Sponsorship/ advertorials/events
Presentation Material
Website
Contributions to Community Planning Partnerships

15,900
5,000
5,000
3,500
10,000

40,935
15,900
5,000
6,535
3,500
10,000

Support costs
Legal (Aberdeen City)
Administrative (Aberdeen City)
Finance (Aberdeenshire)
Personnel (Aberdeenshire)
IT (Aberdeen City)
Advertising Posts
External audit

1,535

NON - CORE COSTS - Project Development
Rail Action Plan
East Coast Mainline Regional Forum
Health & Transport Action Plan
H&T Programme Support Manager
H&T actions
THInC
Bus Action Plan
BAP actions
E-paper bus timetables and bus stop infrastructure in Aberdeenshire
Region Wide Real Time system annual maintenance contribution
Hydrogen bus support
General
Cycle education linked to Integrated Travel Towns (Peterhead,
Fraserburgh, Inverurie, Huntly & Portlethen)
Zebra Crossing Retrofits in Aberdeenshire
Road Safety Education - bespoke talks in towns with high collision
incidences by professional engagement team
Behavioural and attitude surveys to support RTS2040
Project Feasibility and Monitoring
Bridge of Dee - River Crossing Capacity Post AWPR review
South College St/QE Rbt Ph2 review
Cross City Connections Study - Review of outcomes
Regional implications of national traffic demand targets
Contingency
Travel Planning and Active Travel
Sustainable travel grant and cycle parking grant schemes
Travel Planning
Bike Hire support (eg Membership subscription support, promotion)
Cycling Development Officer

TOTAL BUDGET

3,000

3,000
3,000

25,000
6,000
9,500

44,500
25,000
10,000
9,500

51,304

36,000
15,311

20,000
50,000

172,615
87,304
15,311
20,000
50,000
122,300

10,000
35,000

10,000
35,000

40,000
7,300

40,000
37,300

9,509
9,980
33,789

25,000

152,278
74,509
18,980
33,789
25,000

5,000

5,000

30,000
65,000
9,000

20,000
60,000
10,000
41,831

1,026,350
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4,000

33,795
16,450

242,669

182,076
53,795
76,450
10,000
41,831

1,269,019
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Nestrans Strategic Investment Programme - 2021/22

2021/22
Project

budget

Adjusted

Appendix 3
Revised

20/21 delay

2021/22

draw down

budget

Rail
Kintore Railway Station, car park and access road

£3,208,808

£3,208,808

£8,545
£5,000

£8,545
£5,000

£35,121

£35,121

£37,800

£37,800

Insch Accessibility
Stonehaven wayfinding signs

Strategic Road Capacity Improvements
Strategic Network Monitoring Ph4 - Queens Rd
corridor
Osprey Upgrade

Strategic Road Safety Improvements
A947 Road Improvement Strategy Actions
Bend Mitigation/Skid Resistance Improvements
Renewal of Reflective Road Studs
Vehicle restraining system repairs and
improvements (crash barriers)
VMS signs at schools

£131,032
£309,623
£102,980
£100,000

£20,785.00

£151,817
£309,623
£102,980
£100,000

£68,312

£68,312

£104,000

£104,000

Strategic Road - Maintenance
A93 Peterculter

Bus improvements - Energetica corridor
Ellon Park & Ride
B9000 Footpath & Bus Stop Infrastructure
A90 / A92 Blackdog - Access to Bus Services
Peterhead Bus Interchange

£88,079
£90,000
£48,500
£175,000

£1,024.00

£52,432
£14,000

£1,029
£457.00

£53,461
£14,457

£75,000
£96,000
£78,000

£1,382.00

£76,382
£96,000
£78,000

£187.00

£89,103
£90,000
£48,687
£175,000

Bus improvements - Strategic corridors
A93 Crathes Mini-hub
Aberdeen City and Shire Joint Bus Stop
Information Initiatives
Oldmeldrum Interchange Hub
Refresh to All Aberdeen City Bus Stop Flags
Real Time Information - Expansion within
Aberdeenshire
Kingswells P&R resurfacing Phase 2
Bus journey time improvements through junction
control review.

£44,000
£30,000

£44,000
£30,000

£42,375
£160,000
£120,000
£89,746
£75,000
£26,100
£77,515
£0
£200,000
£20,000
£20,141

£42,375
£160,000
£120,000
£89,746
£90,000
£26,100
£77,515
£44,704
£196,420
£20,000
£20,141

Walking and Cycling
Shore Street, Macduff Phase 3
A96 Kintore / Blackburn Cycleway
A90 Ellon / Foveran / Newburgh
Maconochie Road, Fraserburgh
Corsemanhill Drive, Inverurie
A947 Albert Road, Oldmeldrum
B9002 Kennethmont Footway
Sauchen/Cluny footpath
North/South link to Inverurie Academy
A92 Balmedie to Blackdog shared use path
Junction alterations LIB detailed design
A90/Langstracht and A90/Broomhill
Craigshaw Dr cycle route design development
Farburn Terr/Wellheads Cycle Link design
Berryden active travel connections
Cycle maintenance stands installation

£300,000
£20,000
£100,000
£13,599
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£15,000

£44,704
-£3,580

£300,000
£20,000
£100,000
£13,599

2021/22
Project

budget

Adjusted

Revised

20/21 delay

2021/22

draw down

budget

Carbon Reduction + Air Quality
Two electric minibuses for Fraserburgh area
LEZ development

£248,000
£12,497

£248,000
£12,497

A944/A9119 multi-modal corridor study - Detailed
appraisal
A944/A9119 MMS outline/ detailed business
case/ delivery
A92 multi-modal corridor study between
Stonehaven and Bridge of Don via Bridge of Dee,
Anderson Dr and Parkway
A947 multi-modal corridor study from A96
Inverurie Road roundabout to City boundary at
River Don
A93 multi-modal corridor study
Bus Partnership Fund Bid preparation and
Aberdeen Rapid Transit investigation
Wellington Road multi-modal study

150,000

£150,000

50,000

£50,000

200,000

£200,000

150,000

£150,000

150,000
39,000

£150,000
£39,000

37,868

£37,868

Ellon to Aberdeen City Centre to Garthdee multimodal corridor study
A96 Inverurie to Aberdeen multi-modal corridor
study
Roadside weather station network
ANPR Monitoring Sites

66,734

£66,734

118,221

£118,221

86,000
113,186

£86,000
£113,186

£200,000
£180,375
£175,000
£49,330

-£85,687

£200,000
£180,375
£89,313
£49,330
£274,000

-£4,699

£8,462,220

Various

External Grants
Sustrans CDO Grant
RTP Active Travel Grant 2020/21
Deeside Way NCN Grant
LRDF Abdn-Laurencekirk multi-modal study
**NEW** RTP Active Travel Grant 2021/22

TOTAL

Summary
Rail
Road - Capacity
Road - Safety
Road - Maintenance
Bus - Energetica Corridor
Bus - Strategic Corridors
Walking and Cycling
Carbon Reduction + Air Quality
Various
External Grants (incl new RTP 21/22 grant)

Total

£8,192,919

2021/22
budget
£3,222,353
£72,921
£711,947
£104,000
£401,579
£389,432
£1,264,476
£260,497
1,161,009
604,705
£8,192,919
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Adjusted
draw down

Revised

-£85,687

budget
£3,222,353
£72,921
£732,732
£104,000
£402,790
£392,300
£1,320,600
£260,497
1,161,009
793,018

-£4,699

£8,462,220

£20,785
£0
£1,211
£2,868
£56,124

Appendix 4
Nestrans 2021/22
Proposed Virements as at 1 June 2021
Budget Head

Project

Strategic Investment Programme
Strategic Road
Variable Message Signs
Safety Improvements at Schools

Current
Budget

Proposed
Virement

68,312

Walking and Cycling Formartine & Buchan
Way improvements
contribution

Various

Ellon to Garthdee Multimodal corridor study

50,000

66,734

Total

Budget Head

Project

Co-ordination and Project Development
Non Core - Bus
Hydrogen bus support
Action Plan

(14,000)

Comments

54,312 Slight reduction in number of signs
requiring replacement has resulted in
reduced cost
50,000 Aberdeenshire Council has allocated
£50K via Environment Planning
towards additional bridges and path
improvements on the F&B Way and
this £50K budget would enable the
£100K match funding requirement
that is a condition of the £274K RTP
active travel grant offer for 21/22 to
be met.
80,734 The additional budget originally
requested was less than is required
to meet the consultancy costs to
complete this study in 21/22

50,000

Current
Budget

Proposed
Virement

50,000

Total

14,000

Revised
Budget

(50,000)

(50,000)
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Revised
Budget

Comments

0 Project no longer being progressed
and budget support not required.
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Agenda Item 4.1
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP

9 June 2021

4.1 Director’s report on liaison between RTPs, and with the Scottish
Government and Others

1.

Purpose of Report

The purpose of this report is to update the Board on liaison with other RTPs, with the Scottish
Government and other organisations.
2.

Background

This report details meetings with other RTPs, Transport Scotland and other national transport
bodies, highlighting issues of interest across Scotland. It also notes the minutes from Steering
Group meetings covering both the Health and Transport Action Plan (HTAP) and the North
East Scotland Bus Alliance.
3.

Recent Developments

Despite the coronavirus pandemic and travel restrictions, an almost normal schedule of
meetings has been going on, all of which have been held online in this period. Meetings of
relevance held since the last Board meeting on 14 April include:

• RTP Lead Officers with Transport Scotland, 13 April 2021
Rab Dickson attended the meeting with the Lead Officers and senior officials from Transport
Scotland. The meeting included discussion on proposals to run Scotland’s railways using an
Operator of Last Resort from April 2022, issues relating to capacities on public transport as a
result of physical distancing requirements and funding applications.
• City Region Deal Transport Working Group, 19 April 2021
Paul Finch chairs the working group, attended by regional partners and Transport Scotland.
Progress across the City Region Deal projects were discussed, and also proposals debated
around the next phase of work on the Strategic Transport Appraisal, including priorities for
appraisal and business case development, and exploration of small-scale implementation
projects as discussed in a separate report to Board.
• North of Scotland Roads Collaboration Officers, 20 April 2021
Rab Dickson attended this meeting, chaired by Ewan Wallace. Topics discussed included
Electric Vehicles/ alternative fuels and Road Safety across the region.
• City Region Deal Programme Board, 21 April 2021
Rab Dickson and Paul Finch attended this meeting of the CRD Programme Board.
• RTPs meeting with ScotRail, 22 April 2021
Rab Dickson, Paul Finch and Kelly Wiltshire attended this meeting with ScotRail’s Business
Development Executive. The meeting discussed patronage and plans for return, potential
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changes to timetables from May 2021, difficulties around industrial action and ongoing
financial support for the railways.
• HTAP Steering Group, 22 April 2021
The Health & Transport Action Plan Steering Group met virtually, chaired by Gerry Donald.
The draft minute of the meeting is attached as Appendix 1 to this report.
• Road Safety North East Scotland, 27 April 2021
Rab Dickson represents Nestrans on the multi-agency Casulaty Reduction group.
• Aberdeen-Central Belt Key Stakeholders Group, 27 April 2021
Rab and Paul met with Network Rail and Transport Scotland to receive an update on progress
on the Aberdeen to Central Belt rail project.
•

RTP Lead Officers Group, 5 May 2021
Scotland’s seven RTPs met to discuss various matters of mutual interest and share
experiences of strategic matters.
• Transport Scotland Rail Quarterly Meeting, 10 May 2021
The regular meeting with rail industry and Transport Scotland received update reports on rail
studies, an operational update and plans for decarbonising the railways.
• SCOTS AGM, 13 May 2021
The Society of Chief Officers in Transportation in Scotland (SCOTS) Annual Meeting was
attended by 32 of the Society’s members.
• City Region Deal Joint Committee, 14 May 2021
The Joint Committee received a number of reports, including an update from Paul Finch on
the Transport Appraisals. There was also discussion on the Aberdeen to Central Belt rail
project, addressed by Damian Briody from Transport Scotland.
• RTP Lead Officers with Transport Scotland, 14 May 2021
Rab Dickson attended the meeting with the Lead Officers and senior officials from Transport
Scotland. The meeting included a presentation on scenario planning which are influencing
traffic forecasts and especially the return from pandemic. The meeting also heard a
presentation on Connected and Autonomous Vehicles (CAVs), including the £6million
globally-significant Project CAV Forth trail with autonomous buses operating between Fife and
Edinburgh.
• STPR2 Live Event, 19 May 2021
Officers received an update from Transport Scotland and their consultants on progress in
relation to the Strategic Transport Projects Review (STPR2), which included discussion
around preliminary forecast scenarios.
• NPF4 workshops, 20 May-3 June 2021
Rab Dickson engaged in a number of workshops organised by the Scottish Government’s
Planning Unit looking at the development of National Planning Framework (NPF4). These
were around the four key themes of Climate, People, Work and Place.
• Bus Alliance Board, 26 May 2021
The Bus Alliance Board met to discuss the Bus Partnership Fund bid and potential
Governance for administering the project if successful. Updates were also provided on
Aberdeen Low Emission Zone proposals and partner updates, particularly in relation to Covid
and patronage levels. The draft minute of the meeting is attached as Appendix 2 to this
report.
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•

City Region Deal Transport Working Group, 1 June 2021

•

RTP Chairs Meeting, 2 June 2021

•

Community Planning Aberdeen Management Group, 2 June 2021

•

RTP Lead Officers with Transport Scotland, 9 June 2021

4. Future Programme of Meetings
The following meetings are scheduled between the preparation of this report and the next full
meeting of Board on Wednesday 15 September 2021:
•

Road Safety North East Scotland, 24 June 2021

•

HTAP Steering Group, 25 June 2021

•

Northern Roads Collaboration Joint Committee, 25 June 2021

•

RTP Lead Officers with Transport Scotland, 6 July 2021

•

City Region Deal Transport Working Group, 20 July 2021

•

Aberdeen-Central Belt Key Stakeholders Group, 26 July 2021

•

RTP Lead Officers Group, 4 August 2021

•

City Region Deal Programme Board, 4 August 2021

•

Community Planning Aberdeen Management Group, 11 August 2021

•

Transport Scotland Rail Quarterly Meeting, 17 August 2021

•

City Region Deal Transport Working Group, 18 August 2021

•

City Region Deal Joint Committee, 20 August 2021

•

Bus Alliance Board, 25 August 2021

•

HTAP Steering Group, 27 August 2021

•

RTP Chairs Meeting, 1 September 2021

•

Northern Roads Collaboration Joint Committee, 10 September 2021
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6.

Recommendations

The Board is recommended:
a) to note progress on liaison arrangements with other RTPs, the Scottish
Government and others and arrangements for future meetings.

RD/ 30 May 2021
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Appendix 1
HTAP Steering Group
Thursday 22nd April 2021 (2-3)
Hosted on Microsoft Teams
Minute
Present:

Gerry Donald, (Chair), NHS Grampian (GD)
Rab Dickson, (Vice Chair), Nestrans (RD)
Paul Finch, Nestrans (PF)
Joanne Riach, NHSG (JR)
Susan Forbes, Aberdeenshire Health & Social Care Partnership (SF)
Martin Hall, Aberdeenshire Council (MH)
Neil Jenkinson, Scottish Ambulance Service (NJ)
Audrey Birt, Mobility & Access Committee for Scotland (MACS) (AB)
Virginia Irvine-Fortescue, Public Representative (VIF)
Andrew Stewart, HTAP Programme Manager (AS)

Apologies

Steven Gorman, Scottish Ambulance Service (EE)
Rachael Murphy, Community Transport Association (RM)
Ewan Wallace, Aberdeenshire Council (EW)
Gale Beattie, Aberdeen City Council (GB)
Nicola Moss, Moray Council (NM)
Daniel Shaw, Aberdeenshire Voluntary Action (DS)

Item 1. Welcome and Apologies Apologies noted as above.
2. Previous Minute Approved.
3. Matters Arising ACTION: AS to produce an Executive Summary style document based on
the HTAP Annual Report. AS
4. COVID Update Bed capacity under pressure, winter pressures, remobilisation though much
reduced number of covid patients. 1 patient per ambulance putting pressure on the system.
Vaccine contract at TECA until end of August. Planning for an adult population booster in
autumn. PF shared good access to TECA, bus operators and community transport support.
5. Regional Transport Strategy 2040 RTS now finalised. Approved by Nestrans board and
submitted to Cabinet Secretary for approval. This is expected to follow the election process.
6. Third Sector Interfaces & Endowment Funding Carried forward to next meeting.
7. Draft Annual Report The draft annual report prepared by AS was approved subject to a few
minor typos and confirmation of approval from Steven Gorman, SAS. ACTION: All to help
maximise the relevant circulation of the report. All
8. Access to Health & Social Care Sub-Group PF summarised the recent sub-group. Positive
about news about THInC in the City funding, Volunteer Recruitment, NHS Sustrans Workplace
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Engagement Officer funding, challenges around Aberdeenshire Council cuts to subsidy of rural
bus services and the Taxicard scheme. The work of the group ongoing. Discussion about future
priorities. Issues identified include vaccinations and access, environment of uncertainty
around travel demand and capacity, organisational reviews, opportunities around digital,
fleet decarbonisation, equalities. 85/15% split of access haves and have nots. Reflecting on
these issues. AB asked about the withdrawal of the Taxicard scheme in Aberdeenshire. The
view of the Mobility & Access Committee Scotland (MACS) being that such schemes are used
by the most vulnerable.
9. Transport & Public Health Sub-Group JR back to her main role. Following vaccination
deployment. Workshop in May to look at where the group is and going forward. Good work
throughout the past year despite pandemic. Highlighted the three year Sustrans post with
year 2 and 3 including a contribution from Nestrans will help active travel/sustainability across
NHSG. JR will be re-joining her work around Low Emission Zones and Road Safety North East
Scotland. ACTION: Chair asked for thoughts on 1 year plan from sub-group chairs. JR/PF
10. Programme Manager Update Report circulated with the papers.
11. AOCB None.
12. Future Meetings June 25th 10-11 August 27th 10-11 October 22nd 10-11 December 13th
10-11

Minute by Programme Manager
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Appendix 2
North East of Scotland Bus Alliance

Minute of the Bus Alliance Board
(Microsoft Teams)
Wednesday 26th May 2021 at 1000hrs

Present

Robert Andrew, Chair (RA)
Rab Dickson, Nestrans (RD)
Ewan Wallace, Aberdeenshire Council (EW)
Peter Knight, Stagecoach Bluebird (PK)
David Phillips, First Bus (DP)
Gale Beattie, Aberdeen City Council (GB)
Greig Mackay, Bus Users Scotland (GM)

In Attendance

Kirsty Chalmers, Nestrans (KC)

Apologies

Andrew Jarvis; Douglas Bain, Bains Coaches

Item
1

Action
Welcome & Apologies
RA welcomed and noted apologies.

2

Minute of the Bus Alliance Board 24 March 2021
Minute approved.
Matters arising
No matters arising

3

Bus Partnership Fund
a) Update on bid submission
KC provided an update on the bid submission, confirming it had been
submitted prior to the deadline and thanked partners for the letters of
support provided. There has since been a meeting with Transport
Scotland and their consultants to clarify some elements of the
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submission and provide the opportunity for us to emphasis any element
of the bid. This meeting was felt to be very positive with TS reacting
positively to the scale of ambition demonstrated within the bid. KC
confirmed that a decision is likely in early June, following a meeting of
the TS decision Board on the 8th June.
EW commented that a decision of this scale will likely generate a high
profile announcement / photo opportunity for the new Transport Minister
and it is likely that TS will want to do their own announcement on the
scale of funding being awarded. EW reported that the new Transport
Minister is very keen to get out there and engage with stakeholders and
this may provide a good opportunity for him to do so.
DP reported a similar meeting has been held for the Forth Valley bid.
RD highlighted that there hasn’t been a lot about this in the public
domain to date. Nestrans are intending reporting to Nestrans Board on
9th June, updating on the submission of the bid and creating an
opportunity to put into the public domain the Jacobs work around the
ART Vision. It was highlighted that this may get a bit of traction with
media although difficult to predict that.
GB has an instruction to report to City Growth & Resources Committee
in August around the Governance arrangements for the BPF and there
are discussions ongoing with elected members on this in advance of a
committee paper.
b) BPF Governance
KC provided a summary of the paper that was circulated outlining 8
high-level governance options and a wide-ranging discussion was had
around these, with the following points being raised.
•
•
•

•

•
•

EW - What are the decisions that will need to be made and that
will be the key to what option sits best?
There is some pressure on ACC existing governance structures
and in the short term that is where the pressure will be in terms
of getting decisions through committees.
Aberdeenshire Council have one policy committee and area
committees which deal with TROs and the area committees
every 3 weeks. EW confirmed that Aberdeenshire could very
quickly identify political representation for BPF if that was
required.
There are two key elements of governance, the practical nuts
and bolts - commissioning and managing design and
consultancy works, resource requirements etc and where
decisions get signed off.
Experience of CRD is that it is not as seamless as perhaps it
should be.
Whatever process is chosen, it needs to be as slick as possible
around delegated authority. It may be necessary to identify
some core principles around what is required in terms of
governance to identify the most appropriate structure.
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•

Transport Scotland have been recruiting a number of
programme officers for the BPF and seem to be putting people
in place to run the programme across Scotland. Likely that they
will wish to have a seat on any programme board.
• GB - One of the key issues is around making sure we keep
together as a Bus Alliance and make sure that the partnership is
not derailed by the political process.
• It was agreed that the CRD approach may not be the best
approach for this but there is some merit in looking at political
representation on the Bus Alliance and questions around
whether this would help to bind the politicians to the work of the
Bus Alliance.
• DP – The Nestrans Board, which does have representation of
politicians from both authorities already provides an avenue for
reporting and the bus operators deal with the Chair quite a lot
already. Option 2, political representation on the Bus Alliance,
would probably not be a preferred option for operators who
would like to see a solution that respects the internal decisionmaking processes of the partners but keeping each other
informed. Option 1 might therefore be preferred.
• PK – supports the comments made above.
• EW – the dates of committee meetings are set and therefore
one of the key challenges (which should be achievable) will be
to try and make sure we plan as much as possible to fit with
these decision making timescales. There are a lot of competing
priorities for committee meetings however.
• Member / Officer Working Group option – there are precedents
for this style of group at Aberdeenshire, but not in the City.
Politicians would have to be clear that they are there to
represent their political party and it needs to be a two-way
process. Always have to keep in mind that this is a less formal
arrangement and the decisions are still made at Committee
level.
• It was agreed that there is potential to develop a model like that.
• ACC don’t have member officer working groups. Something is
definitely needed at an officer level. With elected members on
it, they would still want decision making taken through the
appropriate decision-making process. Concern would be that
you then have 3 groups because you would still have an officer
group. It was suggested that a mechanism for briefing the
Chairs of the relevant committees could be more appropriate.
• RD stated that this had been a really useful talk round the
issues. At the end of the day we will have to see what Transport
Scotland say and how involved they want to see.
• PK – Interested to see and understand TS view on governance
but also respecting the local decision-making process.
• GB highlighted the TS view on this may be fluid as the process
evolves and they are having similar experiences through the
LEZ work.
It was agreed that there is no need to revise the paper that sets out the
options at this stage. Public sector partners to pick this up and take
forward to feed into CG&R committee in August.
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RA requested further engagement with the Bus Alliance partners going
forward on the preferred option before it goes to Committee.

GB/EW/
RD

GB/EW/
RD

4

Aberdeen City Low Emission Zone
GB updated that ACC are reporting back to committee in June on a
preferred LEZ option. Keen to share the preferred option in advance of
committee papers going into the public domain but just need to clear a
few things with politicians first.
They are looking at an option that provides the best way of meeting
emissions targets but also one that is deliverable. The proposed option
will also consider the grace period that will need to be applied.
GB hopeful that they will get a chance to discuss the preferred option,
through the Executive meeting prior to papers being published.
CG&R Committee is on 24th June with papers issued the week before.
As well as LEZ there is a report on the City Centre Masterplan with one
of the recommendations to look at the public realm along the length of
Union Street. There is political appetite to look at the section between
Bridge Street and Market St in particular and ACC are currently looking
at options for this. There is a lot going on in the city centre and there is
officer concern about the need to make sure that it is all co-ordinated.
PK – what is the timeline for being able to share the details of the
proposals with the operators? GB - Once it’s been through the political
levels, they should be able to share before it goes public and they will
share with the operators as soon as they possible can but strictly in
confidence. PK expressed that it all feels a little bit vague at the
moment and asked for clarification on the process going forward.
GB - Process is to go to committee with a preferred option and then this
will go out for consultation. It has to be put before Transport Scotland in
Jan / Feb next year but in addition there will be the grace period before
enforcement commences. The current thinking is that it will become
effective in summer 2022 and then it would be a case of working
through the TROs, technical bits and any appeals.
DP – Hopes that the current situation, with bus operators currently
unable to invest in their fleet, is being taken into consideration in terms
of implementation timescales. GB confirmed that this is something they
are very mindful off.
PK – anxious about timeframes, vagueness and lack of funding.
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GB – very conscious that you have to look at the whole system, it is not
just about low emissions, you have to have a working public transport
network.
PK – all of the partners need to be able to deliver it.
GM – highlighted that some of the tests they have done on retrofit
vehicles have fallen short of expectations. A lot of operators have
reservations about the retrofit scheme.

5

Covid-19 and the implications of easing restrictions
DP – First are currently running about 87% of normal pre-covid mileage.
Passenger wise they are around the high 50% of pre-Covid levels. It is
definitely quieter in the north east compared to the central belt.
Generally speaking, things are quite stable. Union Street diversion in
place causes difficulties and they are trying to get data to show
operations punctuality, less dwell time in order to illustrate the problems
they are experiencing. The diversion around Union St involves extra
mileage, extra journey time, extra fuel. The bus gate was implemented
as a mitigation measure, but the feeling is that this has not really been
enforced properly. Operators are very keen for union street to be reopened to buses.
PK – Reported a similar picture for Stagecoach, currently operating
about 87% of mileage and foresee this being a steady picture through
the summer months until schools go back mid-august. Rely on a lot of
the commuter / leisure flows from Shire into the City and these have not
yet returned. Keen to understand how the current closure of Union St is
going to play out over the next few months. Causing extra difficulties at
a time when they are trying to entice people back to using the bus.
Due to take delivery of 22 fully electric double deckers late this year /
early next year it is proposed that they will be deployed on the 59 and
727 services.
RA – commented on where the industry is in terms of the funding
available from TS – the current round is due to finish on 27th June.
Indications are that there will be an extension, but nothing confirmed as
yet. Guidance in terms of social distancing on buses is now diverging
between Scotland and England. In England they have changed to all
forward-facing seats can now be occupied. In Scotland we are getting
to the place where we do not have capacity on buses for the demand
that is now growing. If nothing changes as we head towards August,
there are going to be challenges for capacity and demand. There could
be quite big issues at the back of the summer. If there are
opportunities to highlight this to colleagues in TS we should be
taking the opportunity to do this. There remains the potential for a
cliff edge at the end of any funding arrangements.
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All

PK – key statistic that while there is still social distancing on vehicles
they will only every recover patronage to 60% of pre-covid levels. No
commerciality in the business at the moment.
GB – ACC are in the process of pulling together a report on Spaces for
People to go to committee in June. Even at level 0 Government
guidance says there should be room for physical distancing. There is
also a continuing dialogue with Sustrans on how long measures should
be in place and the impact.
DP – have seen other places taking away some of their Spaces for
People measures. Appreciate that some measures need to be in place,
but could it be opened to buses only, a hybrid solution?
GB – they are limited within the funding that is available through the
Spaces for People measures. Not a great deal of scope to look at
alternative solutions. Instruction to progress something for the length of
Union Street. Working towards a permanent solution.
EW – Aberdeenshire perspective, Inverurie SfP measures came out a
couple of weeks ago. Now a commitment for Ellon which will happen
quickly. Happy to share with GB their thinking on these decisions.
Political nervousness about changes as Covid numbers are still
fluctuating.

6

Partner Update
Aberdeen City Council – GB reported that she has been appointed
as Director of Commissioning ACC. She will retain this portfolio
within this role but there will be a new Chief Officer recruited into
this post and therefore likely be a change of representation on the
Bus Alliance.
Aberdeenshire Council – Tendering process for schools and local
bus services is ongoing. Good media coverage of the roll out of epaper timetables. Two electric minibuses arriving in the fleet very
soon. EW Asked if RA would be willing to attend an ISC at some
point in the near future, perhaps to present the results of a hopefully
successful BPF award? RA asked for confirmation that all partners
would be happy with this. All agreed. EW will get dates to RA so
can put in the diary.
First – AJ has been promoted to a new role. Duncan Cameron has
picked his previous role up on an interim basis until a replacement is
recruited. All updates covered above. Hydrogen buses – some
teething issues but these have not been hydrogen related.
Stagecoach Bluebird - covered everything above.
Bus Users Scotland – Lothian asked BUS to review SfP measures.
Highlighting examples of how difficult it is for wheelchair users to
access the bus because of some of the measures. Will produce a
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EW

formal report on this. Now getting more passenger contacts
recently discovering services that are not running when they are
meant to. Following up on this in the central area. Event with Guide
Dogs UK involving a lot of the operators to give a best practice
discussion for building confidence using public transport for those
with sight difficulties. Nationally launching a campaign on ‘what have
you missed on the bus’. Encouraging a positive view of bus use.

Nestrans – Submitted RTS to Ministers and awaiting approval from
the new Minister / Cab Sec. Intend reporting on BPF to Board on 9th
June, including ART Visioning document. Re-commissioned Systra
to do further attitude surveys so will be another one in June to
measure change over time. Getabout campaign on informing public
transport. Develop this over the summer when we can promote
getting back on bus.
The partners noted their congratulations to both Gale and Andrew
on their new roles.
7

AOCB
None

8

Date of Next Meeting: 25th August 2021
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Agenda Item 4.2
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 9 June 2021

4.2 Regional Transport Strategy 2040 Update



Purpose of Report

To update the Board on progress towards three strands of the RTS 2040 following submission
of the Final strategy to the Cabinet Secretary for approval.


Background

The Final RTS 2040 was approved by the Nestrans Board on 10th February 2021 and
submitted to the Cabinet Secretary and Transport Scotland on 24th March 2021. We are still
awaiting comments / approval of the final strategy however work is progressing in the
meantime in three further areas, namely:
•

Mapping / illustration of what has already been delivered through previous strategies;

•

Mapping of the 2040 strategy; and

•

Development of targets, monitoring and the delivery plan.



Delivery mapping

It was requested at the Board meeting in April 2021 that some thought be given to how best
to demonstrate what has been achieved through the previous strategies. After consideration
of the best way to illustrate this, it was felt that a timeline would provide the most clear and
efficient means of presenting this information.
Appendix A presents a draft timeline of key milestones and achievements since 2000.


RTS Maps

Work is progressing on the development of maps to illustrate and demonstrate the geographic
spread of the actions contained within the new Nestrans 2040 strategy. These maps will be
made available on the Nestrans website and accompany the strategy document rather than
being contained within the strategy itself. They will provide the opportunity to link to relevant
website pages containing further detail on projects, or, for example, the delivery plan and
progress reports.
It is not possible to map all the actions contained within the strategy and the maps therefore
focus on the actions with a geographic element.
Five maps have been created around the themes of:
• City centre re-imagining;
• Active travel;
• Road links;
• Cross-Rail and InterCity rail; and
• Rural accessibility.
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The maps are not yet live on the Nestrans website and so there will be a demonstration of
them at the Board meeting on the 9th June and an opportunity for the Board to comment on
them prior to their publication.



Targets, Monitoring and Delivery Plan

Following adoption of RTS2040, a revised monitoring framework will need to be established,
building on the indicators identified within the strategy document. Consideration is being given
to appropriate targets and data collection methods in order to be able to monitor the progress
of the strategy towards achieving the 6 priorities it sets.
The development of a Delivery Plan is also an important next step, setting out the short,
medium and long-term actions for Nestrans and the sequencing, inter-dependencies and
partner involvement required to deliver the wide range of actions contained within this longterm strategy. This will help to inform the budget setting process for the coming years.
It is proposed that a Board Workshop be held in August to discuss proposed targets and the
delivery plan in more detail, prior to them being presented to future meetings of the Board.


Recommendation

It is recommended that the Board:
1. Agree to publish the timeline, illustrating the key achievements of previous strategies;
2. Agree to publish the RTS maps on the Nestrans website, subject to any discussion
and comments at the meeting and noting that these will be updated on an ongoing
basis; and
3. Request a workshop be arranged for August for Board Members and Substitutes to
discuss monitoring, targets and the delivery plan.

KC/26 May 2021
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2008
Launch of the

TRANSPORT, TRAVEL, AND INFRASTRUCTURE IN THE
NORTH EAST HAVE CHANGED SIGNIFICANTLY OVER
THE PAST 20 YEARS...

Regional Transport
Strategy

New rail freight
facilities at Raiths
Farm and Craiginches

2000

Rail freight gauge

City & Shire

enhancements

2010

Local Transport

2006

Strategies

Nestrans and

New Peterhead bus

other RTPs

station and upgrade

opens at

become

of Fraserburgh bus

Peterhead

statutory bodies

station

Harbour

Ellon Park &
Ride opens
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2001

2003

Smith Quay

2005

2007

2009

Nestrans established

Modern

Aberdeen Airport

Nestrans joins Quality

Laurencekirk Station

as a voluntary

Transport System

operational hours

Partnership for Public

reopens after more

partnership

(the North East's

extended

Transport

than 40 years

transport
Kingswells Park &

strategy to 2011)

Ride opens

is approved

Aberdeen Western
Peripheral Route
(AWPR) approved

New cycle bridges

by Scottish Ministers

at Hardgate and
Holburn
Street

Getabout partnership
is established to
promote
sustainable and active
travel

2016
A96 Inveramsay
Bridge improvement
work
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Agenda Item 5.1
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 09 June 2021

5.1: Aberdeen City Region Deal – Transport Update


Purpose of Report

This report provides updates for the Nestrans Board on the Transport elements of the
Aberdeen City Region Deal.


Introduction

The Aberdeen City Region Deal was signed early in 2016, between the UK Government,
Scottish Government, Aberdeen City Council, Aberdeenshire Council and Opportunity North
East (ONE). It provides a ten-year direct funding agreement of £270m leveraging in private
sector investment to a total deal value of £826m, over a number of specific projects, including
investment in Aberdeen South Harbour, funding for the Oil and Gas Technology Centre, BioTherapeutics Hub for Innovation, Agri-Food and Nutrition Hub for Innovation, and regional
investment in digital infrastructure. With respect to transport, the agreement includes £25m
investment in improved access arrangements for Aberdeen South Harbour, and £7million for
a Strategic Transport Appraisal.
Two transport projects were announced by Scottish Ministers alongside the announcement of
the City Region Deal, although they do not fall formally within the terms of the deal as they are
wholly funded and managed by Transport Scotland. These are rail journey time and capacity
improvements between Aberdeen and the Central Belt (£200m), and implementation of the
A90/A937 Grade Separated Junction at Laurencekirk (£24m).
The City Region Deal is governed by a Joint Committee consisting of three Elected Members
from each of Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council and three representatives of
ONE, usually meeting four times a year. A Programme Board of senior officers meets several
weeks in advance of each Joint Committee to coordinate deal matters. A City Region Deal
Transport Working Group meets six-weekly, with relevant officers from Nestrans, local
authorities and Transport Scotland attending. There is also regular liaison at a programme
level with representatives of the two governments. The Strategy Manager acts as the
Transport Lead for the Deal, and the Director sits on the Programme Board and advises the
Joint Committee.
The following sections provide updates for each of the two transport elements within the Deal,
and the two transport elements which are being progressed by Transport Scotland but are
being reported alongside the Deal.


External Links to Aberdeen South Harbour

Aberdeen City Council are managing this project aimed at improving transport linkages
between Aberdeen South Harbour and the regional transport network. It links to proposals for
an Energy Transition Zone adjacent to Aberdeen South Harbour, as well as ongoing work
considering options for the Wellington Road corridor.

3.3 Procurement
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1

Following an extensive appraisal process, a preferred option was approved by Aberdeen City
Council’s City Growth and Resources Committee in February 2021. Work is now ongoing to
update the Strategic Business Case, in order to release the funding consent from the two
Governments to enable the next stages of the detailed design process.
The preferred option, which is illustrated below, improves the existing Coast Road and the
traffic signal controlled road-over-rail bridge, linking into Wellington Road at Hareness
Roundabout via Hareness Road. Active travel improvements, and options for public transport
have also been identified.
Preferred Option for Improved Road Connection to Aberdeen South Harbour

3.3 Procurement
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Strategic Transport Appraisal

The Strategic Transport Appraisal is tasked with considering the future transport requirements
of the region over the next twenty years, taking account of the impacts arising from the
investment associated with the Deal and completion of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral
Route. The longer-term potential impacts of Covid-19 are now another key consideration.
Work on the Strategic Transport Appraisal to date has successfully informed the Strategic
Development Plan, supported elements of the two Local Development Plans, provided the
evidence for the Regional Transport Strategy, and has also supported Transport Scotland’s
Strategic Transport Projects Review 2. It is also informing the region’s input to the next
National Planning Framework, NPF4.
Proposals for the next five years of work on the Strategic Transport Appraisal were agreed by
the City Region Deal Joint Committee in May 2021. These were identified and developed by
mapping proposals coming out of the Regional Transport Strategy to the key opportunities
where CRD funding would facilitate clear progression and added value. They are summarised
as follows:
1.
Completion of Strategic Modelling Work, and subsequent testing of key areas of
interest where previous work showed particular pressures on network performance.
2.
Appraisal and Business Case Development for Aberdeen Rapid Transit proposals,
pending outcome of the Bus Partnership Fund bid.
3.
Appraisal and Business Case Development for A90(N) Corridor, pending emerging
outcomes of Transport Scotland Strategic Transport Projects Review 2 (STPR2),
building on the work previously done for Nestrans which considered upgrades to the
Ellon by-pass, Toll of Birness junction and other associated safety and reliability
measures.
4.
Business Case Development for A956 Wellington Road Corridor, following completion
of ongoing STAG options assessment on this route.
5.
Smaller scale “Live-Lab” interventions modelled on proposals being implemented in
England, with initial ideas addressing:
a.
Mobility Hubs – City, Suburban and Rural Small Town;
b.
Alternative Fuelling Hubs;
c.
Rural Mobility as a Service (MaaS) applications / Demand Responsive Transport;
d.
Innovation in monitoring and dissemination of data on Road / Transport Network;
and
e.
Haulage efficiency.
For the “Live-Lab” proposals, further work will shortly be commissioned by Nestrans on behalf
of the CRD Transport Working Group (funded from the CRD STA budget), to further scope up
and test the feasibility of the above ideas. This work will look to learn from the experience
gained in England from their Live Labs1 programme which is being supported by Department
for Transport and co-ordinated by ADEPT (Association of Directors of Environment, Economy,
Planning & Transport). Within each of the five “Live-Lab” interventions identified above, there
are considered to be opportunities for private sector collaboration, fit with parallel CRD
streams of work, and the potential to contribute to net zero outcomes.

1

Examples of work on English Live Lab programme are available from the following website link:
https://www.adeptnet.org.uk/livelabs
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Aberdeen to Central Belt Rail Improvements

Transport Scotland is managing this project, which is being delivered by Network Rail. As
previously reported to Nestrans Board (September 2020, Item 6.1), the emerging proposals
focus on improvements to signalling, track layouts at stations, and freight loops, to achieve
the following key outcomes:
1.
Reduction in inter-city journey times.
a.
Reduce the Journey Time between Aberdeen and Edinburgh to 2 hours 10
minutes or better (from 2 hours 30 minutes current average);
b.
Reduce the Journey Time between Aberdeen and Glasgow to 2 hours 30
minutes or better (from 2 hours 39 minutes current average); and
c.
Reduce the Journey Time between Aberdeen and Dundee to 1 hour 10 minutes
or better (from 1 hour 15 minutes current average).
2.
Enhancement of commuter services into Aberdeen and Dundee.
3.
Increased capacity on the line to enable new freight paths.
Work continues to progress on this project, with the most recent update by Transport Scotland
confirming that the option selection process is progressing well, and that indicative planning
work has provided assurance that the scheme is deliverable for the December 2026 timetable
change. The project is also helping to pave the way for decarbonisation works.
Discussions continue to take place with the project established stakeholder group on the
Business Case work supporting this investment, and on wider progress. Securing regional
benefits from this investment is a key requirement for North East partners, alongside timely
delivery of the works.


Laurencekirk A90/A937 Junction Upgrade

Transport Scotland is managing this project. A Partnership Group with Aberdeenshire and
Angus Councils, along with Nestrans, has been set up to support this project. Consultation
with the group has been maintained throughout the scheme development and continues
generally on a monthly basis and most recently in early April 2021.
The DMRB Stage 3 detailed development and assessment of the preferred option was
completed with the culmination in the publication of the draft Orders and an Environmental
Impact Assessment Report on 19 December 2019. A public exhibition was held on 10 January
2020 to allow local communities and road users to view and comment on proposals for the
scheme. The statutory consultation period closed on 14 February 2020.
Three statutory objections were received from landowners directly affected by the Compulsory
Purchase Order. The substance of these objections was primarily in relation to loss of land
and access arrangements. Aberdeenshire Council as local Roads Authority also lodged a
statutory objection on the basis that the stopping up of Oatyhill Junction to the southern end
of the Scheme would leave residents with a single point of access over the old Oatyhill rail
bridge, which is now currently closed to vehicular traffic.
Transport Scotland and their consultant team is understood to be continuing to negotiate with
these parties, and are also assessing options to resolve the Oatyhill issue, with a view to
progressing the scheme without the need for a Public Local Inquiry.
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Recommendations

It is recommended that the Board:
a) Note the progress being made on the Transport elements of the Aberdeen City Region
Deal, and associated projects being managed by Transport Scotland.
PMF- May 2021
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Agenda Item 5.2
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 9 June 2021

5.2 Community Sustainable Travel Grant Scheme

Purpose of Report



The purpose of this report is to recommend to the Board the establishment of a new grant
scheme aimed at encouraging communities to bring forward sustainable travel initiatives.
Background



Nestrans currently operates a Sustainable Travel Grant Scheme (STGS) to support and
encourage Travel Planning and increasing sustainable travel throughout the North East of
Scotland. By providing financial assistance to organisations investing in measures aimed at
encouraging sustainable travel; the scheme aims to increase travel to work by public transport,
cycling and walking, promote low emission vehicles and reducing the need to travel.
Sustainable Travel Grant Scheme | NESTRANS
This grant has mainly been used by private or larger public or third sector organisations. In
the past year or so there have been some unsuccessful applications, primarily from smaller
community groups as they are unable to meet the match funding criteria.
As a result of this, Nestrans has outlined a proposal for a Community Sustainable Travel Grant
(CSTG) which would be suitable for community groups and smaller third sector organisations
or social enterprises.
Community Grant Scheme



The CSTG could be used to support measures and provide support for organisations
developing or implementing sustainable travel projects. Schemes funded by a CSTG could
include, but is not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•

Secure Cycle Parking or Community Cycling Scheme;
Improving pedestrian/cycling access to community facilities;
A survey, public consultation or business case development to develop sustainable
travel in a community;
Applicable volunteer training;
Any other appropriate scheme that encourages sustainable travel.

Any constituted Community Group, registered charity or social enterprise based in Aberdeen
or Aberdeenshire may apply for funding towards measures aimed at encouraging sustainable
travel within the region.
Where an application is made on behalf of a wider grouping (e.g. a group of organisations
working together), a single organisation must be nominated as the applicant. Grants would
be up to £10,000 and groups will be expected to demonstrate commitment by a contribution
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(including contributions in kind) to the project. A draft Scheme is attached as Appendix 1 to
this report.
It is intended that Grant monies would be spent within 12 months of the approval of the grant
and applicants will be limited to one application per year. Award of the grant does not preclude
further application in future years by the successful applicant, for example for a different
proposal or to extend the current project further into the community. However, in the event of
competition for the scheme’s resources, previous awards to the applicant will be taken into
account as part of the assessment process.
CSTG awards will be offered subject to certain conditions such as a commitment to monitor
use for a set period (usually one year after implementation) and submit results to Nestrans.
Nestrans may publicise a successful scheme to promote the CSTG and wider Nestrans
objectives. Successful applicants will be expected to label all physical investments clearly
identifying that they were funded through the CSTG.
Budget implications: The scheme will be advertised and funded using the Travel Planning
budget already approved by the Nestrans Board.


Recommendations

It is recommended that the Board:
1. Approve the establishment of a Community Sustainable Travel Grant Scheme.

KW/RD 1 June 2021
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APPENDIX 1

Draft Community Sustainable Travel Grant Scheme
Guidance for Applicants
Background
The North East Transport Partnership (Nestrans) currently operates a Sustainable Travel
Grant Scheme (STGS) to support and encourage Travel Planning and increasing sustainable
travel throughout the North East of Scotland. By providing financial assistance to organisations
investing in measures aimed at encouraging sustainable travel; such as increasing travel by to
work by public transport, cycling and walking, low emission vehicles and reducing the need to
travel. Sustainable Travel Grant Scheme | NESTRANS
This grant has mainly been used by private or larger public or third sector organisations. In
the past year or so there have been some unsuccessful applications, primarily from smaller
community groups as they are unable to meet the match funding criteria.
As a result of this Nestrans has outlined a proposal for a Community Sustainable Travel
Grant (CSTG) that was more suitable for community groups and smaller third
sector organisations or social enterprises.
Community Sustainable Travel Grant
The CSTG can be used to support measures and provide support for organisations
developing or implementing sustainable travel projects. Schemes funded by a CSTG could
include, but not limited to:
• Secure Cycle Parking or Community Cycling Scheme;
• Improving pedestrian/cycling access to community facilities;
• A survey, public consultation or business case development to develop sustainable
travel in a community;
• Applicable volunteer training;
• Any other appropriate scheme that encourages sustainable travel.
Please note that the CSTG cannot be used for improvements to private residences.
Any constituted Community Group, registered charity or social enterprise based in Aberdeen
or Aberdeenshire may apply for funding towards measures aimed at encouraging sustainable
travel in the region.
Where an application is made on behalf of a wider grouping (e.g. a group of organisations
working together), a single organisation must be nominated as the applicant.
Grants are up to a maximum of £10,000 and groups will be expected to demonstrate
commitment by a contribution (including contributions in kind) to the project.
CSTG applications are judged in the order they are received, on their own merits, and on the
extent to which they meet the objectives of the CSTG scheme. The key factors influencing a
decision are the extent to which applications demonstrate;
• The potential impact the scheme will help improve sustainable travel
• Innovation, environmental and health benefits are demonstrated by the organisations
policies towards travel.
Other factors taken into consideration include:
• The nature of the applicant;
• The commitment shown by the applicant to support the proposal - this could be in the
form of volunteer hours or resources;
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•

If there are any existing planning requirements (For example the grant would not be
given for items that are required as part of planning permission);
• The application supports the Regional Transport Strategy;
• If there are other grants/assistance available;
• Potential number of beneficiaries; and
• The availability of the CSTG budget.
Applicants should complete the online application form (still to be designed) on
the Nestrans website and will be contacted by Nestrans to discuss the application. If the
application meets the criteria of the scheme, it will be considered by the Strategic Transport
Officers Liaison Group, which has representatives from Nestrans, Aberdeen City Council and
Aberdeenshire Council.
Grant monies should be spent within 12 months of the approval of the grant and applicants
are limited to one application per year. NESTRANS would require to have sight of budget
plans for a scheme application, copy of latest audited accounts and management accounts
and a cash flow forecast if available.
Grants are made based on the understanding that the application is an accurate and honest
reflection of circumstances. CSTG awards will be offered subject to certain conditions such as
a commitment to monitor use for a set period (usually one year after implementation) and
guarantee that awarded grants are used solely for the purposes identified as part of the
assessment process.
Award of the grant does not preclude further application in future years by the successful
applicant, for example for a different proposal or to extend the current project further into the
community. However, in the event of competition for the scheme’s resources, previous awards
to the applicant will be taken into account as part of the assessment process.
Nestrans may use a successful applicant’s scheme to promote the CSTG and
wider Nestrans objectives. Successful applicants will be expected to label all physical
investments clearly identifying that they were funded through the CSTG.
Conditions:
1. Any Constituted Community Group, Registered Charity or social enterprise may
apply, but grants are not available to enable organisations to comply with conditions of
planning permission or legal agreements which require them to implement such
measures.
2. The grant may be used to pay for the costs of the materials, implementation of
schemes, consultation, research and surveys, technical advice or training or any other
initiative which demonstrates potential benefits to the north east by achieving the
objectives of the scheme.
3. Applications are particularly welcome from groups working together, but a nominated
person must sign the application form on behalf of the lead organisation accepting the
conditions of the Grant.
4. The application must supply adequate information to justify the scheme. This should
include the potential benefit of the scheme and how the actual benefit will be measured.
5. Grants will be awarded to the most worthy bids received by the date of the meeting of
the awarding panel. The earlier in the financial year the application is received, the greater
the likelihood of a successful bid.
6. Grants will be paid after the scheme is implemented, which must be within 12 months
of the approval of the grant.
7. The applicant must demonstrate commitment from volunteers/staff or other resources
within the community.
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8. Grants are not mandatory and will be offered solely at the discretion of the awarding
panel.
9. A response will normally be given to each application within two months. Applicants
should not make financial commitments until they have received a written offer of a grant.
10. The applicant will be solely responsible for payment to contractors and any overrun of
costs. Nestrans and its constituent bodies cannot be held responsible for such
eventualities.
11. Nestrans should receive a post-implementation review of the effectiveness of any
scheme carried out with CSTG support. This could include benefits of scheme, level
of use, lessons learnt etc.
12. Where a Grant is awarded before Scheme works being carried out, the applicant must
use all reasonable endeavours to complete the Scheme Works by the Target Date and
must notify Nestrans of any anticipated change to the Target Date as soon as
reasonably practicable.
13. If the Completion Date has not occurred on or before [the Final Account Deadline] the
Grantee must repay to Nestrans the Grant or such proportion of the Grant as Nestrans
thinks fit in its absolute discretion, within 21 days of demand.
14. If a Delay Event occurs, the Grantee must give written notice to Nestrans and the
Grantee will be allowed an extension to [the Final Account Deadline] as Nestrans
deems reasonable in the circumstances.

If you have any questions or would like to discuss an application. Please contact Nestrans
Email: nestransinfo@nestrans.org.uk
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Agenda Item 5.3
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 9 June 2021

5.3 Bus Partnership Fund Update

Purpose of Report



The purpose of this report is to update the Board on the submission of the North East’s bid to
Transport Scotland’s Bus Partnership Fund and to present the Vision for Aberdeen Rapid
Transit which accompanied the bid.
Background



On the 9th November 2020, the Scottish Government announced the launch of a long term
£500 million programme of investment in ambitious bus priority infrastructure; supporting local
authorities, in partnership with bus operators, to tackle the negative impact of congestion on
bus services. The aim of these interventions is to ensure that journeys are quicker and more
reliable, thereby encouraging more people to travel by bus. This fund, called the Bus
Partnership Fund, which is part of the Scottish Government’s response to the climate
emergency, is also expected to leverage and enable other bus service improvements to tackle
the climate emergency, reduce private car use and increase bus patronage.
At its meeting on 10th February 2021, the Nestrans Board endorsed the content of the
proposed bid to be submitted on behalf of the North East Bus Alliance, of which Nestrans is a
partner alongside Aberdeen City Council, Aberdeenshire Council, First Aberdeen and
Stagecoach Bluebird. The Board also requested updates on the progress of the bid as it
progresses.
The Bus Partnership Fund Bid



The bid was submitted to Transport Scotland by the deadline of Friday 16th April 2021.
Although a partnership bid on behalf of the North East Scotland Bus Alliance, in line with the
requirements of the bidding process, the lead authority is identified as Aberdeen City Council.
In summary, the bid was focussed on the following points:
•

Only a visionary, ambitious proposal will lead to significant change;

•

With an ambition to deliver an Aberdeen Rapid Transit system, the application
focusses on developing the Business Case for ART and delivering significant bus
priority on the four main radial routes from Aberdeenshire into Aberdeen and in the city
centre, upon which a successful ART system will depend;

•

Infrastructure improvements including bus priority will be developed using STAGbased options appraisals, which inform investment business cases, and building on
much work by the partners already complete or underway;

•

‘Quick-win’ interventions which have already been assessed, can unlock
improvements to bus priority in the city centre, benefiting many of the region’s bus
services;
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•

The proposals have been developed by the North East Bus Alliance, who have an
established track record of effective delivery. All are in agreement that the proposals
presented provide the most effective step-change for public transport in the region; and

•

Public and stakeholder engagement has helped and will continue to shape the
proposals.

Initial work undertaken on the RTS and multi-modal corridor studies suggests that the capital
cost of delivering ART will be in the region of £150-200 million and this was detailed in the
application. In line with the fund guidance and Transport Scotland’s intended ‘Gateway’
process for the development of Business Cases, this first bid focusses on the initial stages of
this process and includes the following key elements, totalling £12,030,000:
•

£10,000,000 for ‘quick-win’ delivery of enabling works on South College Street, plus

•

£1,400,000 for STAG/outline business case development for bus priority measures
and ART, plus

•

£630,000 for comms/engagement, programme management and other costs related
to the development of the proposals.

The submission was supported by a copy of the ART Vision document (further details on this
are provided in the section below) and letters of support for the bid from Nestrans,
Aberdeenshire Council, First Aberdeen, Stagecoach Bluebird and Bus Users Scotland.
It is expected that a decision on the success of the bid will be made by Transport Scotland in
early June 2021.
Aberdeen Rapid Transit – Our Vision



Nestrans commissioned consultants Jacobs to provide
support in the development of the bid to the Bus
Partnership Fund and to provide strategic advice on the
further development of the concept of Aberdeen Rapid
Transit.
Part of this work included the development of a Vision
document for ART. This Vision document is provided in
Appendix A and was submitted as a supporting
document to the BPF bid. This document will be used
going forward to engage with
partners and the public on the
vision
for
a
step change
improvement in public transport
provision for the north east.

Recommendations



It is recommended that the Board:
1. Note the submission of the bid to the Bus Partnership Fund on 16th April and request
an update to the next board on the progress of this bid and any next steps; and
2.

Note the publication of the ART Vision Document.
KC 26 May 2021
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The ambition is to deliver an integrated Mass Transit ‘step-change’ solution to support
positive social, environmental and economic performance of the City and Region.
The ambition to introduce an ART service over the next 5-10 years seeks to deliver the following:
•
•
•
•

A competitive, affordable and efficient mode of
public transport; offering an alternative to private
vehicle travel
Improved travel times for all public transport users
and support growth across all economic sectors
A sustainable and long term approach to tackling
local issues of congestion, air quality and energy
consumption
A solution that supports new priorities and
requirements for an effective Post Covid-19 recovery

•
•
•

User focussed streets and vibrant public spaces;
with placemaking improvements to support healthy
and active lifestyles
A high quality, contemporary and effective means of
connectivity across the City and Region
An integrated solution, creating seamless
connections with other public transport, cycling and
walking networks.

The ART will deliver a multitude of benefits, seeking to
improve the quality of life for all communities and users:
Improve local, regional and global
connections through integrated
packages of interventions

Shorter travel times due to junction
priority, dedicated lanes, short stopping
times and pre-boarding ticketing

To put people first, by reducing
private vehicle usage, re-prioritising
streetscapes and enhancing public
spaces

A step closer to net-zero carbon, by
making low-emission public transport the
travel mode of choice

Reliable journey times, affordable
and accessible to all with smart and
integrated ticketing

Support long term growth - embedding
flexibility in design and operation
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Reduce traffic congestion and air
pollution in the City Centre, enabling
an improved quality of life

Enable fast, efficient and safe
movement between key destinations

Create a strong brand and identity for
the ART, to strengthen the region as
a destination

2

3

The ART proposal is a key component to supporting long term sustainable
growth, but will also prove fundamental to addressing local priorities and
challenges experienced across the City Region:
Climate Positive City & Region

First Choice for Travel

/////////////////////////

/////////////////////////

The National target is to become Net Zero
by 2045. Transport emissions account for
over a third of greenhouse gas emissions.
The ART will adopt innovative low
emission vehicles, utilising renewable
energy sources where required.

Nestrans has identified a target to achieve
50:50 mode split between cars and sustainable
transport modes. The ART will introduce an
affordable and integrated ticketing system
to encourage mode shift and compete with
private car usage, benefitting residents of both
Aberdeen City and Shire.
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Healthy & Active Lifestyles

A Vibrant City Centre

/////////////////////////

/////////////////////////

The number of people choosing to
walk and cycle across the north east is
increasing. Integrating the ART with key
cycle and pedestrian routes can reduce
car travel, traffic accidents and improve
health and wellbeing.

Road traffic is the biggest cause of air
pollution in Aberdeen. Introducing the ART
could further reduce the need for private
vehicles in the City; creating a cleaner,
healthier environment and enable the
redesign of vibrant and safe streets and
public spaces.

Regional Connectivity & Growth

Equal Access in Inclusive Design

/////////////////////////

/////////////////////////

The travel time across 12 selected public
transport journeys has increased by 9%
since 2008 whilst the equivalent car
journeys have decreased by 34%. The
ART will provide faster and reliable
public transport travel times along
priority routes between key regional
locations and transport hubs; to enhance
connectivity, and support regional
growth.

The dispersed nature of communities
throughout the region means that car
ownership and usage remains high.
As part of an integrated strategy, ART
will need to support connectivity with
other forms of transport, meet specific
accessibility needs and recognise that
not all users benefit from access to the
internet and smart technologies.

The future ART corridors will connect key destinations across
Aberdeen and the wider region via efficient priority routes,
supported by integrated multi modal interchanges with the
entire public transport network.
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and Ride
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Craibstone
Craibstone
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Aberdeen Airport
Aberdeen Airport
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Aberdeen Airport
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Park and Ride

Bridge of Don
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Ellon Park
and Ride

Portlethen Park
and Ride

Bridge of Don

Sports
Village

The ART will be delivered as part of an aspirational package of integrated strategic
projects identified as part of the Regional Transport Strategy to reduce carbon
emissions, improve health, safety and wellbeing, promote equality and deliver
inclusive economic growth across the north east. Assessing the options and
refining the detail for the vision will be carried out in a series of comprehensive
studies and workstreams:

This ambitious ART vision will be developed over the coming months with maximum
opportunities for consultation and engagement. To stay in touch and share your
comments, please use the following contact details:
Visit the Nestrans website for the latest updates:

www.nestrans.org.uk

For enquiries, please contact us at:

nestransinfo@nestrans.org.uk

Bus Partnership
Fund Submission
Commercial Arrangements

Detailed Design
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Business Case
Development

Options Appraisal
...Ongoing consultation, research and engagement...

ART
Vision

Begin City Centre
Bus Priority
Begin Bus Priority and Infrastructure
Measures on Radial Corridors
Aberdeen Rapid
Transit System
Begins Operating
on Key Corridors

6

7
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Agenda Item 6.1
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP

9th June 2021

6.1 HTAP Annual Report 2021


Purpose of Report

The purpose of this report is to request that the Board note the Health & Transport Action Plan
(HTAP) Annual Report 2021 and approve the recommendation that the report be presented
to the three Community Planning Partnership Boards within Grampian.


Background

The Regional Transport Strategy identifies the need for more detailed sub-strategies, one of
which is in relation to Health & Transport. The new National Transport Strategy and Regional
Transport Strategy add greater emphasis to issues of health and equalities.
An HTAP Steering Group consisting of representatives from Nestrans, NHS Grampian, three
local authorities, Scottish Ambulance Service, Third Sector Interface bodies, Health and Social
Care Partnerships, Robert Gordon University, the Community Transport Association,
commercial bus operators, community transport groups and a Public Representative,
oversees delivery of HTAP initiatives taken forward by two themed sub-groups. In addition,
the Mobility & Access Committee for Scotland, which advises Ministers on transport issues,
receive and consider the HTAP Annual Report and now have a representative on the HTAP
Steering Group.
The work is supported by a full-time Programme Manager. The post is jointly funded by
Nestrans and NHS Grampian to support all the partners and the progression of the HTAP
programme. The post is hosted by Aberdeenshire Council.


Annual Report 2021

The Programme Manager has produced an Annual Report which is attached as Appendix b
to this report and an Executive Summary as Appendix a. The document was approved by
the HTAP Steering Group on 22nd April 2021. Members are asked to approve the report for
their part and to request that it be presented to each of the three Community Planning
Partnerships in the Grampian area.


Recommendation

It is recommended that the Board:
a) Note the contents of this report and the HTAP Annual Report 2021; and
b) Request that the report be forwarded to each of the Community Planning Partnerships.
AS/21 May 2021

1
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Health & Transport Action Plan (HTAP) Annual Report 2021
Executive Summary
The HTAP Annual Report 2021 updates the many partner organisations and
stakeholders who are engaged in delivering the Health and Transport Action Plan
(HTAP) across Grampian region and nationally.
HTAP partners are committed to two themes and visions, each with a sub-group
reporting to the Steering Group. The main body of the report sets out how HTAP
partners have delivered progress towards these visions and aims.

Progress on the Transport & Public Health theme
Supported physical distancing across transportation
HTAP partners worked together to promote and support each other with respect to
changing guidance on physical distancing and how this impacted on residents
across the region. This was evident in the work done around SfP (Spaces for
People) at different levels of decision making and delivery, the directing NHSG to the
SfP funding (over £800K was awarded), the exchange of lessons learned between
local authorities and the NHSG SfP Project Manager through an HTAP Knowledge
Exchange event and the development of associated active travel projects.
Promoted safer travel
HTAP facilitated the exchange between partners of best practice on travel
information, awareness raising of safety measures applied by bus operators and
promotion of the Getabout partnership website. Another element of how HTAP
promotes safer travel is via the participation of Public Health in the work of the Road
Safety North East Scotland and around Low Emission Zone work.
Promoting Awareness of Inclusion and Equalities Issues
The main report highlights the work done by HTAP to highlight to partner
organisations the benefits of raised awareness of hidden disability across the health
and transport issues partners consider. This includes the engagement with Disability
Equality Scotland, the Mobility & Access Committee for Scotland, Deaf Scotland and
others. The report also highlights the role of the HTAP Public Representative in
advocating for issues around patient experience, rurality and equality.
Strategic Influence
The report captures feedback from key stakeholders regarding the value for them,
the role of HTAP in supporting improved cross sector working, accessing funding
and developing new initiatives supporting the whole system.

Progress on the Access to Health & Social Care theme
Maintaining Cross-Sector Dialogue
This was facilitated through the sub-group meetings and additional meetings with
public, third sector and commercial transport operators, supporting information
1
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exchange across organisations and supporting best practice dissemination,
changing guidelines and helping inform forward planning by partners.
Enabled Integrated Co-ordination of Transport for Health
The Transport to Health Information Centre (THInC) continues to be funded by
NHSG, Nestrans, Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council and has
provided an excellent service to residents of Grampian during the pandemic giving
travel advice and co-ordination getting to Test Centres, treatment and the
Vaccination Centres. THInC has demonstrated the value of partnership working
during the most challenging times. The project, hosted by Aberdeenshire Council,
enables integrated co-ordination of multiple transport providers across the region,
including community transport, to support residents and the pressures on Scottish
Ambulance Service and NHSG. Partners acknowledged that already having the
HTAP framework made responding to the challenges of the pandemic more
straightforward than it might have otherwise been.
Working with and Supporting the Third Sector
HTAP has supported the role of the third sector in several ways. Examples include
representation by Third Sector Interface bodies in Grampian and the Community
Transport Association (Scotland) and initiatives such as the Grampian Volunteer
Transport Awards and Volunteer Driver Recruitment Drive. The report also includes
details of the excellent partnership working between NHSG, SAS, THInC and the
Royal Voluntary Service. HTAP has also supported the free to end user community
transport pilot, Be-Link’d, operating in the Buchan area with funding and support.
HTAP have also secured a one-year extension to funding provided by Aberdeen City
Health & Social Care Partnership to continue the highly valued THInC in the City
project.
Reducing the Need to Travel
HTAP partners monitor the widespread adoption of remote health appointments
along with survey findings on public attitudes to online health consultations, working
from home, changing travel patterns, etc. This in turn informs the decision-making
processes of each partner organisation.
Going Forward
Transport & Public Health Theme: Partner organisations recognise the need to
advance the progress across and between overlapping policy areas and to build on
the progress already made building relationships and understanding between
transport and public health professionals. Issues of relevance include community
resilience, climate change, population health, road safety and air quality.
Access to Health & Social Care Theme: Partners are workshopping the crosscutting impacts of the pandemic on all transport operators, the changing patterns of
travel and location for in-person health and social care and how collective action can
progress and align with the overarching aims of within this HTAP theme.
End.
2
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Quote from the Chair of
the HTAP Steering Group
The COVID-19 pandemic has tested
humanity the world over both in a
personal and professional capacity
in ways few of us could have ever
imagined. The vaccination programme
gives us all hope for the future, but
we cannot afford to ease up on the
disciplines now engrained into us such
as physical distancing, the use of face
masks and adhering to government
direction. Whilst the pandemic has
brought a great deal of anguish,
concern, and heartache to many, it
has created the need for substantial
change in the way that healthcare is
delivered and that pace of change
across the healthcare sector has been
transformational in the last year.
As Chair of the Health & Transport
Action Plan (HTAP), I have witnessed
first-hand partnership working like
never before by using the strength
of relationships already created by
HTAP. The spirit of partnership across
the public and voluntary sectors has
helped protect NHS Grampian and
supported Grampian’s communities
immeasurably through the past year. I
would personally like to thank each and
everyone of you for the part you played
in protecting the NHS and transforming
how we work together to benefit the
communities we serve. I hope the
annual report reflects these successes
and gives you a real sense of what has
been achieved in the last year.
Gerry Donald,
HTAP Steering Group Chair,
NHS Grampian

2
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Introduction
This is an annual report updating
the many partner organisations and
stakeholders who are engaged in
delivering the Health and Transport
Action Plan (HTAP) across Grampian
region, as well as the national partners
and supporters who are interested in
the progress of this partnership.

Quote from the Vice Chair of
the HTAP Steering Group
The health and transport sectors have
both faced unique and unprecedented
challenges during the COVID-19
pandemic. I am pleased with how
colleagues have adapted and engaged
to address the shifting challenges of
delivering health and transport services
and the co-operation shown to work
together where relevant. Whether this
was in relation to supporting the work
around keeping the travelling public
as safe as possible, protecting the
vulnerable, the movement of patients
and NHS staff and advising transport
operators. In these difficult times, we
have seen much to be proud of. Public,
commercial and third sector partners
have demonstrated the vital role that
working in partnership plays and the
importance of it to our communities.

During 2020 the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic has been huge.
There is no glossing over the many
human tragedies and traumas of
the past year. However, there is a
good news story to be told about the
collaborative efforts of HTAP partner
organisations to support the NHS,
protect the vulnerable and to adapt to
the most challenging of years.
Andrew Stewart,
HTAP Programme Manager
(Post jointly funded by NHS
Grampian and Nestrans)
Andrew.Stewart@aberdeenshire.gov.uk

Rab Dickson,
HTAP Steering Group Vice Chair,
Nestrans
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Governance Structure

Alignment with Community
Planning Partnerships

The current governance structure
oversees the delivery of the HTAP.

The two visions set out by partners within the
Health & Transport Action Plan can be linked
to the priorities set by the three Community
Planning Partnerships (CPPs) within Grampian.
The following shows the priorities of the CPPs
with the priorities most aligned with the HTAP
highlighted in bold.

The Steering Group provides strategic
oversight of the progress made towards the
aims of the HTAP. The membership includes
senior representatives of NHS Grampian,
Nestrans, Scottish Ambulance Service,
Aberdeen City Council, Aberdeenshire
Council, Moray Council along with agreed
representation from the third sector, Health
& Social Care Partnerships, a member
of the Mobility & Access Committee for
Scotland (MACS) and, importantly, a Public
Representative.
The Steering Group oversees
two themed sub-groups.
1. Transport and Public Health Sub-Group
2. Access to Health & Social Care Sub-Group
Both sub-groups report to the Steering Group
quarterly providing updates on the work plan
produced by each sub-group. Membership
is drawn from a variety of appropriate partner
organisations.
The programme is supported by the
Programme Manager. The post of Programme
Manager is jointly funded by NHSG and
Nestrans and hosted by Aberdeenshire
Council.
Each year the HTAP Annual Report is
submitted to the three Grampian Community
Planning Partnerships and made available to
all partner organisations wishing to submit
to Committee or Board level, depending on
the nature of organisation. A copy is also
submitted to MACS.

Community Planning Partnerships

Sub Group
Project Groups

4

HTAP Programme
Manager

HTAP Steering Group

Aberdeen City Community Planning
Partnership Priorities
• Aberdeen prospers
• Children are our future
• People are resilient, included
and supported when in need
• Empowered, resilient and
sustainable communities
Aberdeenshire Community Planning
Partnership Priorities
• Changing Aberdeenshire’s
Relationship with Alcohol
• Reducing Child Poverty in Aberdeenshire
• Connected and Cohesive Communities
Moray Community Planning
Partnership Priorities
The corporate vision of Community Planning
in Moray is: “to increase the quality of life and
develop the well-being of everyone in Moray.”
The strategic priorities, which have been
identified to deliver the vision, have been
sub-divided under the following seven themes:
• Achieving a healthy and
caring community
• Achieving a safer community
• Building stronger communities
• Improving travel facilities, choices
and safety
• Investing in children and young people
• Protecting and enhancing
the environment
• Working for increased prosperity
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What We Said We Would Do
This section summarises the work of the two HTAP Sub-Groups.
Each sub-group is chaired by a member of the HTAP Steering Group.
As would be expected given the urgency of the COVID-19 response, some areas of work have been
put on hold, while other areas have been escalated to the top of the agenda.
What the following sections will hopefully convey is the adaptability of the HTAP network despite
many key figures being redeployed and priorities shifting across departments as circumstances
developed.
The Chair of the HTAP Transport & Public Health Sub-Group was redeployed to COVID work during
2020. The group did have remote meetings and collaborated on relevant tasks. The Sub-Group
Chair has highlighted to partners that the HTAP route maps have now come to an end, and this
allows the Sub-Group a period of reflection over the last five years and the opportunity to revisit
our priorities and refresh our approach. Given the impacts of the pandemic on the population’s
mental and physical health, the Sub-Group Chair believes that “In 2021 we must ensure that HTAP
continues to be high on all our agendas, to continue to promote equality in transport, sustainability
and active travel, to improve health and wellbeing”.

Transport & Public Health Sub-Group Update
The vision for transport and public health is:
• For people in Grampian to choose to travel by active modes such as walking and cycling
whenever appropriate and to have the ability to do so conveniently and safely, in order to
improve activity levels and public health;
• For everyone in the region to live without unacceptable risk to their health caused
by the transport network or its use.

Objective TPH1

Objective TPH2

For partners to use their collective influence
and resources within and between their own
organisations and at a national level to further
increase provision of high quality infrastructure
for active travel, and to promote, inspire and
enable more people to walk and cycle as part
of their everyday lives.

For health professionals to ensure planners and
decision-makers are informed of the adverse
public health impacts of the transport system
and to support those partners already working
to resolve them, most notably in order to:
• Reduce air pollution, especially
within Air Quality Management Areas;
• Reduce the number of people
exposed to high transport noise levels;
• Reduce the number of people killed
or seriously injured on the transport
network;
• Reduce the number of people isolated from
their communities and key services by lack
of appropriate transport;
• Ensure that transport policies support
sustainable and healthy communities.
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HTAP partners have…

distancing and other measures to reduce virus
transmission has had a significant impact on
our communities. The pandemic has affected
how we use transport. Research shows that
fewer people are now using public transport
and there has been an increase in active travel.
The HTAP have provided a much needed
collaborate partnership approach across
sectors in adapting to these changes and
addressing some of the transport issues that
have arisen across the Grampian region during
this time.

Supported physical distancing
across transportation
Spaces for People
All three local authorities and NHS Grampian
made successful bids for Spaces for People
funding as part of the Scottish Government
programme for managing physical distancing
during the pandemic.

The pandemic has highlighted and amplified
existing health inequalities, with Public
Health colleagues highlighting to transport
professionals how being in good health is
determined by social, economic factors and
the physical environment. Given the limitations
of public transport in many rural areas, having
access to a car can be vital. However, the
dependency on cars can place an extra burden
on low-income groups and the environment.
Limited personal mobility can bring challenges,
particularly to older people, young people,
and disabled groups.

NHS Grampian seconded a member of staff
to be Project Manager for the Spaces for
People Project. The project provides an
interesting opportunity to create spaces in
support of sustainable transport within the
NHS Grampian estate. The HTAP community
have been supportive in sharing experience
and connecting relevant colleagues in local
authorities. An HTAP Knowledge Exchange
was convened involving all three local
authorities, Nestrans and NHS Grampian
colleagues to share lessons and explore
opportunities and links between Spaces for
People projects.
Thanks to SUSTRANS, NHSG will deliver
e-cargo bikes to NHS Grampian staff in
Speyside. This will facilitate NHSG staff
travel to visit local patients in their homes. In
Aberdeen design work has been completed for
a path between Aberdeen Royal Infirmary and
Woodhill House.

Transport systems will continue to adapt
to COVID-19 measures over the coming
months. The HTAP are well placed to draw
on the wide range of assets, resources,
and networks that partners offer to
ensure transport solutions are accessible,
affordable, sustainable and enable safe
active travel for everyone in Grampian.

NHS Grampian Public Health Directorate
colleagues provided support and guidance
to local authority partners making these
unplanned changes to the public realm.

Susan Forbes,
Health Improvement Officer,
Aberdeenshire H&SCP Public Health

Promoted safer travel

Involving Public Health
in Transport Issues
Deputy Director of Public Health (NHSG), Chris
Littlejohn, has said “Staff across all the HTAP
partner organisations have been stretched in
many ways. This has impacted the work of
HTAP, but the HTAP Programme Manager is
commended on his continued push to keep
HTAP’s profile high, highlighting relevant
information to the network, and using the
network to assist in the Covid-19 response
where possible.”
The emergence of COVID-19 and physical

6

Connecting NHSG, H&SCP and
the transport operators
During 2020, HTAP has facilitated
opportunities for cross sector discussion
between NHS Grampian and local bus
operators. Through the network of HTAP
partners, best practice on safe use of public
transport was disseminated to NHS Grampian
staff. Information on the Getabout website
was shared with colleagues in health and social
care.
Guidance for the public and transport
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operators was promoted through the various
channels of HTAP partner organisations, the
Aberdeenshire Community Transport Forum,
Getabout and commercial operators’ own
websites etc.

Work towards Road Safety
as public health
The good work of Road Safety North East
Scotland has been praised nationally for its
multi-agency approach in Grampian. However,
typical of the complexities of the past year
there have been positive shifts in some aspects
of the work around this important issue, while
areas of work that were planned could not
progress due to the crisis response required
across the whole system.
As our population will see increasing numbers
of older drivers and users of public spaces
there is an aspiration that Road Safety work
gains greater emphasis as a public health issue
and is mainstreamed within the thinking of all
transport professionals.
The approach taken by Road Safety North
East Scotland is seen as a good example of
multi-agency working on an issue which has
seen significant numbers of casualties over
many years. Looking ahead, one of the key
actions will be to strength the relationship
between health and road safety with the aim of
reducing the burden of public health services
and achieving the public health priority of
a Scotland where we live in vibrant, healthy
and safe places and communities, as well
as Scotland’s National Performance Health
Outcome: We are healthy and active.

Promoting Awareness of
Inclusion and Equalities Issues
Raising the visibility of hidden disability
Reducing inequalities in relation to transport
is of great importance to the delivery of
the vision of the Transport & Public Health
Sub-Group. All partners involved with HTAP
have duties and responsibilities in relation
to equalities legislation, but also wider
commitments to work towards a safe, inclusive,
sustainable and accessible Scotland.
As a result of previous engagement
work, a member of the Mobility & Access

Committee for Scotland (MACS) has joined
the HTAP Steering Group. The Mobility
and Access Committee for Scotland (MACS)
was established in 2002 and is an advisory
non-departmental public body. The Convener
and Members are appointed by the Cabinet
Secretary for Transport, Infrastructure and
Connectivity. MACS have cited HTAP as good
practice.
An online Q&A event was organised at which
the Chief Officer of Deaf Scotland presented
to an audience of sixty health and transport
professionals from Grampian and further afield.
Feedback from attendees indicated a number
of points of learning, including how prevalent
hearing impairment is across Scotland and how
it impacts those travelling and using services.
Deaf Scotland praised the partnership
approach of HTAP and its impact to date. It
welcomed the team commitment to the crosscutting issues of accessible information and
inclusive communication which work on an
improvement basis to involve those affected
by deafness and others with communication
barriers. Going forward the involvement
and participation of key local members, for
example North East Sensory Services, will
help promote the connectedness and the joint
ownership of issues needed to deliver on key
actions.

Listening to people with disabilities
Maintaining and diversifying dialogue
and channels of communication between
stakeholders is an important part of the work
around HTAP.
Dialogue with stakeholders has continued
throughout the pandemic. This has resulted
in reports by Disability Equality Scotland
(DES) highlighting findings from surveys of
its membership being distributed to HTAP
partners. DES Chief Officer, Morven Brooks
spoke to the HTAP Steering Group. In her
talk many issues about difficulties attending
appointments, public transport driver training,
perceptions of safety in shared use spaces and
accessible information were highlighted.
The engagement conveyed how transport
to health is an emotive subject for DES
members. The research findings shared with
HTAP partners found that overwhelmingly
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DES members had experienced problems
with Patient Transport Services (PTS) and with
transport to appointments in general (98%).
Common issues included disabled people
advised they could not travel with a carer,
wheelchair users expected to be transported
without their wheelchair and inconsistent
application of eligibility criteria for use of the
PTS. In line with the ongoing work of the
HTAP and its vision, people with disabilities
called for a more joined up approach between
the Scottish Ambulance Service, hospitals and
public transport providers to ensure services
are available.

Morven Brooks,
Chief Executive Officer,
Disability Equality Scotland

Involving the public
Through the excellent work of the HTAP
Public Representative (PR) the public have
a champion for the end user of health
and transport service delivery. Our Public
Representative has attended Steering Group
meetings for five years and continues to
highlight issues around equality, rurality and to
challenge the work of the group.
The PR has said, “I share the concerns
regarding rurality and transport poverty
in relation to the ever-complex challenge
around achieving equality of patient access to
healthcare services.”
The needs of the region mean that the
HTAP agencies are interdependent, and
their partnership working and collaboration
continues to be the way forward.

8

Cross sector influence
Influence is one of the difficult to measure and
yet important roles of the HTAP partnership
approach. While not always related to the
funding of projects directly, the bringing
together of partners provides a point of
discussion and challenge around overlapping
policy areas, the exchange of expert
knowledge, connecting relevant stakeholders
and efforts to align strategic priorities and
delivery plans.
The benefits of such cross-sector partnership
approach can be perceived differently
depending on the nature of organisation and/
or perception of value. Certainly, multiple
partners have given feedback that during the
rapidly evolving months of 2020, the HTAP
structure and its connections have helped
adapt and respond in multiple ways.

Disability Equality Scotland is currently
funded by Transport Scotland to consult
and engage with disabled people on
various aspects of transport accessibility
through regular webinars and weekly polls.
“We will continue to liaise with HTAP on
points of interest from these discussions.

Virginia Irvine-Fortescue,
HTAP Public Representative

Strategic Influence

For example, Cycling UK (Scotland) have
valued their participation in the Transport
& Public Health Sub-Group because of the
opportunity to link up with organisations, build
relationships and keep in touch with current
initiatives across Grampian. Feedback from
Cycling UK (Scotland) has highlighted how this
forum has provided an opportunity to share
and contribute to initiatives and projects and
that this was particularly important during 2020
when opportunities and challenges continually
changed and the necessity of responding to
people’s needs was more important than ever. .

Informing priorities
Through the regular dialogue of HTAP, partners
via the Steering Group and Sub-Group
structures and network partners were able
to inform each other as the pandemic
developed. Local authority, NHS, Health &
Social Care, Third Sector and commercial
partners have recognised that the pandemic
has impacted everyone and changed a
lot in terms of priorities. Public Health
colleagues from Aberdeenshire Health &
Social Care highlighted that partnership
working has played a huge role in protecting
communities, but the changing situation
requires engagement from all HTAP partners
in assessing the issues and identifying the
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solutions going forward. The Public Health
perspective being the effects of the past year
have impacted mental and physical wellbeing,
access to transport and travel patterns. Also,
noting that the results will be felt across the
whole system for a considerable time to come.

Access to Health
& Social Care
Sub-Group Update

It’s important to progress the role of the
HTAP framework of meetings to add
strategic value to the work already being
done around active travel, air quality,
road safety and health inequalities.

The vision for access to
health and social care is:
• For everyone in the region to be able to
access the health and social care they
need and if transport is required, for
this to be appropriate, convenient
and affordable;
• For the environmental impacts
of journeys to be minimised.

Martin Hall,
Transport Strategy Manager,
Aberdeenshire Council

Promoting the role of the
NHS in Active Travel
The NHSG Head of Projects (Estates), Derek
Morgan, has given feedback that “From the
perspective of NHS Grampian, there have been
excellent examples of co-ordinated working
across a number of different organisations
such as Sustrans, Nestrans, Cycling Scotland
and Nature Scotland along with a number of
others. These have particularly allowed us to
benefit from improved cross sector working
as well as being able to access grant funding
towards improving active and sustainable
travel; safe access and egress to our healthcare
facilities through the Spaces for People
initiative; improved access to e-bikes and other
cycle facilities as well as improved access to
greenspace amongst other elements”.

Objective AHSC1
For partners to gain a detailed understanding
of the gaps or inequalities in access to or from
health and social care services, and to resolve
identified problems.

Objective TPH2
For partners to more fully coordinate the
planning and delivery of health/social care and
transport in order to improve the efficiency and
financial sustainability of services.

Objective TPH3
For partners to work together to ensure that
Transport to Health & Social Care is undertaken
by sustainable modes wherever possible,
or that care is provided without travel if
appropriate.
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HTAP Partners have…

Maintaining Cross Sector Dialogue
The Access to Health & Social Care Sub-Group
continued to meet quarterly during 2020.
The Chair was taken by Paul Finch, Strategy
Manager from Nestrans. It is hoped that
arrangements can be made to facilitate NHS
and/or Health & Social Care Partnership
leadership of the Sub-Group.
The focus during the meetings of 2020 were
concerned with ensuring the necessary
dialogue between health and transport
providers was maintained to allow a whole
system perspective as the pandemic
developed.
The value of partnership working between
the Health and Transport sectors has clearly
been demonstrated during 2020, due to the
requirements of responding to the Covid-19
pandemic. There are numerous examples of
where opportunities have been embraced,

such as the increased roll out of Near Me
internet and telephone appointments service,
and the joint working in relation to the
design and implementation of changes to
our public spaces. We’ve also had to jointly
face up to significant challenges, including
safe patient access to and from healthcare
facilities, and addressing wider public health
impacts associated with safe travel, and issues
of not being able to travel due to lockdown
restrictions.
What we’ve learnt is that the partnership
working needs to be increasingly agile and
focused on the areas where value can be
added by joint working, supporting each other
and sharing insights and information. We can
see that trends that were apparent prior to the
pandemic have frequently been accelerated,
but also be very mindful of the consequences
of some these rapid changes. This will require
engagement at national, regional and local
level. As the roll out of the vaccinations
continues, a focus on effective and consistent
communication across a variety of platforms is
also apparent.
It is anticipated that throughout 2021 society
and organisations will continue to focus on how
best to adapt and to successfully recover from
Covid-19, alongside other challenges such as
climate change and a requirement to focus
inclusive growth. The relationship between
health and transport is key to successfully
addressing these challenges.

Enabled Integrated Co-ordination
of Transport for Health
THInC (Transport to Health &
Social Care Information Centre)
THInC, the Travel to Health & Social Care
Information Centre, has continued to
be funded by NHS Grampian, Nestrans,
Aberdeenshire Council and Aberdeen City
Council.
The existence of a single point of contact
with the support of the three local authority
Passenger Transport Units and the wider
community transport sector demonstrated the
value of partnership working to supporting the
transport challenges facing the NHS.
From the end of March 2020, and for much
10
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Supporting Patient Flow

of the year, bus services operated at reduced
frequencies and with reduced seating due to
the need for people to physically distance.
The Scottish Ambulance Service Patient
Transport Service (PTS) also operated at
reduced vehicle capacity due to physical
distancing.
Patient transport requests for hospital
appointments, hospital discharge and
COVID-19 tests were directed to THInC from
NHSG, the PTS, the Grampian Coronavirus
Assistance Hub and direct from members of
the public.
THInC staff liaised with transport operators
including private operators contracted by
NHSG, community/voluntary transport
organisations and Councils to arrange
transport. With people unable to physically
attend health appointments, reduced public
transport, social distancing impacts on vehicle
capacity, pressures on the Scottish Ambulance
Service and a need for NHS staff to get to
work there was a significant shift in partnership
working between sectors, the roll out of
online appointments and awareness of the
importance of community transport.
Funded by NHSG, Nestrans, Aberdeenshire
Council and Aberdeen City Council, the THInC
project has acted as a recognisable and trusted
single point of contact for health-related
transport during the pandemic.
Operationally, Aberdeenshire Council’s
Passenger Transport Unit continues to staff
THInC (Transport to Health & Social Care
Information Centre) on behalf of the HTAP
funding partners.
Offering transport advice to individuals
attending health or social care appointments,
particularly those attending hospital
appointments. Health and social care
professionals are encouraged to contact
THInC for advice, on 01467 536111 or travel@
thinc-hub.org, either on behalf of service users
or to raise general transport issues.
During 2020, the Transport Units of
Aberdeenshire, Aberdeen City and Moray
Councils worked more closely than ever, under
the THInC banner, to assist NHS Grampian with
the coordination and operation of patient and
staff transport in response to the challenges
faced by COVID-19.

Consultation with partners has captured the
benefit of having cross sector meetings. One
NHSG manager acknowledged that Covid-19
saw the organisation face unprecedented
challenges in supporting people to get to
appointments and facilitate discharge from
hospital. Because of the HTAP partners
and the support from THInC, utilising the
support available through community and
third sector transport providers NHSG have
managed to support people to attend essential
appointments and supported patient flow
through the hospital.

Supporting the Scottish
Ambulance Service
In preparation of this annual report,
consultation with the Scottish Ambulance
Service (SAS) captured the organisation’s
recognition that through HTAP the Scottish
Ambulance Service in Grampian had been able
to work collaboratively with THInC and partners
from the 3rd Sector and Local Authorities
to co-ordinate the most suitable transport
solution to meet the needs of patients in our
communities. This work had supported the
Service in being able to provide ambulance
care for those who require support to travel
to and from healthcare services for scheduled
and unscheduled care. SAS acknowledge that
the HTAP provides benefits for creating whole
system changes and supports their ability to
direct resources to those who are in greatest
need of ambulance care.

Connecting Aberdeen,
Aberdeenshire and Moray
Colleagues at Aberdeen City Council felt that
the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic
have strengthened the HTAP partnership
and demonstrated in practice its purpose
and ongoing role in the North East. The
view was that because connections were
already established and in place between
partners from across health and transport, it
was possible to quickly work together in a
time of emergency to ensure that transport
supported the NHS response to the pandemic.
Colleagues at ACC felt that there was no
doubt that if the HTAP had not been in place
this would not have been so seamless.
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Demonstrating the value of cross boundary
working and reflecting the Grampian-wide
remit of HTAP, THInC and the needs of NHS
Grampian colleagues in Moray Council were
engaged in the HTAP wide response to the
pandemic.

of the Community Transport Association
(Scotland).

Colleagues at Moray Council feedback that
access to healthcare from Moray still creates
issues for some clients, particularly where travel
is out of Moray to Aberdeen Royal Infirmary
or other city clinics. Moray Council offers
demand responsive transport to connect with
the trunk coach service to Aberdeen which
serves ARI and through the Moray Growth
Deal, the council hopes to expand this across a
much wider spread of day in the future. Moray
Council also feedback what they see as a vital
need for residents in Moray to be able to
influence the time of their appointments given
the travel distance.
In Moray when the vaccination programme
commenced additional Demand Responsive
Transport (DRT) was put in place to provide an
enhanced DRT service for customers unable
to access commercial bus services. In addition,
Stagecoach Bluebird have commenced a
shuttle bus service linking central Elgin with
the primary mass vaccination centre in Moray,
this being operated commercially. In addition,
there were local volunteers organised through
Elgin Rotarians who assisted Moray residents
accessing the vaccination centres.
Moray’s SLA with NHSG continues to provide
a bus with driver and escort for discharge
patients from Dr. Grays Hospital. During the
first Lockdown, a second bus with driver
and escort was provided to relieve pressure
on the PTS (Patient Transport Service) plus
several arrangements put in place for patients
attending clinics in Moray and Aberdeen.

Working with and Supporting
the Third Sector
Representation
HTAP provides a forum for the third sector to
raise issues and be represented in discussions
with senior management from the Health and
Transport Sectors. The Third Sector Interface
Chief Executives are invited to attend the
Steering Group, along with the Chief Executive
12

The CTA is represented on the Access
to Health & Social Care Sub-Group. The
Programme Manager also attends the
Aberdeenshire Community Transport Forum.
Clearly, where there is much praise for
community transport and the transportation
role of charities there is also a range of risks
to the sector, which are raised through HTAP
meetings.

Supporting community transport
To support the community transport
organisations within Grampian and as part of
the ongoing work in relation to transport for
health and social care, the fourth Grampian
Volunteer Transport Awards were held online.
The prizes were sponsored by Colin Lawson
Transport and the event was attended by over
sixty guests.
Volunteer Driver/Escort of the Year was
jointly awarded to Norman Kinnaird of Huntly
Community Minibus and to Dave McLauchlin,
Aberdeen Cyrenians. In his role with the
Huntly Community Minibus, Norman had been
a lifeline for many in the area. He has worked
tirelessly during the pandemic to promote and
operate the minibus. Those who rely on the
service praised Norman for ‘going out of his
way’ and for providing social interaction for
many who were isolated.
As a volunteer driver for over six years with
Aberdeen Cyrenians, Dave has been a
vital part of their emergency food service
during Covid-19. Dave’s work to collect food
donations meant that the Cyrenians could
continue to replenish stocks to meet the high
demand for the service.
The Community Contribution (Organisation)
Award was presented to North East Rider
Volunteers Scotland (NERVS). The group
of over 250 volunteers provide an essential
service transporting medical supplies,
treatments and equipment. Their efforts
during the pandemic expanded to include
the coordination of emergency prescription
deliveries, as well as transporting doctors and
nurses who faced difficulties in getting to work.
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Capturing the value of
community transport

Special mention was also given to
Aberdeenshire Council officers Charles
Mackintosh (Duty Officer) and Tracey Morris
(Facilities Officer) who went the extra mile
as part of their work helping those shielding,
delivering food and prescriptions.

HTAP membership includes the Director of
the Community Transport Association (CTA)
(Scotland). HTAP partners are committed to
supporting the community transport sector.
In preparation of this report the feedback
from the CTA (Scotland) sought to highlight
that Community Transport has repeatedly
demonstrated how crucial it is to users’
wellbeing, but this has been particularly the
case during the pandemic. Director, Rachael
Murphy recognised that “HTAP has captured
the ways in which CT is well placed to support
the health service in crisis situations and more
generally. It is essential as we enter vaccine
rollout, that stakeholders in health continue to
work with and to resource CT.”

A special prize for notable mention has been
donated by Live Life Aberdeenshire and
was awarded to Rachel Milne of North East
Transport Training.
ACVO, the third sector interface for
Aberdeen is delighted to support the
Health & Transport Action Plan. Transport
is of vital importance and it is great the
progress being made in taking forward
the Health &Transport Action Plan. A
particular highlight of the year was
recognising the tremendous contribution
volunteers are making as part of the
Health &Transport Action Plan at the
Grampian Volunteer Transport Awards
- the dedication of volunteers and the
community is incredibly inspiring and
greatly appreciated more than ever.

The commitment to partnership between
all stakeholders has been recognised with
Aberdeenshire Voluntary Action sitting on the
HTAP Steering Group representing the three
Third Sector Interface bodies. Many local
third sector organisations were first responders
when society went into lockdown. Critical
support was provided, often by volunteers.

Mike Melvin,
Co-ordinator,
ACVO

Collaboration through THInC in the City
For the past six years, HTAP partners have
been proud of the work done through the
branch of THInC which operates wheelchair
accessible transport in Aberdeen City for those
requiring assistance to health and social care
appointments. The funding from Aberdeen
City Health & Social Care Partnership, the
booking and organising by THInC and the
buses operated by Buchan Dial A Community
Bus illustrates the benefit of stakeholders large
and small working together.
Buchan Dial A Community Bus provide drivers
enabling a regular and reliable door to door
service to help clients who have mobility
problems on and off the bus and into their
destination. They are all appropriately trained
and greatly valued by the clients. Without this
service many vulnerable individuals would
be unable to access health and wellbeing
appointments leaving them reliant on relatives,
friends or neighbours if available.

Collaborating with Royal
Voluntary Service
In November 2020, the HTAP Programme
Manager approached Royal Voluntary Service
(RVS) to look at the possibility of providing
a patient transport service from Aberdeen
Royal Infirmary to support discharges. NHS
Grampian had been paying for taxis to get
people home and they wanted to look at
reducing costs and providing a better service
for patients.
Royal Voluntary Service works across the
Grampian Area to provide community
transport for people wanting to get to medical
appointments or just to get out for social
appointments. Due to the current COVID-19
situation, this had been curtailed to just
medical appointments.
RVS did not hesitate to step forward to help
and the new patient transport service started
at the beginning of January 2021. The service
began by providing one volunteer to cover
6 hours per day, five days per week but RVS
hoped to have this up to 9am to 8pm cover
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7 days per week before the end of February
2021.
The volunteer will not only drive patients
home but will take them to the door and
see them inside safely, making sure that
they are comfortable before leaving them.
Any potential issues are notified back to
the office and staff will then work with NHS
Grampian and the HSCPs to address the issue
appropriately.
RVS are also providing transport for patients
coming into ARI from as far away as Elgin.

Reducing the Need to Travel

The HTAP Volunteer Driver
Recruitment drives
The HTAP Volunteer Driver Recruitment
campaign was promoted twice (January and
March) to help boost the pool of volunteer
drivers. RVS have confirmed that they
received 35 enquiries for assisting with
Patient Transport. Twenty-four of these are
mid-application progress and 4 are completed.
One is now active and 3 are awaiting site
induction. Following the second of the
Recruitment Drives, a further 23 enquiries
were received at time of writing in relation to
assisting those requiring extra help to attend
Vaccination Centres.

Be-Link’D
Prior to the pandemic the HTAP Programme
Manager had been working with Community
Planning partners in the Buchan Area of
Aberdeenshire helping to set up a new
community transport project aimed at assisting
those in the Buchan area who it was felt fell
between the gaps of the existing transport
provision. The service would involve one
wheel-chair accessible vehicle and driver
assisting residents to access foodbanks,
education, benefit agencies, health and other
important appointments. HTAP partners have
an interest in supporting and monitoring the
project as it is based on a “free to the user”
model.
However, the Be-Link’D project has not been
able to deliver the benefits that Partners had
hoped due to the lockdowns. During its short
“relaunch” between lockdown periods, the
service has been well supported. Positive
feedback was received via a Community
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Learning and Development worker – “the
learner was full of praise for the service and
had already been informed he could use the
service for personal shopping, medical or
dental appointments etc. He is so grateful for
the service and couldn’t speak highly enough
of the driver.” With the support of HTAP, the
group hope to continue working to identify
gaps in transport for the most vulnerable. The
Programme Manager will continue to sit on the
Be-Link’D Steering Group and offer advice and
assistance to the involved partners.

Technology
In previous HTAP Annual Reports, the
aspiration to reduce unnecessary travel for
health appointments was highlighted. The
past year saw a spectacular effort by health and
social care colleagues to rapidly deploy such
technology as to enable online consultations.
The pandemic response has driven the
adoption of technologies that reduce the need
to travel for healthcare. The most well-known
example has been teleconsulting, with NHS
Grampian continuing to be a leader in the
adoption of video consulting using NHS Near
Me. The national push towards emergency
triage by phone/video rather than immediately
attending Emergency Departments will also
have a continuing impact on the requirement
to travel.
Most Grampian General Practices, and
some hospital departments, are now using
messaging systems for patients to ask
questions or report symptoms; often entirely
avoiding the need for a consultation. This will
become more common during 2021.
Many healthcare staff are now working
from home whenever possible – including
clinicians, who in some cases are able to run
telemedicine clinics from their houses for at
least part of the week. Meetings are now all
carried out using Microsoft Teams and the
need for senior clinicians and managers to
attend meetings in Glasgow or Edinburgh has
been almost entirely avoided.
There is more to be done though. Community
investigation hubs are still at an early stage,
so many people still need to travel to our
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larger hospitals for blood tests and ECGs.
Community investigation capacity will increase
during 2021, reducing the need to travel
to Aberdeen but increasing the need for
people in a locality to travel to their nearest
investigation hub – ideally by walking, cycling
or public transport.
It is recognised and understood by HTAP
partners that there will continue to be many
valid reasons to travel for healthcare.

Looking Back, But Moving Forward
This report captures the feedback of multiple
partners and, it is hoped, conveys the complex,
inter-dependent nature of health and transport
across various issues. Also, that the benefits
of the HTAP network can be small, though
important, localised benefits or region wide in
scale.
The Programme Manager has proposed and
agreed with the two HTAP Sub-Group chairs
topics for their sub-groups to begin discussion
around and exploration of whether there is
agreement and value to be had in developing
actions for the partnership to take forward.

Transport & Public Health
The pandemic has had a major impact on
all aspects of life. We have seen how health
issues and transport issues can impact those
already disadvantaged more greatly. In
coming years as the economic impacts of the
pandemic, the changing travel patterns and
social impacts unfold, it is important that both
health and transport providers understand
and proactively seek to understand where
and how these issues contribute to multiple
disadvantage and poor outcomes.
As new Transport Strategies emerge, there is
more of an emphasis on such considerations
that HTAP partners take steps collectively to
inform and guide partnership working across
road safety, equalities, accessibility, transport
poverty and so on. As pressure on public
finances increases, it will be important to
maximise synergies between policy aims with a
focus on outcomes.

In addition, following the approval of Nestrans’
new Regional Transport Strategy 2040,
partners have agreed to review and refresh the
Health & Transport Action Plan.
NHS Grampian is now developing a business
case around consolidating the additional
support it has drawn on during 2020. An
internal NHSG group chaired by the HTAP
Chair will be focused on Patient Transport
and examine where NHSG might fund
transport external to that provided by Scottish
Ambulance Service. Those who have followed
the journey of HTAP will understand the
significance of this progress.
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Access to Health & Social
Care Sub-Group
As a group, HTAP has generated the buy-in
from partner organisations to sustain a
well-regarded information service for people
accessing health and social care (THInC).
HTAP have seen this diversify into a booking
service for health and social care transport in
Aberdeen working across partners to deliver
THInC in the City. A grant for 2021/22 has
been confirmed by Aberdeen City Health &
Social Care Service. NHS Grampian have
recently formed an internal Patient Transport
Group to review how they can work with THInC
in light of the outstanding role it played in
co-ordinating additional transport when SAS
was at capacity and the pressure on Patient
Flow critical.
The partnership has promoted the role of
Community Transport through the Volunteer
Driver Awards since 2014, along with its
associated Volunteer Driver Recruitment Drive.

We have mapped the sector across the
region, built relationships with groups and the
Community Transport Association.
However, the sector has reported financial
uncertainty, inability to fundraise during the
pandemic and requirement for strategic
support.
Technology has also changed travel patterns
and the delivery of health care. Understanding
these impacts and the lived experience of
residents in this new landscape will help
decision makers prioritise and plan for how
service provision will evolve.
Awareness of how society has changed may
require professionals to learn new skills, gain
greater insight into issues, such as health
inequality, transport poverty and social
justice. These issues will be considered by
HTAP partners going forward with a view to
identifying how the partnership can contribute
and add strategic value to the evolving
situation we find ourselves in.
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These opportunities/issues have been
identified as having linkages to the aims and
wishes of all partners and build on past pieces
of work done, consultation and discussion.
Refinement of the above ideas will take place
within the meetings of the Sub-Groups and be
overseen by the HTAP Steering Group.
Building on the work of the past years and
the co-operation shown in 2020 will ultimately
benefit Grampian residents as we work towards
health and transport systems that maximise the
opportunity of positive outcomes for all.

For further information please contact
Andrew Stewart, HTAP Programme Manager,
(post jointly funded by NHS Grampian and Nestrans)
Andrew.Stewart@aberdeenshire.gov.uk

Produced by Aberdeenshire Council • GDT30115 • April 2021
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Strategy Strand Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS actions
EC1 - Rail Links and Services
EC1a:
Strategic
Review being undertaken of the National Transport
Reducing journey Transport
Strategy (NTS) which will set out transport policy
times to
Projects Review across Scotland for the next 20 years and will inform
Edinburgh and
an update to the Strategic Transport Projects Review
Glasgow, and
(STPR) – reassessing recommendations for strategic
further south.
transport infrastructure priorities throughout Scotland.
A contract to support the 2nd Strategic Transport
Projects Review (STPR2) has been awarded to a
combined team of Jacobs and Aecom who will be
supported by Big Partnership and the University of
Leeds Institute of Transport Studies, as well as other
industry technical experts. This substantial transport
appraisal will make recommendations for S Gov
future transport investment focused on themes of
economic prosperity, equality, health and wellbeing
and climate action and is programmed to take 2
years.

® = MTS project
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done
Initial meeting with TS, Jacobs,
Nestrans, SDPA and officers of
both Councils held on 29 May
2019 to discuss the approach to
STPR2. Nestrans has agreed
to provide access to the ASAM
strategic model for STPR2. TS
published STPR2 update and
phase 1 recommendations in
Feb and Nestrans response to
consultation submitted.
Groupings of schemes taken
through to Phase 2 will be
appraised and report in Autumn
2021 and provide Scottish
Ministers with further potential
transport investment
opportunities for the period
2022-2042

Target

Status

TS and their
consultants
gave a
presentation to
officers in May
and NE staff
raised
concerns over
the future
scenarios
proposed as
did not feel this
reflected
economic
experience and
aims for region.
Meeting
arranged with
TS to discuss
this on 1 June.

↑
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Strategy Strand Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
Aberdeen Ministerial announcement on STPR 10 Dec 08
Central Belt rail includes rail service enhancements between
improvement
Aberdeen and the Central Belt and reconfiguration of
the national rail timetable (incl trying to reduce
journey times to the Central Belt by up to 20mins) as
priority projects. On 28 Jan 2016 S Gov announced
£200million to help improve journey times and
increase capacity between Aberdeen and the Central
Belt as part of a £254million package in addition to
the City Region Deal. Mar 2017 Minister announced
team to be set up to review options for capacity
improvements between Aberdeen and Dundee, as
well as options for double tracking Usan Junction and
the South Esk viaduct at Montrose.
East Coast
Manifesto launched 15 July 2014. SYSTRA
Main Line
appointed to refresh the 2016 “Investing for Economic
Authorities
Growth” study for ECMA. LNER has introduced
Azuma trains.
EC2
- Strategic Roads
EC1c:
High Speed
Transport Sec approved plans for HSR route
EC2a:
A92 Signage
The A90 between
Stonehaven
and Blackdog
became
Laurencekirk
Infrastructure
Secretary
Keith Brown
announced
Overcoming
Flyover
£24M of funding on 28 Jan 2016 to take forward the
constraints on the
design and construction of a grade separated junction
network that have
on the A90 at Laurencekirk junction. Transport
a direct impact on
Scotland has appointed Amey to undertake route
travel to/from the
option assessment work and develop a preferred
north east, such
junction option, leading to the preparation of draft
as the A90
road Orders. Nestrans has shared previous work and
through or around
will be part of the Partnership Group overseeing the
Dundee and
project along with Transport Scotland, Aberdeenshire
dualling the A96
and Angus Councils.
to Inverness.

Budget

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done
Project Delivery Group set up
with representation from
Nestrans, Tactran and City
Region Deal teams. Network
Rail has produced a GRIP2
report on behalf of Transport
Scotland that develops options
based on rearranging use of line
by local/intercity trains and
introduction of freight loops.

£3K Revenue in
21/22

S Gov has
committed £24
million

Target

Status

GRIP3 report
and the Outline
Business Case
for the project
being
progressed and
key
stakeholders
group met on
27 May.
Further details
in separate
CRD report.

Subscription levels to remain
at same level in 21/22 and
budget approved.
High Speed Rail Stakeholders
TrafficOrders
management
Draft
and the will be
Environmental Impact
Assessment Report published
on 19 December 2019 and the
Statutory Consultation Period
closed on 14 Feb 2020.
Partnership Group meeting held
on 5 March.

↑

↑
↑
Amey
continuing to
look at options
to address
some of the
objections
raised. Further
details in
separate CRD
report.

↑
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through or around
Progress Report
Dundee and
Strategythe
Strand
dualling
A96 Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS
actions
to
Inverness.
A96 Dualling
The Scottish Gov’s Infrastructure and Investment
Plan set out the aim to dual the A96 (T) between
Aberdeen and Inverness by 2030. Project included
within NPF3: Proposed Framework. Contract worth
up to £50M awarded by Transport Scotland to Amey
Arup Joint Venture for the route option assessment
and detailed design work to dual the A96 between
east of Huntly and Aberdeen. Options being
appraised were displayed at public events in May
2019 and can be viewed on TS website. Transport
Scotland identified the preferred option between East
of Huntly and Aberdeen and launched a virtual
consultation on 21 Dec 2020. The consultation was
open for 8 weeks and closed on 15 February 2021.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done
A Walking, Cycling,
Horseriding Assessment and
Review is to be done and this
will involve surveys and
liaison with appropriate
officers in the two local
authorities, Nestrans and
appropriate members of the
outdoor access community.

Target

Status

Quarterly
liaison
meetings have
been set up
with the A96
team, and this
will be used to
keep up to date
with this and
other streams
of work.

↑
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Strategy Strand Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS actions
EC4 - Connections by Sea
EC4b:
Aberdeen
Funding arrangements for Aberdeen South Harbour
Improved access Harbour
incorporated commercial borrowing from the
and facilities at
European Investment Bank, and funding from the
ports and
Aberdeen City & Region Deal. Construction contract
interchange with
signed with Dragados UK on 20 Dec 2016 for the
passenger ferries.
£350 million project that will include 1,400 metres of
new quay, with a water depth of up to 10.5 metres
and create an additional 125,000 square metres of
lay-down area. Michelle Handforth officially took over
role as new Chief Executive on 5 Feb 2018. Quay
names are to be Dunnottar the 400m east quay,
Crathes the 175m south quay, Balmoral the 300m
west quay and Castlegate the 540m north quay. New
construction schedule for the South Harbour
Expansion Project will see a phased completion in
2021 through to 2022.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

Status

AHB has awarded 2 new
The fifteenth
contracts totalling £60M. Van caisson and
Oord will be principal
first of 2021
contractor for 550m long
has arrived and
South Breakwater and Beattie is the largest
FRC to build the 10m high
one that will be
concrete Crown Wall along
used on site.
the length of the North
Preparations
Breakwater. Both structures are underway
will provide critical protection to tow the final
for vessels and operations
7 caissons to
within the Harbour
the site in
expansion, ultimately
coming weeks.
protecting the port from a one-From 10 May,
in-100-year storm. Work on
St. Fittick’s Rd
site will start imminently.
will be reduced
Works to install a water main to a single lane
on St Fittick’s Road at the
with a
junction with the newly
temporary
aligned Greyhope Road
traffic light
commenced on 10 May. This system, that
installation is part of the 3km will be moved
water main works which will up the road in
connect the expanded
stages as the
Harbour to the existing
work
Scottish Water network and progresses
Torry Quay.

↑
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Strategy Strand Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS actions
EC5 - Connections by Air
EC5a:
New / improved A number of routes have started to have increased
Support
routes
flights at Aberdeen International Airport in recent
expansion of
months as the covid lockdown eases. On 1 May
direct destinations
2021, airBaltic resumed scheduled flights up to
from Aberdeen
twice a week between Aberdeen and Riga, Latvia
and frequency of
and easyJet reinstated Aberdeen - Gatwick
popular services.
flights. The London service is 3 times per week
with a view to increasing this frequency and will
join the existing route to Luton that is also due to
restart in coming months.
Aberdeen
Details of a £20 million investment in the airport over
International
the next 3 years were unveiled during a visit by the
Airport
First Minister on 1 Feb 2016. This will allow a 50%
Improvements increase in the size of the terminal building and
include the creation of two new passenger lounges,
an expanded baggage reclaim area, a new security
search area, new immigration facilities and new retail
and catering facilities within the main departures
lounge. This will see the construction of a 2 storey
extension to the south of the existing terminal,
making space for new arrivals and immigrations
facilities, and new business lounges on the upper
level.

Peripheral

Aviation Campaign being undertaken to protect

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

Status

Enhanced health and hygiene
measures being undertaken to
provide a safe environment for
staff and passengers at the
airport and onboard flights.

A series of health measures to
provide a safe environment for
staff and passengers as further
services resume have been
introduced at the airport and full
details of the enhanced
measures can be viewed on the
airport's website at
https://www.aberdeenairport.co
m/coronavirus/. The aviation
industry has asked S Gov to
permit passengers to
purchase tests from private
suppliers when arriving from
amber and green countries as
is allowed in England as this
is significantly cheaper.
The Airports Commission

↑

PCR and rapid
antigen testing
introduced at the
airport for those
travelling for
essential
purposes during
lockdown, with
passengers
advised to make
appointments for
either method in
advance via the
airport website.

↑

↑
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Strategy Strand Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
IC1 - Rail
IC1a:
ScotRail
Club 50 railcard members have been given a free
Seek to secure an
one year extension to their membership up to the
increased
end of April 2022 as covid restrictions meant
frequency of
cardholders were unable to benefit from
services between
membership in 20/21. Memberships will be
Inverurieissued automatically, and members just need to
Aberdeendownload and activate it on their Club 50
Stonehaven and
Smartcard.
improved services
InverurieStation
town Included
£500Kinvoice
outstanding
funding
to- Nestrans
IC1b:
Laurencekirk
Final
forGRIP3
carITF
park
received
by Nestrans
and
Kintore
within
report
onadvanced
Aberdeen
Proposed new
®
Inverness line improvements to be delivered by 2019.
station at Kintore
Bid submitted to Scottish Stations Fund and award of
and further
60% of the project cost agreed. Nestrans and AC
development of
have committed to fund the remainder. Two
the rail system to
passenger benches and signs from the previous
be set out in the
Kintore Station that closed in 1964 sourced and
Rail Action Plan,
refurbished by Inverurie and District Men's Shed.
including
Transport Scotland are acting as principle sponsor/
improvements to
funder of the station with BAM Nuttal appointed as
the accessibility
Contractor and being managed by Network Rail.
of existing
stations
Dyce Station

Nestrans commissioned a study in 2015 to consider

® = MTS project
Budget

Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

Status

Strikes related to a dispute
over enhanced payment for
rest-day working are
continuing to disrupt Sunday
services.

Remaining
at Evaluation
BID
Inverurie
have enquired
as
Invoiced
2009-2011
Laurencekirk
Station
wasofreopened
on Rail
£3.209M
ingrant
2021/22
Thursday 15 October 2020. It
(all delayed draw
is also the largest electric
down from 20/21)
vehicle charging location in
north east Scotland, with 24 of
the 168 spaces at the new
transport hub fitted with
charging points. Project costs
anticipated to increase to £15M
and additional funding towards
Nestrans proportion of the total
costs approved in 20/21 budget

Nestrans in discussions with

↑
Initial meeting
Discussions
ongoing with
Transport
Scotland
regarding
funding share
and profile of
spend. Slight
reduction in
previously
approved delay
draw down to
21/22
requested.
Due to lack of

↑

↑

↔

IC1b (contd)
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improvements to
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accessibility
Progress Report
of existing
stations
Strategy Strand Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS actions
Insch Station
Bid to the Local Rail Development Fund for match
£8.5K in 2021/22 (all
funding of the Nestrans budget approved.
delayed draw down
Consultancy study commissioned to assess options from 2020/21)
IC1b (contd)
for improving access at Insch station and Aecom
appointed following competitive tender. S Gov
advised that a further £13,465 LRDF grant had been
awarded towards this study and a grant acceptance
was returned on 30 April 2020.

Southern
Station
Investment
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IC1c:
Investigate, in line
with the principles
of STAG, the
potential for
further stations in
the context of line
upgrades to the
existing rail lines
and assessing

Portlethen
North
eastto
rail
Aberdeen
Laurencekirk
multi-modal
corridor study

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done
Detailed appraisal complete and
further details in separate rail
report. Carry forward of £8.5K
to 21/22 approved. Claim for
final part of LRDF grant
submitted in March and has
been received.

Target

Status

Draft report
submitted to
Transport
Scotland (TS)
and to be
published on
Nestrans
website.
Awaiting
feedback from
TS.
Consultancy
study
be undertaken
to look
into
£30K Capital delay Bike
Final &Go
report
study
Abellio
ScotRail
hastoprovided
new cycle
parking
is for
no this
longer
available Improvements
facilities at Stonehaven and Inverurie stations.
at Aberdeen Station.
to Montrose
Further details in info bulletin.
and Aberdeen
Stations are
ongoing.
New
ticket
vending
machine
installed
and
operational
Additional
stop intook
Portlethen
Rail
established
and inaugural
Abellio
Seminar
A
bidforum
was made
to the
Local
Rail Devmeeting
Fund
in held
2019on
to £80K LRDF grant (of Aecom
appointed
andplace
initialin in Officers
cover the cost of a feasibility study into new rail
case for change report drafted considering
which £49.3K
stations on the line south of Aberdeen and the full
remains to claim in and feedback on this received responses to
requested funding was awarded in Aug 2019,
from Transport Scotland. A
21/22)
Transport
although it will be provided in stages subject to
number of options are
Scotland
approval that justification to progress the study to the Invoiced to date =
recommended for preliminary
comments
next stage is evidenced. Clarification sought on grant £30.7K
qualitative appraisal. Deadline
award and agreement reached that a multi-modal
for claiming Round 2 LRDF
corridor study between Aberdeen and Laurencekirk
grants also extended to 31
be undertaken.
March 2022 due to covid

↑
↑
↑
↑
↑
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Strategy Strand Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
IC2 - Road Improvements
IC2a:
Haudagain
Stag2 Report finalised June 08 and Board agreed
Strategic Roads Study
option 5 as optimum solution and referred the report
Capacity
to ACC, who also agreed this. Transport Scotland
improvements –
awarded Jacobs £3M design contract to confirm the
tackling
preferred design and undertake the design, surveys
constraints at A90
and statutory processes to allow this scheme to be
Ellon - Peterhead,
constructed once the AWPR is in place. Made
dualling of the
Orders for the scheme were published on 17 Feb
A96 (as identified
2017. Transport Scotland announced on 11 Jan
in the IIP),
2019 that Farrans Construction have been awarded
Haudagain
the construction contract to deliver the A90/A96
junction, Access
Haudagain Improvement, incl the construction of
to Aberdeen from
approx 500m new dual carriageway connecting the
the south, and at
A90 North Anderson Dr to A96 Auchmill Rd.
other junctions
serving
Aberdeenshire
towns.
Strategic
Expansion of ACC's current Internet Protocol closedNetwork
circuit television (IPCCTV) equipment at traffic
Monitoring –
signals, along the A944 Queens Road Corridor
Phase 4
between Groats Road and Springfield Rd to monitor
Queens Road and better manage changes in traffic flow to assist in
Corridor
reducing congestion and improve journey times
Osprey upgrade To allow ACC's Intelligent Transport Systems unit to
create strategies more easily and will be particularly
useful for TECA and City Centre Events. Additional
budget to provide greater functionality and enable
further strategies to be developed approved.

Budget
Project funded by
Transport Scotland.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

Status

After a managed shut down due
to covid-19, construction work
restarted gradually from end
June. On 31 Aug the next
phase to construct the 2 key
junctions either end of the new
link road to bypass the
Haudagain roundabout
commenced. Works ongoing
and during this phase there will
be a number of traffic
restrictions in place on the A92
and A96 in the vicinity of the
Haudagain Roundabout
including contraflows, lane
closures and speed restrictions.

Details of
planned traffic
management
and works until
Spring 2021
can be viewed
on the
Transport
Scotland
website.

£35.1K Capital in
2021/22 (all delay
draw down from
20/21 of remaining
£50K budget)

Work to be undertaken under
existing contract. Equipment
due to be delivered on 17 May
with installation to start as
soon as possible thereafter.

Aim to
complete
project by end
July 2021.

£37.8K Capital in
2021/22 (delay draw
down from 20/21 of
remaining £70K
budget)

Extra datasets introduced to
Awaiting final
database. System being tested invoice.
and demonstration of complete
upgrade to be given in early
April. Demonstration tests
completed.

↑

↑

↑

IC2a (contd)
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Strategy Strand Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
Automatic
Installation of further sites to monitor traffic flow and
Number Plate journey time and would have the potential to collect
IC2a (contd)
Reading
data on vehicle types and emissions associated with
(ANPR)
each vehicle.
Journey time
monitoring sites

Budget

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Page 162

ANPR will provide an accurate
data set for journey time
monitoring. It will enable
network events to be monitored
in real-time and could be used
to provide info to road users on
the time it will take to travel
parts of the network ahead eg
via Variable Message Signs and
other user interfaces. The data
set could also be used to
assess vehicle types including
emission details.
South College Feasibility study to review options for the junction
£19K Revenue in
Brief to be developed by ACC
St/QE Rbt Ph2 (including active travel) following the opening of the
2021/22 (incl £10K staff for consultancy support
review
AWPR and any impact this has had on traffic flows in carry forward from and will be issued to tender
the area.
20/21)
once ASAM19 available.

IC2b:
SafetyRoute
A947
Strategic Roads Action
Safety
improvements –
alignment and
junction
improvements on
A90 south
including at
Laurencekirk.
Overtaking,
junction and
alignment
improvements on
A90 north and
A96. Route
Action on A92,
A93, A944, A947

Road Safety
Forum to take
forward
single
Aecom
commissioned
in 2016/17
toalook
at Casualty
opportunities such as overtaking lanes and junction
improvements and develop a series of statements
from the Action Plan. Night time audit of any missing
road studs and average speed camera case studies
undertaken and will help determine programme for
2017/18. Delivery of Action Plan to be progressed
and business cases developed for individual
schemes along the corridor. Aecom commissioned
to undertake Banff Bridge Feasibility Study at an
estimated cost of £70K. Bid submitted to Sustrans
Places for Everyone Fund for this study in August
2020.

£113.2K Capital in
2021/22 (delay draw
down from 20/21 of
remaining £147K
budget)

£131K Capital in
21/22 (all delay
draw down from
20/21)

Budget combined with A947
minor improvements carried
forward from 20/21. A design
led workshop was recently
held with Aecom's Bridge
Engineers and
Aberdeenshire's Structures
and Environmental Planning
Team, the outcomes of which
has informed the final
selections. Aecom are in the
final stage of their work and
are preparing information to
go out to public consultation.

Target

Status

Delivery of
equipment due
31 May with
installation to
start as soon
as possible
thereafter and
aim to
complete
project by 31
Aug 2021.

↑

↑
Slight increase
to delay in draw
down
requested in
separate
budget report.

↑

↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress

Budget

Bend
Mitigation/Skid
Resistance
Improvements

An Aberdeenshire wide project to improve skid
resistance at locations where there have been
identified "run-off" incidents. Sites will be identified by
Roads service and prioritised by Transportation
service. Sites where there have been injury collisions
will receive higher priority.
Renewal of
Similar projects have been supported previous on an
Reflective Road area specific basis and have had successful
Studs
outcomes. Additional funding in 20/21 approved.
Sites have been identified by Roads service and will
be jointly prioritised based on accident data and
surface conditions.
Vehicle
Ongoing project to repair and in some cases replace
Restraining
VRS across Aberdeenshire. Additional funding in
System repairs 20/21 approved.
and
improvements
Variable
Improvements to variable message sign units at
Message Signs schools in Aberdeen that are near end of life and
developing faults, to upgrade them and enable
remote programming

£309.6K Capital in
20/21 (incl £85.5K
delay draw down
from 20/21)

Priority list of schemes has
been agreed and tender being
prepared.

£102.9K Capital in
21/22 (incl £42.9K
delay draw down
from 20/21)

Meeting scheduled for 1 June
2021 to discuss the Road
Maintenance Programme
being carried out council
wide, following which a
further update can be
provided for these projects.

Roadside
It is proposed to renew two stations, add one
Weather
additional station and relocate one station, which are
Station Network used by officers to make vital real-time decisions
regarding the treatment of the road, footway and
cycleway networks
Trunk road
Bear to undertake
£80K of maintenance
Riverview
Carriageway
reconstruction
between Overton Circle
Drive, Dyce
and Netherview Avenue

£86K Capital in
21/22 (all delay
draw down from
20/21)

£100K Capital in
21/22 (all delay
draw down from
20/21)
£68.3K Capital in
21/22 (all delay
draw down from
20/21)

£245K Capital in
20/21
Invoiced to date =
£155K

Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

Status

↑

↑
↑

Signs delivered and all 44
installed by 18 May with final
commissioning taking place
until 21 May. Slight reduction
in number of replacement
signs required due to school
closures.
ACC in discussions with the
current weather station
provider.

Works to
begin 23 Awaiting
Jan for a
Works
complete.
final invoice.

Full budget will
not be required
and virement
proposed in
budget report

↑

↑
↑
↑
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Progress Report
Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress

Budget

Great Southern Carriageway resurfacing of the southbound lanes
Road
between Provost Watt Drive/West Tullos Road and
the Bridge of Dee/Stonehaven Road junctions.
A93
Peterculter

Page 164

IC2e:
Roads
City Region
Support Local
Deal (CRD)
Authorities in
bringing forward
LTS projects that
contribute to
strategic
objectives

Development

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

£206K Capital in
20/21
Invoiced to date =
£119K
Carriageway resurfacing from Rob Roy Bridge to £104K Capital in
Aberdeenshire Council boundary
21/22

Works completed in March.
Awaiting final invoice.

Report
on roads
hierarchy
prepared
CRD
funding
used
to meetproposals
costs of upgrade
to to
strategic Aberdeen Sub Area Model (ASAM) to 2014
base year commissioned by Nestrans to ensure it
provides a suitably robust basis for transport and land
use appraisal. Transport Scotland managing
requests for access to ASAM14 through Latis
framework with Nestrans being contacted to grant
formal approval. The ASAM 2014 base model and
forecast models for 2017,2022, 2027, 2032 and 2037
completed. Revised draft Model Development Report
and Audit prepared and being finalised

£86.7Kfor
Capital
Costs
ASAMin
update to 2019 base
year following
opening of AWPR to
be met via CRD

The required
documentation
Nestrans
in partnership
with TS,
AC, ACC and SDPA appointed
Systra in July following
competitive tender to update
ASAM to a 2019 base year with
2022, 2027, 2032, 2037 and
2042 forecast years. This will
involve a significant data
collection exercise to update
and calibrate the base model to
2019 and to reflect the change
in traffic patterns as a result of
the AWPR. PBA appointed as
auditor through Transport
Scotland's Latis framework.
Calibration of model outputs
ongoing.

STF Supplementary Guidance was adopted by the

£7.5K in 19/20

Further cumulative transport

Target

Status

↑

Sensitivity tests
to be undertaken
and
demonstration
tests agreed.
Awaiting national
forecast
scenarios.
Methodology to
address trip
chain tours
concerns
agreed.
Extension to
programme and
budget
requested.
The Strategic

↑
↑

↑

↑
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Strategy Strand
RTS actions
IC2f:
Strategic road
improvements to
mitigate the
cumulative impact
of development

Page 165

Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress

Budget

Develop and
implement
mitigation
measures

River Dee link. Bridge of Dee Stag Part 2
commissioned . ACC approved contribution of £150K
towards study in 2015/16 using surplus from the Bus
Lane Enforcement System in 2014/15. Draft STAG
part 2 assessment reported to ACC's CHI on 24 Jan
and is published on ACC website. Committee agreed
to review the concepts at a suitable period after the
opening of the AWPR to enable any changes in traffic
patterns to be accurately assessed and to the
indicative costs being brought up to date. It was also
agreed that officers look into the option of a 4 lane
rather than a 6 lane bridge, but based on the
modelling predictions of significant congestion it was
agreed not to progress investigation into 4 lane option
further.

£74.5K Revenue in
21/22 (incl £9.5K
carry forward from
20/21)

Contribution towards the Construction of a 300m
Footpath connecting Hareburn Terrace, Blackdog to
A90

£48.5K Capital in
21/22 (all delay in
draw down from
20/21)

Slight revision to delay in
draw down amount requested
in separate budget report.

B9000 access New footpath and bus stop infrastructure at B900
£90K Capital in
to bus services Tarty Road end to facilitate access to bus services as 21/22 (all delay in
previous link lost to AWPR-BT.
draw down from
20/21)

AC PTU in discussions with
Transport Scotland /Aberdeen
Roads Ltd to determine best
option to connect Tarty to bus
services and trying to
encourage them to open up a
route to Bridgend, which
requires the same level of
funding as connecting to the
B9000, but is a better option for
the bus users as more services
to access.

IC3 - Bus Improvements
IC3a:
A90/A92
Quality bus
Blackdog corridor
Access to Bus
improvements to Services
services and
facilities.

IC3a (contd)

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

Status

Brief being developed for
consultancy work to
undertake further
investigation of the options
developed through the Bridge
of Dee Stag Part 2 following
the settling of traffic patterns
after opening of AWPR.

↑

↑
Agreement in
principle has
been reached
with ARL to
provide a design
for approval
which is likely to
be carried out by
June 2021.

↑
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Strategy Strand
RTS actions
IC3b:
Review and
continue to
deliver the Bus
Action Plan to
improve quality
and reliability of
services and set
out proposals for
extending bus
priority measures.

Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress

Locking in the Appraisal and development of improvements that can £37.9K in 21/22 (all
AWPR benefits - be made to 'lock in" the benefits for bus routes and
delay draw down
Wellington
active travel due to traffic reductions predicted as a
from 20/21)
Road Multiresult of AWPR. This will include consideration of
Modal Corridor road hierarchy proposals post AWPR and
Study
information given on this separately at IC2e above.
Aecom commissioned to undertake STAG part 1
study for Wellington Road corridor which has been
completed in 2018.

Traffic Signal
Review

Page 166
IC3b (contd)

Budget

A944/A9119
multi-modal
corridor study
– Detailed
Appraisal

Re-validation of SCOOT signal timings to ensure
£30K in 21/22 (all
optimal staging and synchronisation between
delay draw down
junctions and installation of SCOOT at junctions not from 20/21)
on system on King Street and Market Street corridors
and routes feeding onto these corridors that are used
by a number of bus services and review of lane
allocation on Union Street at Rose Street.

Progression of the previously funded corridor
study Phase 2 elements that require further
development to STAG detailed (Part 2) appraisal
and thereafter preliminary design

£150K in 21/22

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done
Aecom appointed to undertake
STAG part 2 following
competitive tender. Paramics
Detailed appraisal for
Wellington Rd corridor options
being completed following ACC
decision in Feb on preferred
option for Abdn South Harbour.
Online consultation
undertaken between 12 Apr 9 May.
Siemens have been
commissioned to undertake the
revalidation work. A confirmed
start date won't be agreed for
this project until traffic
patterns and volumes are
considered to be at
consistent representative
levels.
Client group set up and draft
brief has been developed and
is to be tendered using the
Scotland Excel framework.

Target

Status

Final appraisal
underway and
aim to submit
draft report by
June and this
will be
considered by
officers then
reported to
ACC.

↑

↑

↑
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Strategy Strand Current Actions/ Progress
IC3b (contd)
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
A944/A9119
Final business case/ detailed design/
multi-modal
implementation of smaller scale interventions
corridor study identified within the previously funded
– business
A944/A9119 multi-modal corridor study initial
case and
appraisal
delivery

Budget
£50K in 21/22

Page 167
IC3b (contd)

A92 multimodal corridor
study between
Bridge of Don
and Bridge of
Dee via
Anderson Dr
and Parkway

Study will also consider B9077 Great Southern
Road and B985 West Tullos Road and previous
and ongoing work in relation to Wellington Rd,
Bridge of Dee and A90(S) Park & Ride and
combine this into a coherent whole

£200K in 21/22

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

Status

Business cases to be
developed for :
•Changes to bus lane hours
of operation on A944 and
A9119,
•Conversion of the e'bound
left-turn dedicated lane from
Union St into Rose St to left
and ahead for buses, taxis
and cycles only;
•Conversion of the right turn
from West North St to Castle
St to buses and cycles only;
•Making the ahead movement
from Trinity Quay to Guild St
bus and cycle only;
•Implementation of a bus gate
on Guild St, e'bound at
Stirling St; and
•Implementation of a bus gate
on Bridge St (n'bound) at
Wapping St and conversion
of the left and right turns
from Union St to Bridge St to
bus and cycle only

↑

Client group set up and draft Aim to issue
brief has been developed and tender in mid to
is to be tendered using the
late June
Scotland Excel framework.

↑
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Strategy Strand Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
A947 multiStudy will include options for formalising the
modal corridor change of alignment of the A947 from Victoria
study from
Street to Riverview Drive through eg placemaking
A96 Inverurie interventions on Victoria Street It will also take
Road
cognisance of and complement the A947 Route
roundabout to Action Plan developed by Aberdeenshire Council
City boundary
at River Don
A93 multiStudy will investigate options along the corridor
modal corridor between Peterculter and Aberdeen City Centre
study
Bus Partnership Completion of consultancy support to help prepare
Fund Bid
the Bus Partnership Fund Bid by 16 April and further
preparation and work to develop ART
Aberdeen
Rapid Transit
investigation

Ellon to
Aberdeen City
Centre to
Garthdee multimodal corridor
study

Completion of study commenced in 2020 to identify
projects to assist with delivery of the emerging
RTS2040 and lock in the benefits of the AWPR and
in support of the Roads Hierarchy and Aberdeen City
Centre Masterplan to ensure that the north east is in
a position to maximise any funding opportunities.

nestrans

Budget

Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

£150K in 21/22

Client group being set up.

Target

Status

↑
£150K in 21/22

Tender brief is being
developed and aim to issue in
early June.
£39K in 21/22 (incl Jacobs appointed following
£19K delay in draw tender for Aberdeen Rapid
Transit and Bus Partnership
down from 20/21)
Fund Bid Support. BPF bid
submitted by 16 April and
decision expected in June.
Draft report on ART received.
£66.7K in 21/22
(incl £52.7K delay
in draw down from
20/21)

Aecom appointed following
tender to undertake multi-modal
study on the Ellon-City Centre Garthdee corridor. Problems,
Opportunities, Issues and
Constraints identified and over
100 options generated. High
level sifting undertaken and
options being developed into
packages.

↑
Further details
in separate
report on
agenda.

↑

Packages to be
appraised
against STAG
criteria.

↑
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Strategy Strand Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
A96 Inverurie to Completion of study commenced in 2020 to identify
Aberdeen multi- projects to assist with delivery of the emerging
modal corridor RTS2040 and lock in the benefits of the AWPR and
study
in support of the Roads Hierarchy and Aberdeen City
Centre Masterplan to ensure that the north east is in
a position to maximise any funding opportunities.

Page 169

IC3c:
Explore the
options for rapid
transit in the
longer term
through the Bus
Action Plan.
IC3d:
Expand Park and
Ride provision
linked to the
development of
the AWPR and
explore the
potential for minihubs that can be
served by existing
bus provision

Bus Lane
Aberdeen
Cross City
Transport
Connections

Budget
£118.2K in 21/22
(incl £68.2K delay
in draw down from
20/21)

Scottish Statutory
required
to
£200K Capital
and
Feasibility
study toInstruments
investigate ways
to maximise
£33.8K
in 21/22
(all
connectivity between new developments in the
carry forward from
Aberdeen Local Development Plan was completed
20/21)
and STAG Part 2 report was reported to the ACC
CG&R Committee in June 2019. Budget approved
for 20/21 to progress priority elements from the study.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done
Stantec appointed following
tender for A96 Inverurie - City
Centre study. Consultant is
reviewing existing studies and
policies. Site visit being held
12-14 May to inform current
travel situation on corridor.

Status

Data and gap
analysis and
findings from
site visit will be
used to inform
definition of
problems and
opportunities.

Charge
notices
now being
Brief
being
developed
bysent
ACC
staff for consultancy support
to progress the development
of Active Travel schemes
identified through the STAG
part 2 study.

City Centre
City
centre shuttle
bus
received.
Agreed
A944
Resurfacing
section
of report
Kingswells
Park and
Rideto
Kingswells P&R used by buses via the new link road previously
funded by Nestrans. Phase 1 works were completed
in week beginning 22 March 2021 and cost will be
met from 20/21 budget.

£44K budget in
21/22

RTS Bus
to be
Order
hasAction
beenPlan
raised
with
ACC Roads Services on 16
April to undertake Ph 2
resurfacing

Ellon P&R

£88.1K budget in
21/22 (all delay in
draw down from
20/21)

Contract has been awarded to
W M Donald at a Costs of
£1,100,000 with an anticipated
start date of 7 June 2021.
Nestrans funding being used
as contribution to bus
infrastructure elements.

Phase 1, which includes extension to existing car
park, resiting of recycle centre and new directional
signs completed. Ongoing problems with land
ownership and acquisition has been referred to
Transport Scotland. Funding approved for phase 2 additional external waiting facilities and upgrade to
turning circle to accommodate 15m vehicles.
Aecom commissioned to progress scheme to tender.

Target

↑
↑
↑
↑
↑

Slight increase
to delay in draw
down
requested in
separate
budget report.

↑

IC3d (contd)
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Strategy Strand Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
A93 Crathes
Contribution towards the creation of a Mini
Mini-hub
Interchange Hub which would include for a
designated car park, improved bus stop facilities and
pedestrian crossing facilities
IC3d (contd)

Page 170

IC3e:
Improve
information
provision
including
expanded realtime information
systems across
Aberdeen City
and Shire.

nestrans

Budget

Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

£52.4K budget in
21/22 (all delay in
draw down from
20/21)

AC officers in Estates and
Legal are in the process of
concluding the land
purchase.

Target

Status

Slight increase
to delay in draw
down
requested in
separate
budget report.
Oldmeldrum
Contribution towards the development of a Mini
£75K budget in
Alternative land opportunities Slight increase
Interchange
Interchange Hub at Oldmeldrum to complement the 21/22 (incl £47K
being explored by AC PTU in to delay in draw
Hub
existing services operated by Stagecoach and Bain
delay in draw down conjunction with their
down
Coaches and enhance the long term viability of these from 20/21)
colleagues within Property
requested in
commercial services. The scheme includes the
and Legal.
separate
creation of a car park, footways, and lighting to
budget report.
enhance alternative modes of transport and
encourage people out of their vehicles to reduce the
carbon footprint. Aecom appointed to progress
detailed design.
P&R operation
A new
Park andwith
Ride
websiteBus
www.getabout
Research
and in
Action
to be programme
developed to Slight increase
Aberdeen
City In
accordance
Council's
Information
This
is Plan
a reactive
£14K
Capital
and Shire Bus Strategy documents - replace and/or provide bus
resulting
from
bus
stop changes to delay in draw
21/22
Stop
timetable display cases at bus stops within Aberdeen
and remedial works identified by down
Information
City and Shire to ensure minimum standards and
inspections throughout the year. requested in
Initiatives
content can be provided, is DDA compliant and
separate
allows for future standardised region wide
budget report.
improvements to timetabling information. New large
format printer delivered on 18 Feb 2021.
Refresh to All Refresh of All Bus Stop Flags resulting from
£96K Capital in
Aberdeen City information being out of date ie/ bus service
21/22
Bus Stop
numbers etc
Flags

↑

↑
↑
↑

IC3e (contd)
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expanded realtime information
systems across
Regional Transport Strategy
01/06/2021
Aberdeen
City
Progress Report
and Shire.
Strategy Strand Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS actions
E-paper bus
Trial of E-paper bus information by Councils using
£14.5K in 21/22 (all
information and Civitas funding to install display screens on A96
delay draw down
IC3e (contd)
bus stop
corridor, but additional Nestrans budget allowed a
from 20/21)
infrastructure
larger screen size to be purchased to optimise the
improvements provision of real time information, scheduled
timetables and public notices. Issue incurred with
installing signs within Clear Channel shelters and
signs being installed on specially designed poles
which will sit within approx. 1m of the shelters.
Real Time
Budget approved in 15/16 to replace existing RTPI
£20K in 21/22 for
Passenger
screens in Aberdeen with modern screens that will
contribution to
Information
run on the Aberdeenshire System and installation of annual
further solar powered screens in Aberdeenshire.
maintenance costs
New system will allow messages to be sent to the
of system
screens to assist with disruption management.
Region wide live bus departure info can be found
online at AC, First and Stagecoach websites, on
mobile phones using the free Traveline Scotland app,
or via QR codes on timetables at bus stops using
smartphones.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

See IC3c.
Opened July 2007. Redesign of Site to include
waiting room minor refurbishments, footpath
improvements, bus shelter replacement and
upgrade of RTI to E-paper Displays.
A consultation on smart ticketing was opened on 13
Land Purchase & Construction. Project is at and
advanced stage an will be progressed in 2020/21

↑

Nestrans has again agreed to
contribute to the annual
maintenance costs of the
system in 2021/22.

↑

Extended Real Expansion of RTI to include for the purchase and £78K in 21/22
Time
installation of 2 new displays within each Council
Information in area within Aberdeenshire
Aberdeenshire
IC5
IC3f:- Transport interchange
IC5b:
Peterhead ®
Support further
improvements to
interchange
facilities
in
IC6 - Walking
and Cycling
Scotland wide
IC6d:
B9002
Continued
Kennethmont
development of a Footway
network of
strategic cycle
routes on key
routes within
Aberdeenshire,
across the

Status

Budget in 21/22 to be used for Slight increase
further bus stop
to delay in draw
infrastructure improvements. down
requested in
separate
budget report.

↑
To be investigated and

£175K in 21/22

A new website
£77.5K in 21/22 (all AC Estates and Legal are
delay in draw down finalising details with the
landowners of the 3 plots that
from 20/21)
are required to progress.

Cabinet

↑
↑
↑
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01/06/2021
IC6d:
Continued
Strategy Strand
development
of a
RTS actions
network
of
strategic cycle
routes on key
routes within
Aberdeenshire,
across the
boundary and into
Aberdeen and on
routes through
the City to work
towards the
Cycling Action
Plan for Scotland
10% vision for
cycling and lock
in the benefits of
other
infrastructure
improvements,
including the
AWPR

IC6d (contd)

Regional Transport Strategy
Progress Report
Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress

Budget

A947 Albert
Road,
Oldmeldrum

Footway Reconstruction

£26.1K in 21/22

Shore Street,
Macduff Phase
3
Maconochie
Road,
Fraserburgh

Footway Reconstruction

£42.4K in 21/22

50% Contribution towards the construction of a
Shared Use Footway/Cycleway between Fraserburgh
Community & Sports Centre to Seaforth Street.
Match funding bid to Sustrans unsuccessful and
further Nestrans funding approved to allow project to
be completed this financial year.

£89.7K in 21/22
(incl 39.7K delay in
draw down from
20/21)

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

Status

Anticipate that these works
will be carried out during Feb
2022 using AC's In House
resources.

Phase 1 of the project Sports
Centre - Maconochie is
complete. Traffic crossing
procurement underway.
Phase 2 of project will see the
shared use path continued
from Maconochie Road onto
Seaforth Street.
Sauchen/ Cluny Footway Reconstruction. Developer Obligation
£48.1K budget in
Nestrans unspent budget
footpath
monies also being used.
20/21 due to delay in from 20/21 requested as delay
draw down from
in draw down in separate
19/20
budget report. Aberdeenshire
Invoiced to date =
Council undertaking
£3.3K
construction of scheme at
cost of £289,888.
Promotional works being
developed to encourage
school pupils and the
community to use the route.
North/South
Footway Reconstruction. WSP progressing the
£200K in 21/22 (all Virtual engagement event
Link to Inverurie design of the shared used footway which extends delay in draw down held from 22 Feb for 4 weeks
Academy
to the new academy campus via Kellands Park to from 20/21)
and outcomes being fed into
Port Elphinstone onto the A96 Inverurie to
the designs. AC officers are
Kintore Strategic link.
reviewing the Stage 1
designs, and WSP are
progressing with Stage 2
design.

↑
↑
Phase 2 design
to be finalised.

↑
Scheme due to
be complete in
Summer 2021.

↑

Slight decrease
to delay in draw
down set out in
separate
budget report.

↑
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01/06/2021

Regional Transport Strategy
Progress Report

Strategy Strand Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
A92 Balmedie / Formalised Route between Blackdog and Balmedie.
Blackdog
The estimated cost of surfacing the path between
Shared Used
Balmedie and Blackdog to formalise it to enable it to
Path
be adopted by AC is £20K.

Page 173

IC6d (contd)

Budget

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

£20K in 21/22 (all
Aberdeen Roads Ltd have
delay in draw down agreed that works can be
from 20/21)
carried out on the provision
that AC adopt all shared use
paths in this area.
Discussions ongoing as to
whether the Council will
accept this asset prior to any
progress being made.
Corsemanhill
Construction of Safer Routes to School Link as
£75K in 21/22 (incl Topographical Survey
Drive, Inverurie identified within the Inverurie Integrated Travel Town £40K delay in draw complete. Design works to
between Davah Wood and Corsemanhill Drive
down from 20/21)
be carried out using AC's in
house resources, but expect
external support will be
required to complete it due to
issues encountered relating
to ground water and slope
stability.
A96 Kintore / Contribution to land purchase and construction £160K in 21/22
Aecom have been
Blackburn
of Shared Used Cycleway / Footway
commissioned to undertake
Cycleway
the design and works
progressing on the option
selected by Area Committee
A90 Ellon /
Contribution to land purchase and construction £120K in 21/22
Arcadis have been
Foveran /
of Shared Used Cycleway / Footway (match
commissioned to undertake
Newburgh
funding to be sought from Sustrans)
the design. Online
community engagement
material being prepared for
consultation in summer.

Target

Status

↑
Increase to
delay in draw
down
requested in
separate
budget report.

Match funding
to be sought
from Sustrans
once PfE portal
opens.
AC officers to
discuss
proposals with
local
landowners
and review land
options
available.

↑

↑

↑
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01/06/2021

Regional Transport Strategy
Progress Report

Strategy Strand Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
Craigshaw Dr Traffic Regulation and re-designation Orders have
cycle route
gained committee approval. The Redetermination
order for the shared use footway is still under review
by the Scottish Ministers and an update on progress
requested. A further meeting was undertaken with
Sustrans to clarify the conditions they placed on their
match funding and agreed minutes of this meeting do
state that some of the conditions in the award letter
will be removed. Still awaiting a formal acceptance
that the details are in line with the PFE funding
guidance and grant will be awarded.
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IC6d (contd)

Budget

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

£300K in 21/22 (incl Detailed design continues in
£50K delay in draw preparation of the Tender
down from 20/21)
drawings and those required
by Sustrans PfE. The Stage
1/2 Safety Audit has been
procured - Discussions on
the scope and package for
presentation is ongoing.
Sustrans Infrastructure
Steering Group (ISG) has now
accepted the most recent
presentation of
documentation on 11 March
2021 allowing the project to
progress towards the PreConstruction phase
milestone, which is due to be
reported back to the ISG in
mid June. Work is currently
progressing on the
preparation of Sustrans
Conditions for the Monitoring
and Behaviour Change
programme for this project.

Target

Status

The outcome of
the ISG review
in June will
dictate if and
when the legal
agreement for
the
Construction
phase funding
grant, currently
of £700K, can
be authorised.

↑
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Regional Transport Strategy
Progress Report

01/06/2021

Strategy Strand Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS actions
Wellheads
Detailed Design and Contract document preparation £20K in 21/22
Cycle Link
for an extension of the existing Wellheads Drive
design
shared use path to the north, by-passing the
roundabout, to connect with Farburn Terrace, the
extension will reduce conflict at the roundabout and
improve safety and directness for cyclists. Also
included will be the design of a cut-through at the
Market Street closure to create a safe and coherent
cycle connection with the Wellheads shared use
cycle route. Bid to Sustrans Community Links to seek
match funding of Nestrans contribution was approved
and available budget now £60K.

Page 175

Junction
Alterations to
Lock in the
Benefits (LiB) of
AWPR

IC6d (contd)
Berryden
corridor active
travel
connections
Cycle
maintenance
stands
installation

Detailed design of options for alterations to Broomhill
Road - Anderson Drive and Westburn/Lang Stracht Anderson Drive with a focus on improvements for
Active travel. Land around Woodhill House has
provisionally been confirmed to be within ownership
of ACC with no restrictions. Sustrans decision not to
provide funding towards the detailed design of the
scheme, which they consider not ambitious for cyclist
benefit has been challenged by ACC. Risk that full
match funding for design and any subsequent
construction may not be awarded by Sustrans.

£20.1K in 21/22
(including 16.1K
delay in draw down
from 20/21)

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

Drawing for the land acquisition
and construction work access
areas are being prepared.
Discussions with land owners
on land acquisition are
progressing by ACC's Estates
Team and Plot 5's value has
been agreed and Heads of
Terms are being issued. The
Detailed Design and generation
of tender drawings are ongoing.

Still a risk that
Sustrans
requirements
cannot be
accommodated
within the
available 'Road'
space and they
may not approve
the full funding
application.

Jacobs' progressed the
detailed design and made
what should be their final
submissions in March, but it
has still to be reviewed and
agreed by ACC staff. Land
plans have been passed to
ACC Estates, to progress the
land acquisition required for
the works.

Feasibility and design of segregated cycle paths £100K in 21/22
on St Machar Dr (west of Tillydrone Ave),
Ashgrove Rd, Ashgrove Rd West, Skene Sq and
Gilcomstoun Steps
Funding for purchase and installation of 10 no. cycle £13.6K in 21/22 (all Tender issued and aim to
maintenance stands at key locations within Aberdeen. delay in draw down appoint a contractor by the
from 20/21)
end of May and for
installation to take place in
July/August.

Status

↑

↑

↑
↑

IC6d (contd)
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Regional Transport Strategy
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01/06/2021

Strategy Strand Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
RTP Active
Grant award of £220K for 20/21 has been accepted.
IC6d (contd)
Travel Grant
£39.6K grant claimed by end March 2021 with
remainder available for use to mid June as works had
been instructed, but couldn't be undertaken due to
covid lockdown.

Formartine &
Buchan Way

Page 176

AC Roads Formartine has been commissioned to
undertake path improvement and resurfacing work to
the Ellon Viaduct and surrounding paths to the value
of £166K. A section of route within Ellon will be
closed for approx 6 weeks for the works. The
temporary closure will extend from the Esslemont
(A920) access point to Ness Circle, including the
viaduct. An alternative crossing will be available via
Meiklemill Bridge.
A944 cycle/
AECOM has been commissioned to develop options
pedestrian path and undertake a STAG based appraisal for the
improvement of the A944 pedestrian and cycle route
with the goal of increasing the number of active travel
users along the route.

Budget

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

Status

£220K grant award
in 2020/21 and
£274K grant award
for 2021/22 (details
on projects and
claims below)

Grant offer received for
£274K in 21/22, but requires
£100K match funding. Details
of projects set out below.

being funded via
£166K of the RTP
20/21 grant and a
further £114K of the
21/22 grant

Works started at end April
and works to the value of
£166K to be completed by
mid June latest to enable
20/21 grant claim to be
submitted. Works on the
northern paths will be funded
via £114K of the 21/22 grant.

The remaining
work is
expected to
take place
during the
school
holidays.

being funded via
£54K of the RTP
20/21 grant

An online consultation on the
3 options started on Monday
17 May for 4 weeks. The
options are all segregated
and comprise an ‘on-line’
route following the A944, as
well as possible paths north
and south of the carriageway
that could also connect the
Prime Four Business Park,
and Park & Ride facilities.

Full details of
the
consultation
can be found
on the Nestrans
website and a
draft report is
expected in
June.

Invoiced and
claimed to date =
£39.6K

↑

↑

↑
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Strategy Strand Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
Formartine &
Installation of the 4 timber bridges purchased in
Buchan Way
2019/20 and purchase and installation of up to 4
further bridges

Core Paths
Review in
Aberdeen

Page 177

IC6e:
IC8 - Port Surface Connections
IC8a:
North eastlinks
ports
Transport
Support
to new harbour
measures to
at Bay of Nigg.
improve access
to port facilities.

Had proposed seeking consultancy support to
progress this in 20/21, however impact of covid
meant it was not fully progressed and has instead
been included in suggestions for any 21/22 grant.

This will be led by development officers within Council
A North East
Forum
hasapproved
been established
Appraisal
andPorts
delivery
of any
outcomesand
to
be funded through £25M allocation within City Region
Deal. Combined pre-appraisal and part 1 Stag report
completed. Stantec completed STAG part 2 detailed
appraisal in Jan 2021.

Local Transport Projects to be developed where possible from LTS.

Budget
£80K of the RTP
21/22 grant

£80K of the RTP
21/22 grant

Funding for study
being provided
through the City
Region Deal

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

Status

Condition of 21/22 grant
states that £100K match
funding required and AC
Council Environment
Planning Dept has allocated
£50K in 21/22.

Virement
proposed in
separate
budget report
for Nestrans to
allocate £50K
and enable
grant to be
accepted.
Tender brief had been
Tender to be
developed by the Cycle Dev issued to
officer and ACC staff and is
enable paths to
being reviewed given the new be reviewed
Scotland Excel framework.
during summer
months.
To beCGR
reviewed
part of
ACC
Ctteeas
considered
STAG part 2 detailed appraisal
on 3 Feb and approved
recommended option to route
via Hareness and upgrade the
coast road and bridge.

Outline
Business Case
being prepared.
Further info in
separate CRD
report.

↑

↑
↔
↑
↑
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nestrans

Sub Strategy 3: The Strategic Policy Framework
Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress

Page 179

Strategy Strand
RTS actions
TRAVEL BEHAVIOUR
TB1 - Promoting Travel Planning and Travel Awareness
TB1a:
Travel Planning Various travel planning related packages were
Implementation and future strategy &
commissioned via Civitas Portis work. A
development of Nestrans’ Action Plan
refresh of the Regional Travel Planning
Travel Planning Strategy.
Strategy was undertaken for the short term
that reflects travel advice during the covid
pandemic. A medium to long term strategy
has been developed as part of the Regional
Transport Strategy refresh and Civitas Portis.
This considered lessons learnt via the Civitas
Portis Travel Planning projects and provides
guidance as to travel planning development
with linkage to relevant information on Council
websites.
Thistle
Thistle Assistance cards for use by people
Assistance
who need extra help whilst using public
Cards
transport are now available. There is also a
Thistle Card app available for free download
via Google play and the apple app store.
Thistle Card and its app and website have
been amended to include exemption for
wearing face masks.

H&T Action

® = MTS project
Budget

£76.5K in 21/22
(includes £16.5K
delay in draw
down from 20/21)

Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

Status

Short to medium term guidance
and medium to long term
guidance has now been
published on the Nestrans and
Getabout websites.

Invoiced to date =
£8.6K

Costs to be met
from travel plan
budget, with fixed
cost remaining at
approx £2.2K

↑

Nestrans has again agreed to
contribute share along with
other RTPs of marketing and
maintaining/updating the
website and app in 20/21.
Costs identified for leaflet,
card and sticker printing an
postage on direct orders from
RTPs and requests via phone
& website from RTP areas.

Nestrans part
of project team
for the journey
planning and
wayfinding for
thistle
assistance,
which is being
funded by
Scottish
Enterprise and
led by
Sestrans

↑

See IC4a
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Regional Transport Strategy
Progress Report

01/06/2021
Strategy Strand
RTS actions
TB1b:
Continue to provide support
through the Sustainable
Travel Grants Scheme

Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress
Sustainable
Combined budget approved to continue to
travel grant
provide sustainable travel and cycle
scheme (STGS) parking grant schemes in 2021/22. Details
on grant criteria and guidance can be viewed
on the Nestrans website.

TB1c:
Carshare
Encourage increased up- website
take of car-sharing and car
club schemes

Budget
£53.8K in 21/22
(incl £33.8K delay
in draw down
from 20/21)

Costs to be met
Annual licence for getabout liftshare
website and call centre has been renewed from travel plan
budget
for 2021/22

Page 180

Co-wheels Car Car club launched in Aberdeen City on 2 April
Club
2012. Wheelchair Adapted Vehicle launched
16 July 2013. The Accord Smartcard can now
be used for Co-wheels membership.
Following tendering process by ACC, Cowheels contract to start 1 April 2017 for a
period of 3 years, with the option to extend for
up to 2 further years. Two hydrogen fuel cell
Toyota Mirai cars joined the co-wheels fleet
from 1 April 2019. An extra electric vehicle
was agreed for north Dee area.
Car share lanes See IC2c

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done
A proposal for a new
Community Sustainable
Travel Grant has been
developed with input from
legal and finance officers and
if approved would also be
funded via this budget.
The plan to test the market to
ensure best value in year ahead
for car share service in 21/22
was postponed as car share
was not being recommended
during covid travel restrictions,
but may be progressed for
22/23 if appropriate.

Target

Status

Proposed new
grant subject
of separate
report on
agenda

RTP's are
currently
working
together to
look at options
for car sharing
in the future.

↑

↑

ACC to commence tendering
process in year ahead for Car
Club provision as current
contract ends April 2022.

↑
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Strategy Strand
RTS actions
TB1d:
Continue to promote and
strengthen the Getabout
brand.

Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress
Getabout

Page 181

TB2 - Promoting Active Travel
TB2a:
Advertising
Develop an Active Travel
Action Plan with the aim of
encouraging more people
to walk and cycle more
often.
Cycle Parking
Grant Scheme

Cycling Action
Plan for
Scotland

Budget

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Getabout continuing to be promoted as the
Costs met from
Sustainable Transport Brand at events.
Travel Planning
Getabout partnership celebrated 10th (tin)
budget
anniversary in 2019 and produced money tin
can promotional items, encouraging people to
save money in the tins from travelling actively
and sustainably. Getabout website
(www.getabout.org.uk) refreshed to improve
editorial access and update graphics. The
costs were met from the Travel Planning
budget and the new version of the website
went live in May 2020.

Getabout and Nestrans
websites and social media
continue to be used to post
transport related guidance
during the transition phases
out of lockdown. Also being
used to promote safe
journeys to vaccination
centres

Radio advert booking contract on Original
106fm has been extended to Feb 2022.

Radio adverts in May
continued to be related to
safe travel guidance and
information being on the
getabout website.
Guidance for grant to be
finalised and publicised. Cycle
parking currently being provided
in Aberdeen via the Council's
Spaces for People funding.

21/22 budget agreed and combined for use
by both the sustainable travel grant and
cycle parking grant schemes.

Cycling Action Plan for Scotland was
published in 2010 and refreshed in 2013.
Latest refresh CAPS 2017-2020 published 17
Jan 2017.

Costs met from
Travel Planning
budget unless
otherwise stated.

Target

Status

Campaign on
road safety
and cycling
being
developed and
further details
in info bulletin.

↑

↑
↑

A new CAPS is currently
being developed. Nestrans is
involved in the group.

TB2a (contd)
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nestrans

Strategy Strand
RTS actions

Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress

Budget

Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

TB2a (contd)

Wayfinding
signs Stonehaven

£5K in 21/22 (all
delay in draw
down from 20/21)

ScotRail have confirmed that
they will not be able to
contribute to this in 2021.

Bid has been submitted to ScotRail Station
Travel Plan Development Fund for £10K and
this budget forms part of the Nestrans match
funding in partnership with £5K via
Aberdeenshire Council's Smarter Choices
Smarter Places funding.

Page 182

Places for
S Gov provides funding to Sustrans that is
Everyone (PfE) open to bids for infrastructure projects to
promote cycling and walking. The Community
Links Programme is now called Places for
Everyone. The Cab Sec for Transport
announced on 21 August that the Scottish
Gov is reducing the match funding rate for
PfE in 20/21 from 50% to 30%.
Smarter
Choices
Smarter Places
(SCSP)

Both Councils deliver SCSP projects under
the Getabout brand. A 2nd round of the SCSP
Open Fund was announced in May 2019 with
£2M again allocated for bids from £5K-£50K.
Nestrans bid for £25K match funding
collection of travel diaries/mode shift
consultancy work as a baseline for RTS2040
was approved. Following the impact of covid
on everyone's travel it has been agreed that
the funds instead by used for emerging travel
behaviour and attitude surveys.

Target

Status

Nestrans to
discuss
potential
options with
Aberdeenshire
Council with
remaining
funding.

Sustrans has advised that the
Places for Everyone portal is
currently closed for bids and
this will be reviewed in
September 2021. Previously
submitted bids are however
continuing to be considered
and progressed if agreed.
£50K in 20/21 for
Travel Surveys
(comprising £25K
Nestrans budget
and £25K SCSP
grant)
Invoiced to date
=£35.4K

Consultancy work tendered and
Systra appointed. Final 10th
round of surveys undertaken
and published on Nestrans
website. Final report received
and further details in separate
covid-19 report on agenda.
Grant claim for £17.7K
submitted to Paths for All.

↑

↑
Unused part of
Nestrans 20/21
budget agreed
to c/f to
supplement
further
surveys as
SCSP match
not available in
21/22.

↑
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RTS actions
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TB2a (contd)

Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress

Budget

Travel
behaviour
change and
transport
surveys to
support
RTS2040

Continuation of travel behaviour and
attitude surveys as a result of Covid in
2021/22 and development of options for a
comprehensive travel survey as a baseline
for RTS2040.

£37.3K in 21/22
(incl 7.3K
continuation from
20/21)

NTS2 managing
demand

The National Transport Strategy NTS2
Delivery Plan has a section on Managing
Demand that states "We will work across
government to develop a coordinated
package of policy
interventions to reduce car kilometres by
20% by 2030. Assuming the health
pandemic has moved to a phase to allow
more certainty regarding future
forecasting, a route map to meet the
reduction will be published in 2021"

£25K Revenue in
21/22

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done
Aim to undertake surveys on
a 2 monthly basis from June
if procurement proposed in
budget report ie extension to
contract tendered in 20/21
agreed. Traffic surveys also
undertaken following
competitive tender in May on
A90 between Ellon and
Peterhead as part of
University student study.
Nestrans has approved a
budget to meet the cost of
any studies to look into the
regional implications of the
national traffic demand
targets. This allocation
would provide an opportunity
to ensure that we have
evidence available to ensure
that the needs of our region
are properly represented.

Target

Status

Further details
on University
of Aberdeen
collaboration
work in info
bulletin.

↑

↑
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Page 184
TB2a (contd)

Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress

Budget

Bike Hire
Scheme

ACC announced on 22 March 2020 the
£10K Revenue in
operator for Aberdeen’s new electric bike hire 21/22
scheme is Big Issue ShareBike Ltd.
ShareBike, an established Norwegian bike
hire company, is sourcing the ebikes and
developing the app whilst The Big Issue will
recruit locally to undertake the maintenance
for tasks such as bike re-distribution, bike
maintenance, contact centre, and battery
charging. Nestrans has approved a £10K
budget in 21/22 to assist with promotion of
the scheme and to support membership
subscription.

Cycling
Scotland

Transport Minister announced £4.5M to
Cycling Scotland over next 2 years to promote
cycling, develop a cycle friendly campus and
provide cycle training through Bikeability
Scotland. Cycling Scotland’s annual “Give Me
Cycle Space” campaign was launched on 2
May 2014.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done
The scheme will see about 450
ebikes initially being installed at
various locations around the city
with people able to book the
bikes primarily through a
smartphone app although webbased and telephone bookings
will also be available. People
will be able to book an ebike
through a monthly subscription
scheme or on a pay-as-you-go
basis. Using a mobile phone
and personal code, a GPS
system will identify bike
availability to start the trip and
also the available parking
spaces at the end of the
journey.
Cycling Scotland are funding
the installation of 9 ped/cycle
counters across the north
east and arranging the
installation of 12 further
counters to be funded via the
Sustrans CDO grant. Info
from all sites will feed into
Cycling Scotland's Active
Travel Open Data portal.
Further info on location of
sites in info bulletin.

Target

Status

It is anticipated
the scheme will
be launched in
the late summer
2021 depending
on the Covid-19
pandemic which
may affect
supply of parts
for the ebikes
and any
coronavirus
restrictions at
the time.

Site visits
undertaken
end April/start
May to confirm
locations.
Counters
ordered and
typically take 8
weeks for
delivery,
installation
and becoming
operational.

↑

TB2a (contd)
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Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress

TB2a (contd)

Cycling
Development
Officer

Budget

Page 185

Nestrans appointed an officer to help take
forward bids, act as a liaison between north
east authorities and national bodies and to
help design and promote cycling routes
across the region. Sustrans willing to match
fund the post costs and up to further £50K
project costs by Nestrans with £100,000 per
year capital for strategic routes in the NE.

Agreement from
Sustrans that
£100K CDO grant
from 20/21 can
continue to be
claimed for agreed
projects and
further £100K
grant available in
2021/22

Nestrans CDO submitted a bid to Sustrans for
further upgrade works on the Deeside Way
from Crathes to Banchory, from Dinnet to
Cambus O'May and from Cambus O'May to
Ballater. Sustrans are providing full funding
for the Deeside Way upgrades in 20/21 in
addition to CDO grant and letter of grant
received and accepted. W M Donald
appointed by Abdnshire Council. Claim for
first section of works completed in Nov 2020
from Cambus O May to Ballater uploaded to
Sustrans portal.

£250K National
Cycling Network
(NCN)
Development Grant
from Sustrans in
20/21

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

CDO grant of up to £100K
again to be made available
from Sustrans for projects in
21/22. Cycling Scotland to
fund 9 ped/cycle counters (4
in Abdn, 5 Abndshire) and
arrange installation of the 12
NE counters (5 Abdn, 7
Abdnshire) using CDO grant
funding through their
contract with Q-Free.

Sustrans has
agreed to
remaining
20/21 grant
being used for
bikes, helmets
and equipment
by Sport
Aberdeen and
Live Life
Aberdeenshire.

Further section from Boghead
to Cambus o May completed by
end March 2021. Phase 3
between Milton of Crathes to
Birkenbaud (east of
Banchory) also now
completed along with an
additional 900m section east
of Drumoak from Whinbank
to Manse cottage that was
agreed as there was budget
remaining.
Grampian Cycle The Grampian Cycle Partnership is now a
Nestrans
Temporary signs created and
Partnership
constituted group and has held several events contributed to
erected for Ride the North
and meetings across Aberdeen,
cost of temporary 153, which has a Grampian
Aberdeenshire and Moray. The GCP website signage in
Highlands Cycle Network
is http://www.grampian cyclepartnership.org
Grampian and
with 158 suggested cycling
AGM held in Feb, with T Collier staying on as Moray area from routes around Aberdeenshire
Chair, C Allanach - Vice Chair and J Barron - the travel planning and Moray. The signs will be
Secretary. GCP holding committee meetings budget.
in place from 1 May for 153
virtually.
days to 30 Sept.

Status

↑

Claim to be
submitted for
completed
sections.

↑

Safe and
Responsible
Cycling Guide
developed by
GCP will be
issued to
coincide with
Safer Cycling
initiative in
Summer.

↑
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Regional Transport Strategy
Progress Report

01/06/2021
Strategy Strand
RTS actions
TB2b:
Work with NHS Grampian
and Community Planning
Partnerships to deliver the
Health and Transport
Action Plan and achieve
objectives for a healthier
population.
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TB3 - Improving Safety
TB3a:
Work with the Councils,
Emergency Services and
others to promote road
safety as part of a
comprehensive approach
covering Education,
Engineering, Enforcement
and Encouragement
measures.

Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress
Health &
Transport
Action Plan

Community
Planning

HTAP works being progressed by HTAP
support manager and sub groups. Further
funding approved for 2021/22 to continue
part funding of the HTAP Programme
Support Manager, general HTAP actions
and contribution towards provision of the
THInC service until end March 2022.
Nestrans are statutory partners, contribute
financially and attend appropriate meetings.
Two active travel Project Charters (one
cycling and one walking) have been produced
for the Aberdeen Sustainable City LOIP
group, which Nestrans is leading on.

Budget
£44.5K in 21/22
(includes £4K
delay in draw
down from 20/21)
Invoiced to date =
£9.5K
£10K in 21/22
Invoiced to date =
£5K

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Status

HTAP progress given in part 4
of progress update .

↑
Budget approved to meet
membership cost for both CP
partners in 2021/22. Nestrans
has purchased 500 getabout
branded bike lights for
distribution to cyclists in north
east communities travelling
without lights to promote safety
and assist with LOIP active
travel aims.

Zebra Crossing Budget approved to replace existing zebra
retrofits and
crossing poles with Halo Beacons at
road safety
prioritised sites
education
initiatives in
Aberdeenshire
Cycle
Education
linked to
Integrated
Travel Towns
Road Safety
Education

Target

£35K in 21/22 (all Various sites identified within
carry forward from Kincardine & Mearns & Marr
geographical areas. TWM
20/21)
have been awarded the
contact for supply and
installation of Zebra Crossing
Retrofits
Cycle education linked to Integrated Travel £10K in 21/22
Towns (Peterhead, Fraserburgh, Inverurie,
Huntly & Portlethen)

Bespoke talks in towns with high collision
£40K in 21/22 (all Budget for road safety
incidences by professional engagement team. carry forward from education talks approved to
20/21)
carry forward to 21/22 as they
were unable to take place in
20/21 due to covid.

Police Scotland
have been
given 300 sets
of lights and
ACC City
wardens 200
sets to
distribute to
cyclists seen
travelling
without lights.

↑

↑

↑
↑
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Regional Transport Strategy
Progress Report

01/06/2021
Strategy Strand
RTS actions

Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress

Budget
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Improve safety Getabout participating with road safety
Costs being met
from approved
and cycling campaign over summer in
travel plan budget
partnership with the Road Safety North
East Scotland partnership and Police
Scotland.
Taxi Ranks
ACC has approved a 4th night time taxi rank
INCENTIVES AND ENFORCEMENT
IE1 - Changing Choices through Incentives & Partnerships
IE1a:
Bus Operators Stagecoach and First Aberdeen operating
Work with operators to
limited seating capacity to enable safe
identify possible fare
distancing and revised timetables since the
incentives to encourage
Covid outbreak. Details such as latest service
increased bus use,
updates, journey planners etc can be viewed
particularly where this
on the operators websites. Getabout also
enables access to
provides links to operators websites and latest
employment or training
government travel advice. The Scottish
Government has approved additional
expenditure of up to £61.4 million to enable
bus operators to maintain services during the
COVID-19 pandemic from April to end June
2021.
Supported

On 17 May Aberdeen City Council approved

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done
The campaign will be
launched in mid June and
include media releases from
the partners, social media,
posters and radio adverts.
Other city centre ranks on
Stagecoach has increased
services across Aberdeen,
Aberdeenshire and Moray
from 19 April 2021. First
Aberdeen announced their 15
hydrogen double-decker bus
fleet that launched in January
has already completed
100,000 miles of operation
and saved 170,000kg of CO2
from being released into the
atmosphere – the equivalent
of taking 42 cars off the road
for a year.

Target

Status

Further details
in information
bulletin

↑
↑

↑

↑
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Regional Transport Strategy
Progress Report

01/06/2021
Strategy Strand
RTS actions
IE1b:
Through the Local
Authorities/Bus Operators
Forum (LABOF) continue
to develop the Quality
Partnership for Public
Transport and the Bus
Punctuality Improvement
Partnership to achieve
improvements in bus
provision and increased
levels of bus use.

Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress
North East of
Scotland Bus
Alliance
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IE2 - Using Enforcement
IE2a:
Low Emission
Support enforcement of
Zones
vehicle emission standards
to improve air quality, in
Aberdeen City Centre and
towns across the north
east.

CARE North

The North East of Scotland Bus Alliance has
been approved by both Councils and the
operators and has been signed. The
Transport Bill was passed on 10 October
2019 and received Royal Assent on 15
November 2019 making the Transport
(Scotland) Act 2019 law. The new legislation
will give local councils and RTPs more
flexibility to improve services, either by
working with bus companies or by stepping in
and running services themselves. It includes
new local franchising powers, and
requirements on bus operators to provide
more information to the public about routes,
timetabling and fares.

Budget
£87.3K in 21/22
(incl £36K carry
forward from
20/21)

The Scottish Gov announced a commitment £12.5K in 21/22 (all
to introduce LEZs into Scotland's 4 largest
delay in draw
cities by 2020 although indicative extended
down from 20/21)
timeframe of Feb - May 2022 now earliest
realistic period due to Covid . An LEZ Project
Group (including Nestrans) has been initiated
and will oversee the development of
Aberdeen's LEZ. ACC awarded S Gov funding
to appoint a consultant to assist in LEZ
development and to upgrade the City Centre
micro-simulation model. Systra appointed
following tender. Nestrans budget
contribution in 20/21 approved to fund
modelling of LEZ options with City Centre
Master Plan strategic interventions in place to
aid further development of option.
Nestrans and ACC involved in Interreg IV

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done
The Bus Action Plan produced
by the Bus Alliance and based
on the State of the Network
Report was published on the
Nestrans website in April 2020
and will be updated and
reported to the Bus Alliance
Board every 6 months. The Bus
Alliance submitted a bid to
the S Gov's Bus Partnership
Fund and update given a
separate report on the
agenda.

ACC aim to introduce LEZ by
Spring 2022. Systra has
completed draft reports on
option testing modelling and
NLEF Stage 2 appraisal.
Preferred LEZ option to be
reported to ACC in June with
a recommendation for public
and stakeholder consultation
immediately thereafter.

ACC successful in applying to

Target

Status

↑

↑

↑
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Regional Transport Strategy
Progress Report

01/06/2021
Strategy Strand
RTS actions
IE2d:
Support measures to
enforce the operation of
bus lanes to ensure the
efficient movement of
buses and taxis.

Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress
Bus Lane
Nestrans funded new camera system and
Decriminalisatio upgrade backroom office equipment for bus
n
lane decriminalisation in 2012/13. Budget
agreed in 20/21 to replace existing bus lane
enforcement system hardware and software
that is becoming obsolete.
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CR1 - Carbon Reduction, Noise and Air Quality
CR1a:
Two Electric
Contribution to 2 electric mini buses to
Support measures which
mini buses for support school transport and social work
encourage uptake of
Fraserburgh
services in Fraserburgh area and assist AC
alternative fuels for public area
move to ULEV vehs in Council fleet (AC to
transport, private and
fund 50% of one minibus and charging
public sector vehicles, to
infrastructure). Two replacement vehicles
build on the north east’s
have been ordered, one of which is being
role as an energy hub and
funded via Transport Scotland's Switch on
work towards the
Fleet Grant. Second vehicle procured from
decarbonisation of
Mellor Coachcraft at cost of £170,704.
transport and
Remaining budget to be used to install
improvements in air quality.
charging posts

Low emission

The 15 brand new electric-hybrids double

Budget
£151.4K in 20/21

£248K budget in
21/22 (all delay in
draw down from
20/21)

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

Status

Contract awarded following
tender. Site surveys of existing
column and power
infrastructure has taken place
and some sites will benefit from
being placed up higher than
existing camera columns and in
these situations light columns
will be used. New system is
rapidly deployable and units can
be easily moved to other
locations around the city.

Equipment
being funded
by Nestrans
was delivered
by end March
and awaiting
invoice. ACC
arranging and
funding
installation of
new cameras.

↑

Swarco / Boyd Brother have
been identified for supply and
installation of electric vehicle
charging points within the
Fraserburgh area to support
these two buses and expand
the EV network. Site Surveys
being carried out 31/03 and
01/04, following which a
quotation will be received. First
vehicle received 25 May 2021.

Second
vehicle
estimated to
be delivered
wk beg 31
May.
Quotations are
being sought
for the electric
vehicle
charging
points
following
which works
will be
commissioned
.

↑

Service 35 connects more than

↑
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transport and
improvements in air quality.
Regional Transport Strategy
Progress Report

01/06/2021
Strategy Strand
RTS actions

Current Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress
LEZ Support
Fund

CR1a (contd)
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CR1b:
E1
- Consultation and Engagement
CR1c:
E1a:
Consultation
Take an active and
and
inclusive approach to
Engagement
engagement and
consultation with
communities, relevant
sectors of the community
and interest groups and
stakeholders.

Budget

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

The Low Emission Zone Support Fund,
funded by Transport Scotland and
administered by Energy Saving Trust,
offers targeted grant funding between
2019-2022 to four specific groups: 1)
households in relative poverty (cars), 2)
micro-businesses using cars/vans, 3)
taxis, and 4) freight (HGVs). Grants are
available to support the cost of retrofitting
engines or exhausts on taxis, vans and
HGVs to Euro 6/VI standard. The fund also
provides micro businesses an incentive of
a £2500 cash grant to dispose of a noncompliant car and replace it with a
compliant vehicle or invest in an
alternative mode of transport such as an ecargo bike.

Households can apply for a
£2000 cash grant to help with
the disposal of a non-LEZ
compliant vehicle. In
addition, people can also
receive up to two £500
mobility grants or Travel
Better vouchers to let them
buy a bike, e-bike or public
transport voucher. Full
information can be found on
the national Low Emission
Zone and the Energy Savings
Trust websites.

ACC is supporting
the 2015/16
multi-million
pound
£186,474
Capitalinin
Funding
approved for
to identify
£155K
revenue
Nestrans online consultation on the A944
Active Travel Route Study being funded
through the S Gov RTP Active Travel grant
commenced on 17 May for a 4 week
period.

Nestrans contributed
further in
Additional
funding proposed
Preferred option for a Low
Emission Zone in Aberdeen is
being reported to ACC in
June with a recommendation
that public and stakeholder
consultation commence
thereafter.

Target

Status

↑

↑
↑
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Health Transport Action Plan
Progress Report

01/06/2021

nestrans

Health and Transport Action Plan
HTAP Sub Group
HTAP General

Project/Actions

Progress

Budget

Future Actions/ Progress

Target

Status

Steering Group

The Steering Group now meet six times per
year using Microsoft Teams. Dates are
confirmed for 2021.

The next meeting is on 22nd of
April.

↑

Update

Ongoing support to the HTAP partners, the
programming of meetings and support for the
Public Involvement Representative. Ongoing
monitoring of situation across partners and
national developments. Ongoing stakeholder
engagement.

The Programme Manager will
continue to circulate transport
studies, funding opportunities
and connect colleagues where
appropriate.

↑

HTAP Annual
Report

The Annual Report was approved by the
Steering Group on the 22nd of April. An
Executive Summary has been produced.
Both are before the Nestrans Board and
have been shared with all partner
organisations.
The Programme Manager continues to
attend various NHS Grampian meetings
relating to Transportation promoting links
with partner organisations and
professionals. These include the
Transportation Overview Group, which
includes Travel Planning as part of its remit
and the newly formed NHS Grampian EV
Infrastructure Group.
The Programme Manager is a member of twice
monthly meeting of NHS Innovation Leads
discussing the potential use of drone
technology to reduce time consuming
transportation by road in health settings. For
example, robot controlled drones delivering
defibulators to remote locations.

The intention is to seek noting of
the report by the three
Community Planning
Partnerships.

↑

It is hoped that once in post the
Sustrans NHS Workplace
Engagement Officer will be
supported in part by the HTAP
Programme Manager and work
can be taken forward, including
the development of actions within
the refresh of the NHSG Travel
Plan.
The group is making preparations
to carryout "real world" trials of
unmanned drones in health
settings similar to trials in other
parts of the UK.

↑

Programme Manager
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NHSG Active
Travel &
Sustainable
Travel

National Health
Innovation
Drones Group

↑
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Health Transport Action Plan
Progress Report

01/06/2021
HTAP Sub Group

Project/Actions Progress
NHSG have recruited a Project Manager to
NHSG Patient
Transport Group write a business case for funding additional
transport in the long term, where demand
exceeds the capacity of the Scottish
Ambulance Service Patient Transport Service.
HTAP Spaces
Various colleagues from partner
for People
organisations liaise on the SfP funding
Knowledge
awarded to NHS Grampian and wider SfP
Share
measures.
Transport and Public Health Sub-Group
Sub-Group

A meeting of the sub-group took place on
the 6th of May.
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Road Safety
The Sub-Group Chair represents the Public
North East
Health Directorate on this group.
Scotland Public
Health Input
Low Emission
The Sub-Group Chair represents the Public
Zone
Health Directorate on this group.
Access to Health and Social Care Sub-Group
Sub-Group

Since early 2020, the position of Chair for the
Access to Health & Social Care Sub-Group has
been vacant. Paul Finch from Nestrans is
acting Chair. The sub-group met on the 15th
of April.

Budget

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
Target
The meeting is Chaired by the HTAP
Steering Group Chair.

Status

One of the infrastructure projects
being considered is a path
between ARI and Woodhill House.

↑

Further work is required to clarify
actions which would have an
added value effect on existing
collaborative work, build long
term resilience into the
connections between partners
and promote creative problem
solving.
Linked to the ongoing work of the
Sub-Group.

↑

Linked to the ongoing work of the
Sub-Group.

↑

Dates for future meetings are to
be confirmed. Discussions are
ongoing with partners regarding
the future focus of the group.
Partners have supported the
value of knowledge exchange
through the group during the
pandemic.

↑

↑

↑
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Health Transport Action Plan
Progress Report

01/06/2021
HTAP Sub Group
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Project/Actions
THInC, Public
Transport Units
and Support to
the NHS/Patient
Transport
Service.

Progress
The Scottish Ambulance Service Patient
Transport Service (PTS) has operated at
reduced vehicle capacity due to physical
distancing.

THInC In The
City

The two wheelchair accessible vehicles
operated by Buchan Dial A Community Bus and
booked via THInC have been funded by
Aberdeen City Health & Social Care
Partnership. This funding expires at the end of
the current financial year.
Nestrans had previously awarded £2.5K to this
free to the user community transport pilot in the
Buchan area of Aberdeenshire. The pandemic
and lockdowns and physical distancing
restrictions have all impacted on the pilot.

BeLinkD

Patient transport requests for hospital
appointments, hospital discharge and COVID19 tests were directed to THInC from NHSG,
the PTS, the Grampian Coronavirus Assistance
Hub and direct from members of the public.
THInC staff liaised with transport operators
including private operators contracted by
NHSG, community/voluntary transport
organisations and Councils to arrange
transport.

Budget

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
Target
THInC continues to be funded by
Nestrans, NHS Grampian, Aberdeen
City Council and Aberdeenshire
Council. THInC is included within
vaccination appointment letters. A
Nestrans funded Original radio
advertisement will be live soon.
Feedback from members of the
public and from those involved in
the Vaccination Programme have
been highly positive about the
service provided. Over 1,100 trips
for vulnerable passengers to the
relevant Vaccination Centre have
been organised by THInC. It is
planned that a simple website for
THInC be created using funding
made available by Nestrans.

Status

A grant has been approved by
Aberdeen City Health & Social Care
Partnership to fund the service for
the year 2021/22.

↑

The Be-Link'D Steering Group is
targeting the Tarland area and is
making preparations for a relaunch event with new
promotional material.

↑

↑
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Agenda Item 8
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 9 June 2021

8

Publications and Consultations

1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

The purpose of this report is to inform Members of recent publications and consultation
papers of interest. Since the last meeting of the Board, a number of publications and
consultations of interest have been received and are discussed below.

2.

Scotland’s National Population Strategy

2.1

In March 2021, the Scottish Government published “A Scotland for the future: The
opportunities and challenges of Scotland’s changing population”.

2.2

This paper frames Scotland’s demographic challenge around four key building blocks:
1. a family-friendly nation,
2. a healthy living society,
3. an attractive and welcoming country, and
4. a more balanced population.

2.3

The population of Scotland has been growing steadily and reached an all-time high of
5.46million in 2019. This growth is due mainly to two factors – birth rates have
exceeded death rates, although this differential has slowed and the two are now
similar; and since the turn of the century, inward migration has exceeded emigration.
Projections are for continuing net in-migration, but for natural change to become
negative (i.e. for deaths to exceed births).

2.4

Population is still projected to grow in both Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Council
areas due to inward migration, although between 2018 and 2028 increase in Aberdeen
City is projected to be below the national average (increase in Aberdeenshire is
projected above the national average).

2.5

A number of Scottish Government policies, strategies and programmes are included
in the document as a way to deliver the population strategy. The National Transport
Strategy is included as it sets the strategic framework within which investment
decisions will be made with the on-going second Strategic Transport Projects Review
(STPR2) considering the strategic transport interventions needed – to support delivery
of the strategy. The strategy highlights the need for those living in rural, remote or
island communities to be well connected including to making a positive contribution to
maintaining and growing the populations in these areas.

2.3

The full report is available to read here .
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3.

Strathclyde Partnership for Transport (SPT) – Regional Transport Strategy Case
for Change

3.1

SPT has recently published their draft ‘Case for Change’ report along with associated
background reports and statutory assessments for their Regional Transport Strategy,
which can be accessed at their website www.spt.co.uk/vision.

3.2

The ‘Case for Change’ report sets out a new Vision and proposed Targets, outlines
the key transport problems (the ‘Key Issues’) that they believe the new strategy needs
to help tackle, and sets out a long list of ‘high level’ options of the types of interventions,
policies and actions that will be considered further in the next stage of the strategy
development.

3.3

They are seeking comments on the report at this time, with the consultation open until
Friday 11 June 2021. Individuals may respond to the consultation using the
questionnaire available here:
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/SPTCaseForChange, although it is not felt that
there are any significant issues necessary for Nestrans to raise at this time.

4.

CBI - Greener Miles – Delivering on a net-zero vision for commuting

4.1

The Confederation of British Industry (CBI) published a report in April 2021, on
Reducing Transport Emissions through commuting as part of the work to deliver netzero emissions.

4.2

It focusses on:
• Taking a tailored approach to decarbonising commutes,
• Transforming public transport,
• Going electric, and
• From transport to mobility.

4.3

The full report can be read here.

5.

Consultations on 2022 Rail Timetables

5.1

LNER and Cross Country Rail operators are going to start their 2022 timetable public
consultations in June 2021. Nestrans will monitor and take part in these public
consultations and report back to the Board on any changes to the timetables of
LNER and Cross Country Service that may affect the North East of Scotland.

6

Williams- Shapps Plan for Rail

6.1

The Great British Railways – the Williams-Shapps Plan, white paper, for rail was
published by the Department for Transport on the 20th of May 2021.

6.2

The document outlines the UK government’s vision for rail. A key element of the
document is that a new public body, Great British Railways, will be created to run and
plan the rail network, own the infrastructure, and receive the fare revenue. It will
procure passenger services and set most fares and timetables.

6.3

The full document can be read here

8 Publications and Consultations
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7

Recommendations

7.1

It is recommended that the Board:
1.

Notes the Publications and Consultations.

RD/PMF/KW 31 May 2021

8 Publications and Consultations
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Agenda Item 9
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 9 June 2021

9 Information Bulletin


Purpose of Report

The purpose of this report is to provide information and updates for the Board on a number of
matters not requiring decisions.


Getabout Update

The Getabout working group continues to meet virtually and key messages around active
travel and Covid-19 safe travel messages continue to be promoted through social media and
advertising. The next campaign will be focused on road safety and cycling over the summer.
The launch for this campaign will be mid-June 2021. This will be done through a media release
with partners from the Road Safety North East Scotland partnership, social media, outdoor
poster advertising, radio adverts and supported by Police patrols on key cycling routes.


University of Aberdeen Collaboration

University of Aberdeen are now running a new MSc course on Transport and Intelligent
Mobility, and officers of Nestrans and our local authority partners sit on the Programme
Advisory Board for this course. The opportunity has arisen to host an MSc summer
dissertation project. Paul Finch will be helping to supervise a student who is keen to look at
performance issues on the A90(N) between Ellon and Peterhead, with particular focus on
Covid impacts. A series of surveys on the route have been undertaken during week beginning
24 May 2020 to inform this work, and this will have wider benefit for our ongoing interest on
this strategic route.


New Pedestrian and Cycle Counters

Nestrans Cycling Development Officer has reached agreement with Cycling Scotland to install
further pedestrian/cycle counters across the northeast and for this information to feed into
Cycling Scotland's Active Travel Open Data portal that previously had no information for the
Nestrans area.
Cycling Scotland are funding counters at four sites in Aberdeen and five in Aberdeenshire.
Agreement has also been reached with Sustrans to use part of the Cycling Development
Officer grant for 2020/21 that can continue to be claimed in 2021/22 for a further five sites in
Aberdeen and seven in Aberdeenshire.
Cycling Scotland are arranging the installation of all 21 new counters for the north east through
their national contract with Q-free and the costs include the equipment and installation, a 5year warranty, data hosting and site maintenance support. The sites agreed for the new
counters with both Councils are listed below with the shading indicating those funded entirely
by Cycling Scotland:

9 Information Bulletin
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A92 King Street (southbound)
A944 Lang Stracht (eastbound)
A944 Westburn Road (eastbound)
A9119 Queens Road (eastbound)
A93 Great Western Road (eastbound)
A96 Great Northern Road (westbound)
A96 Auchmill Road (westbound)
C154C Victoria Road, Torry (eastbound)
A956 Wellington Road (northbound)
Aboyne, North Deeside Road
Braemar, Old Military Road

Peterhead, South Road Path
Peterhead, Ravenscraig Road / F&B Way
Peterhead, Maggie Black's Trail
Ellon, Riverside Road
Alford, Greystone Road
Turriff, A947 Banff Road
Westhill, Straik Road
Westhill, Old Skene Road
Mintlaw, F&B Way
Longside, F&B Way

Sustrans has agreed that the remaining CDO grant funding for 2020/21, which amounts to
around £39k, be used to help fund the purchase of a number of pool bikes, helmets and
equipment for children being given Bikeability and other training from Adventure
Aberdeen/Sport Aberdeen and Live Life Aberdeenshire (as many children do not have access
to either) and the potential for informal longer-term loans of bikes, helmets and equipment by
care-experienced older children/young adults from them on behalf of both authorities.
Discussions are ongoing around the detail of this and procurement options. Proposals for the
2021/22 CDO grant are being developed and will be reported to a future Board when agreed
with Sustrans.



Press and Communications

A summary of Press Enquiries, Media Releases and coverage relevant to Nestrans since the
last Board meeting is attached as Appendix A to this report.



Recommendation

It is recommended that the Board note the contents of this report.

JB/LJ/KW 31 May 2021
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Appendix A

Nestrans Communications Report
1 April 2021 - 28 May 2021
•

Nestrans News Releases

Date

Details

17.05.2021
14.04.2021

Press release on the launch of the A944 Active Travel Study consultation.
Nestrans chair quoted in news release issued by Ride The North about the
RTN challenge and temporary cycling signage.

•

Date
20.05.2021

17.05.2021
17.05.2021

14.05.2021

12.05.2021

11.05.2021

29.04.2021

29.04.2021

Nestrans News Coverage
Media
The Press and Journal

Details
Article regarding the announcement of new public
sector body Great British Railways. Stephen Flynn
has concerns as to how this will affect the possibility
of future stations in his constituency. Nestrans
mentioned as one of the organisations involved in
discussions.
The Press and Journal Articles regarding the launch of the consultation as
part of the A944 active travel study. Councillor
Evening Express
Macdonald and Councillor Argyle are quoted in their
Nestrans roles.
Evening Express
Article on how construction will begin in May on the
new Stewart Milne homes at the Stationfields site in
Cove. Article also references hopes for a new
railway station in the area, as one of several potential
sites between Aberdeen and Laurencekirk.
References the Nestrans study. (Aberdeen to
Laurencekirk Multi Modal Corridor Study).
Scottish
Construction Article following the approval of Aberdeen City
Now
Council’s roads capital budget. References funding
for Nestrans-related works,
Evening Express
Article discussing plans for a new Aberdeen market
in the former BHS building. Project leads could look
to Nestrans and Sustrans for financial assistance,
among others.
Grampian Online
Article discusses the Scottish Conservatives’ pledge
to make the A90 upgrades, including Toll of Birness,
a priority for next parliament.
Buchan Observer
A Campaign for North East Rail spokesman says
that they are committed to retaining cycle paths on
the Formartine & Buchan and Deeside ways. Article
makes reference to the Nestrans study (Fraserburgh
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15.04.2021

Grampian Online

09.04.2021

Northsound (online)

09.04.2021

Buchan Observer

05.04.2021

Evening Express

02.04.2021

Evening Express

01.04.2021

Grampian Online

and Peterhead to Aberdeen Strategic Transport
Study).
Article on the creation of temporary cycling signage
for the Ride The North 153 project, which will see
signs across 2,000 miles in Aberdeenshire and
Moray. RTN founder Neil Innes thanks both local
authorities and Nestrans for working with him on the
project.
Article on the launch of the ‘Campaign for North East
Rail’. Co-Chair of the group, Jordan Jack is critical of
what has been included in rail plans in the next RTS
and says that their technical proposal can counter
every issue from the findings of the 2017
Fraserburgh and Peterhead to Aberdeen Strategic
Transport Study.
Article on the launch of the ‘Campaign for North East
Rail’. A spokesman from the campaign group
discusses the findings from the Nestrans study
(Fraserburgh and Peterhead to Aberdeen Strategic
Transport Study.)
Liam Kerr calls for the Scottish Government to
publish Transport Scotland’s response to the
Nestrans Case for Change report as part of the
Aberdeen to Laurencekirk Multi Modal Corridor
Study
Jackie Dunbar, Kevin Stewart and Audrey Nicol have
written to Michael Matheson calling for more funding
to be released to allow feasibility studies for stations
at Kittybrewster and Bucksburn. Nestrans Transport
Strategy Manager is quoted on the work Nestrans is
doing to enhance local rail services.
Article on the launch of the ‘Campaign for North East
Rail’. A spokesman from the campaign group
discusses the findings from the Nestrans study
(Fraserburgh and Peterhead to Aberdeen Strategic
Transport Study.)
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10 Conferences and Presentations


Recent and Forthcoming Conferences of Interest to Nestrans

Date

Location

Title

Organiser

Thursday 15th
April 2021

Online

The Road to Net Systra
Zero

Friday 7th May
2021
Wednesday 2nd
June

Online

Get your staff back AGCC
to work
National
Active Paths for
Travel Conference: All
“Priority
for
recovery:
the
importance
of
active
and
sustainable travel."



nil

Nestrans
Attendees

Rab Dickson

£24.00

Paul Finch

£25.00

Kelly Wiltshire

Other Training

Date



Online

Conf Cost
(Excl. Vat)

Title

Organiser

Cost
(excl.
VAT)

Attendees

Presentation Title

Organisation
and Audience

Press
Involve
ment

Presenters

Location

Presentations by Nestrans
Date

Location

RD/ 31 May 2021
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11

Pending Business and Reports for Future Meetings

 Purpose of Report
The purpose of this report is to advise of progress on pending business requested by the
Board and major reports scheduled for forthcoming Board meetings, and to provide the
opportunity for the Board to add to or amend this scheduling.
 Background
It has been agreed that this be a standing item on the Board's agenda, listing progress on
major areas of work which are not yet in final form to report to the Board with reasons for
any delays explained, together with a provisional list of major reports for future Board
meetings.
 Reports prepared for June Meeting
A number of reports which had been programmed are now presented to the Board:
o Annual Audit Report (Item 3.1);
o RTS Update (Item 5.1)
o Bus Partnership Fund Update (Item 5.3); and
o HTAP Annual Report (Item 6.1).
 Major Reports for Future Meetings
There are no major items outstanding at this time.

 Recommendation
It is recommended that the Board note the report on pending business.
RD/31 May 2021
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